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ABSTRACT 

There is a marked trend of using information technologies to improve healthcare. Among 

all the health IT, electronic health record (EHR) systems hold great promises as they modernize 

the paradigm and practice of care provision. However, empirical studies in the literature found 

mixed evidence on whether EHRs improve quality of care. I posit two explanations for the mixed 

evidence. First, most prior studies failed to account for system use and only focused on EHR 

purchase or adoption. Second, most existing EHR systems provide inadequate clinical decision 

support and hence, fail to reveal the full potential of digital health.  

In this dissertation I address two broad research questions: a) Does meaningful use of 

EHRs improve quality of care? and b) How do we advance clinical decision making through 

innovative computational techniques of healthcare analytics? To these ends, the dissertation 

comprises four essays. The first essay examines whether meaningful use of EHRs improve 

quality of care through a natural experiment. I found that meaningful use significantly improve 

quality of care, and this effect is greater in historically disadvantaged hospitals such as small, 

non-teaching, or rural hospitals. These empirical findings present salient practical and policy 

implications about the role of health IT. On the other hand, in the other three essays I work with 

real-world EHR data sets and propose healthcare analytics frameworks and methods to better 

utilize clinical text (Essay II), integrate clinical guidelines and EHR data for risk prediction 

(Essay III), and develop a principled approach for multifaceted risk profiling (Essay IV). Models, 

frameworks, and design principles proposed in these essays advance not only health IT research, 

but also more broadly contribute to business analytics, design science, and predictive modeling 

research.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

To address practical challenges in the existing US healthcare system, researchers and 

policymakers have been advocating the adoption and use of health information technology (IT), 

with the hope that it will transform and modernize healthcare (Agarwal et al. 2010). An 

important element in the health IT initiatives is the implementation of electronic health record 

(EHR) systems. An advanced EHR system contains not only patient data, but also several 

interconnected applications that facilitate daily clinical practice, including computerized order 

entry, safety alert, health information exchange, among others.  

EHR could bring huge impacts to both healthcare organizations and healthcare 

professionals. At the organizational level, EHR creates business values to healthcare 

practitioners as they can potentially improve healthcare quality, safety, and efficiency, and at the 

same time, reduce the cost. At the individual level, for each physician and for each patient, EHR 

can provide better decision support regarding screening, diagnosis, treatment, etc. It is therefore 

to consider EHR systems in healthcare as the ERP systems in manufacturing. They create 

business values and provide decision support. They are the information infrastructure for 

operations.  

Despite the great promise of EHR, many empirical studies found mixed evidence on 

whether EHR systems improve quality of care, which in turn casts doubt on the values of EHR 

systems and health IT in general. There are at least two potential explanations for the mixed 

evidence in the literature of EHR. First, most prior studies focused on EHR adoption, but 

adoption does not directly imply use. Devaraj and Kohli (2003) suggest that system use is a 

critical factor when we evaluate the effect of IT. Comparing to just adoption, meaningful use 

should be able to more precisely prescribe the quality effect of EHR (Blumenthal 2011). Second, 
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most current EHR systems provide limited decision support and fail to take full advantage of the 

digitalized records. In other words, there lacks a translation from the abundant patient data into 

timely and actionable clinical intelligence for effective care.  

The above two are notable research gaps in the current healthcare IS literature confound 

our understanding on role of EHR and limit its potentials. Against this background, this 

dissertation seek to address the two broad research questions: 

• Does meaningful use of EHR improve quality of care? 

• How do we advance clinical decision making through innovative computational 

techniques of healthcare analytics? 

The dissertation comprises four essays. Table 1.1 outlines the key aspects of each, and I 

will briefly motivate each essay in turn in the remaining of this section.  

Table 1.1: Overview of the Four Essays in the Dissertation 

Essay Research 

Paradigm 
Research Question / 

Design Objective 
Theoretical 

Background 
Methodology  Algorithms / 

Models 

I Economics of 
IS 

Does meaningful use 
of EHR improve 
quality of care? 

IT adoption, 
business 
values of IT 

Econometrics Panel data 
models, 
matching 

II Design Science Temporal information 
extraction from 
clinical text 

Structure of 
discourse 

Computational 
Linguistics 

Conditional 
random fields, 
support vector 
machines 

III Design Science 
& Predictive 
Analytics 

Theory and evidence-
based time-to-event 
predictive modeling 

Theories of 
abstraction 

Predictive 
Analytics 

Cox proportional 
hazard models 

IV Design Science 
& Predictive 
Analytics 

Multifaceted risk 
profiling for chronic 
care 

Multi-task 
learning 

Bayesian 
Inference 

Hamiltonian 
Monte Carlo 

 

In the first essay, I empirically identify the quality effect from meaningfully use EHR 

systems. The federal initiative for meaningful use (MU) of EHR aims to maximize the potential 

of quality improvement, yet there is little empirical study on the impact of the initiative and, 
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more broadly, the relation between MU and quality of care. Leveraging features of the Medicare 

EHR Incentive Program for exogenous variations, I examine the impact of MU on healthcare 

quality. The results provide a strong empirical evidence that MU significantly improves quality 

of care. More importantly, this effect is greater in historically disadvantaged hospitals such as 

small, non-teaching, or rural hospitals. These findings contribute not only to the literature on 

health IT, but also the broader literature of IT adoption and the business impacts of IT as well. 

In the second essay, I propose a temporal information extraction system, MedTime (Lin 

et al. 2013). Use of free text information has been identified as one of the grand challenges in 

clinical decision support (Sittig et al. 2008). According to Sittig and colleagues (2008), such 

textual information is important because free-text portions of the EHR contain more than half of 

the clinical information about a patient’s current condition and stage of therapy. We should note 

that medical chart review is expensive and time-consuming. The MedTime system is designed to 

identify clinical events and temporal information from clinical narratives so as to automatically 

construct a patient’s clinical timeline from text. Specifically, MedTime comprises a cascade of 

rule-based and machine-learning pattern recognition procedures to achieve two goals. First, it 

can identify natural language expressions of clinical events and temporal information, such as 

date, time, frequency, duration, among others. Second, it can normalize temporal expressions 

from natural language (e.g., last Saturday) to explicit, machine-readable ISO-TimeML formats 

(e.g., 2015-02-28). The second essay demonstrates the design and performance of MedTime.  

The third essay describes a theory-driven and evidence-based predictive analytics 

framework. The goal is to provide intelligence regarding a patient’s risks for clinical events, such 

as heart attack and hospitalization, and hence, prompt clinicians to provide preventive and 

personalized interventions. Following the paradigms of design science and predictive analytics 
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research, I propose, demonstrate and evaluate a design framework of risk prediction in the 

context of chronic disease management. The framework draws on a large longitudinal real-world 

EHR dataset and evidence based guidelines to support data- and science-driven clinical decision 

making. I choose diabetes and coronary heart disease as the experimental cases, each with 

thousands of patients in their respective cohorts. The results of the experiments suggest that the 

new design can achieve an accurate and reliable predictive performance and that the design is 

generalizable across chronic diseases. The design artifact and the experimental results contribute 

to the IS knowledge base and provide important theoretical and practical implications for design 

science, predictive analytics, and health IT research. 

In the fourth essay, I propose a principled approach based on Bayesian multi-task 

learning (BMTL) for risk profiling in chronic care. Existing prediction research in healthcare 

focuses on modeling one specific outcome or event. However, patients, especially the ones with 

chronic diseases, typically are facing risks of not just one, but an array of adverse health events. 

Considering the model development for an event as a single task, the proposed BMTL approach 

is developed to coordinate a set of baseline models—one for each event—and communicate 

training information across the models. The BMTL approach allows healthcare analysts to 

achieve multifaceted risk profiling and model an arbitrary number of events simultaneously. The 

experimental evaluations demonstrate that the BMTL approach attains an improved predictive 

performance when compared with the alternatives that model multiple events separately. The 

BMTL approach also outperforms other similar techniques in the literature. More importantly, 

my analysis shows that the BMTL approach can create significant potential impacts to clinical 

practice in reducing the failures and delays in preventive interventions.  
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2. ESSAY I: DOES MEANINGFUL USE OF ELECTRONIC HEALTH 

RECORDS IMPROVE QUALITY OF CARE?  

2.1. Introduction 

Patients, healthcare providers and other stakeholders have long deplored the woeful 

conditions of the U.S. healthcare system (Bentley et al. 2008; Bodenheimer 2005; IOM 2001). 

To address these issues, researchers and policy-makers have been advocating the adoption and 

use of health IT, with the hope that it will help transform and modernize healthcare (Agarwal et 

al. 2010; Miller and Tucker 2011).  

An important element of the health IT initiatives is the implementation of Electronic 

Health Records (EHRs). A full-fledged EHR system contains not only patient data, but also 

several interconnected applications that facilitate daily clinical practice, including patient record 

management, clinical decision support, order entry, safety alert, health information exchange, 

among others. EHR with a clinical decision support system (CDSS) can implement screening, 

diagnostic and treatment recommendations from clinical guidelines so as to enable evidence-

based medicine. Similarly, the functionality of computerized physician order entry (CPOE) in 

EHR can detect and reduce safety issues regarding over-dosing, medication allergy, and adverse 

drug interactions.  

However, until recently most U.S. hospitals and office-based practices had been slow in 

adopting EHR systems, with mixed results on quality improvement after adoption. Jha and 

colleagues (2009) reported that in a national survey, less than 10 percent of hospitals had an 

EHR system in 2009. More importantly, the literature, e.g., Black et al. (2011), has not been 
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clear whether the adoption of EHR improves quality of care, which further casts doubt on the 

benefits and values of EHRs. 

One potential explanation for the mixed effect from EHR adoption is that hospitals may 

not be actually taking advantage of EHR, even if the system has been installed (Devaraj and 

Kohli 2003). Indeed, recent studies reveal a high variability in the use of EHR systems after they 

have been adopted (Ancker et al. 2014; Lanham et al. 2014). While actual use is a critical factor 

for any IT to realize its full potential, previous empirical studies on the effect of EHR systems 

typically focused on their adoption instead of actual usage. One notable exception is Devaraj and 

Kohli (2003), who analyzed the impact of CDSS usage (quantified by number of report 

generated, CPU time, and disk I/O) in eight hospitals in a health system network, and found a 

significant positive association between IT usage and hospital’s clinical and financial 

performances.  

Through the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 

(HITECH) Act, the U.S. federal government has been taking steps to promote meaningful use 

(MU) of EHR to maximize the potential of quality improvement. The HITECH Act committed 

$29 billion dollars over 10 years to incentivize hospitals and clinical professionals to achieve the 

MU objectives of EHR (Blumenthal 2011). Under this law, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services (CMS) has been the executive agency for the incentive programs since 2011. Through 

these programs, eligible hospitals and professionals can receive incentive payments from 

Medicare, Medicaid or both if they successfully demonstrate MU. In addition, there will be 

financial penalties to the hospitals and professionals if they fail to meet the MU objectives by 

2015; that is, they will not receive the full Medicare reimbursement from CMS. The programs 
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designate multiple stages of MU, where each stage has incremental scopes of MU objectives and 

measures.1 

With the implementation of these incentive programs, recent surveys show a significant 

growth of EHR adoption and MU (Adler-Milstein et al. 2014). However, the ultimate goal of this 

national campaign is to improve the quality of care for patients (Blumenthal and Tavenner 2010; 

Classen and Bates 2011). So far, however, there have been no empirical studies on the quality 

effect of MU. This study seeks to fulfill this gap in the literature by examining the relation 

between the MU of EHR technology and changes in hospital care quality. At the same time, we 

also seek to validate the proposition from Devaraj and Kohli (2003) in a national setting with 

thousands of hospitals and reexamine the effect of IT usage using a set of rich, objective, and 

practically meaningful measurements of EHR use. 

2.2. Previous Literature 

In this section, we review the existing literature that directly inform our analyses. We 

start with a review and synthesis of existing studies that focus on the effects of EHR, and 

highlight the gap that our study is seeking to fill. Since our focus is the MU of EHR, in the 

second subsection we discuss a related, albeit smaller, literature on MU. We also briefly review 

some representative work from the broader literature of IT adoption and value that inform our 

study. 

                                                 
1 http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/EHRIncentivePrograms/Stage_2.html  
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2.2.1. Literature on the Effects of EHR 

Given the potential of EHR to change the routines of healthcare delivery, reduce costs, 

and minimize errors, there has been a large and growing literature on this topic. Most directly 

related to our study are the empirical ones. In this section, we systematically review published 

empirical studies on the effect of EHR, and compare them with our study. We focus on studies 

published in and after 2010 to avoid significant overlap with prior review papers (Black et al. 

2011; Chaudhry et al. 2006). For each study, we summarize the main data sources, data period, 

data units, main dependent and independent variables, identification strategy, type of analysis, 

and main findings. The result of our literature search and analysis is shown in Table 2.1. To 

facilitate comparison, we list the current study in the last row of the table.  
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Table 2.1: Summary of prior studies on the effects of EHR 

Study Main Data 

Sources 

Data 

Period 

Data Units Main Dependent 

Variables 

Main 

Independent 

Variables 

Identification 

strategy 

Analysis Main Findings 

Agha (2014) AHA, HADB, 

MC 

1998-

2005 

3,880 

hospitals 

Hospital saving and 

quality  

Use of HIT (EMR 

or CDS) 

FE PDA Negative. HIT has no effect 

on medical expenditures and 

patient outcomes.  

Dranove et al. 

(2014) 

AHA, CMS-

CR, HADB 

1996-

2009 

4,231 

hospitals 

Hospital operating 

costs 

EHR adoption FE PDA Mixed. EHR adoption was 

initially associated with 

increased cost, which 

decreased after 3 years if 

complementary conditions 

were met.  

Appari et al. 

(2013) 

CMS-HC, 

HADB 

2006-

2010 

3,921 

hospitals 

Process quality EMR capability FE PDA Positive. Increased EHR 

capability yielded increased 

process quality 

Dey et al. 

(2013) 

CMS-CR, 

HADB 

NA 1,011 

hospitals 

Operational 

performance 

EHR capability PA CSA Positive. EHR capability 

was positively associated 

with operational 

performance 

McCullough 

et al. (2013) 

AHA, HADB, 

MC 

2002-

2007 

2,953 

hospitals 

Patient outcome 

(mortality) 

Use of EHR and 

CPOE 

DID PDA Negative. There was no 

relationship between HIT 

and mortality 

Appari et al. 

(2012) 

CMS-IPPS, 

CMS-HC, 

HADB 

2009† 2,603 

hospitals 

Medication 

administration quality 

Use of CPOE and 

eMAR 

PA CSA Positive. Use of eMAR and 

CPOE improved adherence 

to medication guidelines 

Hah and 

Bharadwaj 

(2012) 

AHA, HADB 2008-

2010 

2,557 

hospitals 

Hospital operation and 

financial performance 

HIT use and HIT 

capital 

None PDA Positive. HIT use and HIT 

capital positively related to 

operation and financial 

performance 

Furukawa 

(2011) 

NHAMCS 2006 364 EDs ED throughput EMR capability IV CSA Mixed. Advanced EHR 

improved ED efficiency, but 

basic EHR did not. 

Miller and 

Tucker 

(2011) 

CDC-VSCP, 

HADB 

1995-

2006 

3,764 

hospitals 

Neonatal mortality EHR adoption IV, FE PDA Positive. EHR reduced 

neonatal mortality 

Romano and 

Stafford 

(2011) 

NAMCS, 

NHAMCS 

2005-

2007 

243,478 

patient 

visits 

Ambulatory quality Use of EHR and 

CDS 

None CSA Negative. EHR and CDS 

were not associated with 

ambulatory care quality 
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Furukawa et 

al. (2010) 

COSHPD, 

HADB 

1998-

2007 

326 

hospitals in 

California 

Nurse staffing and 

nurse-sensitive patient 

outcomes 

EHR 

implementation 

FE PDA Negative. EHR systems did 

not decease hospital costs, 

length of stay, and nurse 

staffing levels.  

Himmelstein 

et al. (2010) 

CMS-CR, 

DHA, HADB 

2003-

2007 

Approx. 

4,000 

hospitals 

Hospital costs and 

quality 

Degree of 

Computerization 

None CSA Negative. Computerization 

had no effect on hospital 

costs and quality 

Jones et al. 

(2010) 

AHA, CMS-

HC, HADB 

2004, 

2007† 

2,086 

hospitals 

Process quality EHR capability DID, FE, PA PDA Mixed. Adopting basic EHR 

significantly increased care 

quality of heart failure, but 

adopting advanced EHR 

significantly decrease care 

quality of acute myocardial 

infarction and heart failure.  

McCullough 

et al. (2010) 

AHA, CMS-

HC, HADB 

2004-

2007 

3,401 

hospitals 

Process quality HIT adoption 

(EHR & CPOE) 

FE PDA Mixed. HIT adoption 

improved 2 of 6 process 

quality measures 

This paper CMS-CR,  

CMS-EHRIP, 

CMS-HC, 

HADB, JC 

2011Q4, 

2013Q1  

2,344 

hospitals 

Process quality Meaningful use of 

EHR 

DID, FD, PA PDA Positive. Meaningful use of 

EHR significantly improves 

quality of care, and the 

effect is larger among 

hospitals which are small, 

non-teaching or located in 

rural area.  
† Technology use/adoption is determined a year before. 

Note. AHA=American Hospital Association Annual Survey; CDC-VSCP=Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention's Vital 

Statistics Cooperative Program; CDS=Clinical decision support; CMS-AIPPS=CMS Inpatient Prospective Payment System; CMS-

CR=CMS Cost Reports; CMS-EHRIP=CMS EHR Incentive Programs; CMS-HC=CMS Hospital Compare database; 

COSHPD=California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development Annual Financial Disclosure Reports and Patient 

Discharge Databases; CPOE=Computerized physician order entry; DID=Difference-in-differences; DHA=Dartmouth Health Atlas; 

ED=Emergency department; EHR=Electronic health records; FD=First-difference; FE=Fixed-effects; HADB=Healthcare Information 

and Management Systems Society’s Analytics Database; HIT=Health IT; IV=Instrument variables; JC=the Joint Commission; 

MC=Medicare claims; NAMCS=National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey; NHAMCS=National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care 

Survey; PA=Propensity adjustments; WSDH=Washington State Department of Health hospital database 
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As can be seen, our study is one of the first to study the effect of MU on healthcare 

quality by using a more objective set of measurements for MU, a unique and recent dataset, and 

empirical identification methods that leverages features of the Medicare EHR Incentive Program. 

We discuss our findings from our literature search and categorization in the remaining of this 

subsection.  

Main data sources; dependent and independent variables. It is apparent in Table 2.1 that 

Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society’s Analytics Database (HADB) is a 

predominant data source for research on health IT or EHR. HADB contains information about 

the adoption of hundreds of health IT applications, including EHR, CPOE, CDSS, etc., in over 

four thousand U.S. hospitals. HADS-based studies typically define and identify a set of health IT 

applications that are pertinent to the research goals. Most of the main independent variables in 

Table 2.1 are derived from HADB. Many studies further distinguish stages or capabilities of 

EHR implementation based on the adoption records in HADB. For instance, in studying the 

effect of EHR adoption on quality of care, Jones et al (2010) determine EHR capability using 

four health IT applications, namely, clinical data repository, electronic patient record, CDSS, and 

CPOE. A hospital is said to adopt “advanced EHR” if the hospital adopts all four applications, 

“basic EHR” if at least one, and “no EHR” if none. Dranove et al (2014) also distinguish basic 

and advanced EHR systems, but using a different set of applications as their criteria. Other than 

the distinction between basic and advanced EHR, a number of studies try to mimic the HITECH 

MU criteria by mapping them to similar applications in HADB (Appari et al. 2013; Hah and 

Bharadwaj 2012). We will discuss issues of such mapping in Section 2.3.1 when we discuss our 

construction of the MU variable in this study. In addition to the fields provided by HADB, it is 

often necessary to include other data sources so as to identify hospital characteristics and 
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performance. This includes American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey Database, 

CMS Case Reports (CMS-CR), and CMS Hospital Compare (CMS-HC) database. On the other 

hand, for dependent variables, the two most common ones among past studies are hospital 

operational cost and process quality. The former is supplied by the CMS-CR data, while the 

latter is available from the CMS-HC database. 

While process quality of care and MU have appeared in a number of prior studies, the 

variables were typically constructed using the data from CMS-HC and HADB, respectively. We 

use two new data sources to construct the major variables. For our main dependent variable, 

process quality of care, we obtain healthcare performance measures from the Joint Commission 

(JC). For our primary independent variable, MU, we use data from the Medicare EHR Incentive 

Program. Following prior studies, we also use a number of other data sources to construct control 

variables. Section 2.3 provides an in-depth discussion of the datasets and variables in our study.  

Data period. It is noteworthy from Table 2.1 that all the studies, even the most recent 

ones, are based on data from 2010 or earlier. According to Jha et al (2009), this is the time that 

the rate and degree of EHR use were both low in U.S. hospitals. Specifically, at this period 

comprehensive EHR system was used in only 1.5 percent of U.S. hospitals and just an additional 

7.6 percent had a basic system. Since the U.S. healthcare system has undergone dramatic policy 

changes since 2009, there is a significant practical and scientific need for new data and new 

empirical analyses. To understand the impact of the HITECH Act and the latest progress of MU 

among U.S. hospitals, we use data from around 2012 for our analyses.  

Identification strategy and analysis. An important empirical challenge in assessing the 

impact of EHR is endogeneity; we therefore review how prior literature addresses this concern. 

Column 7 of Table 2.1 summarizes research designs used in each paper to address endogeneity 
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concerns. We can see that these studies employ various econometric strategies such as fixed 

effects (Dranove et al. 2014; Appari et al. 2013; Miller and Tucker 2011; Furukawa et al. 2010; 

McCullough et al. 2010), difference-in-differences (McCullough et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2010), 

instrument variables (Furukawa et al. 2010; Miller and Tucker 2011), and propensity adjustments 

(Dey et al. 2013; Appari et al. 2012; Jones et al. 2010). In addition, the majority of studies in 

Table 2.1 employed panel data analysis, because cross-sectional datasets “will not capture the 

impact of IT adoption if early adopters differ from other hospitals along other quality-enhancing 

dimensions.” (Miller and Tucker 2011, p. 292)  

Our analyses are based on a panel dataset. We exploit features of the Medicare EHR 

Incentive Programs as an exogenous variation, and adopt a number of empirical strategies 

(difference-in-differences and first-difference) to verify and ensure that our findings are robust. 

We also use propensity score matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983) to alleviate potential bias 

from treatment selection, i.e., whether or not a hospital demonstrates MU in 2012. Full details of 

our identification strategy are in Section 2.4.  

Main findings. The last column of Table 2.1 makes it clear the inconclusive findings on 

the effect of EHR adoption in prior studies: 6 positive, 5 negative, and 4 mixed results. The 4 

mixed results are either because EHR had effect on only a subset of measures or because the 

effects are significant only under certain conditions. For instance, McCullough et al. (2010) find 

that the use of EHR and CPOE significantly improved the use of vaccination and appropriate 

antibiotic in pneumonia patients, but for the same population EHR had no effects on increasing 

smoking cessation advice nor taking blood culture before antibiotic. 

Our results from various estimators consistently show that attaining MU significantly 

improves quality of care. Moreover, we also find that the magnitude of this effect varies by 
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several hospital characteristics, such as hospital size, hospital type and ownership, and urban 

status of the hospital location. We find that hospitals traditionally deemed with weaker quality, 

e.g. small, non-teaching or rural hospitals, attained larger quality improvements than their 

counterparts when they are able to meaningfully use EHR systems.  

2.2.2. Literature on Meaningful Use 

Compared to adoption, meaningful use of EHR is a much more challenging goal for 

hospitals and healthcare professionals (Classen and Bates 2011). Some prior studies in Table 2.1 

have examined “MU,” but used less formal MU metrics. For example, Appari et al. (2013) 

examine how MU impacts process quality by mapping the HITECH MU criteria to HADB. The 

authors define five levels of EHR capabilities in which the top two levels satisfy the functionality 

requirements in the MU criteria. The authors note that (Appari et al. 2013, p. 358):  

While complete satisfaction of 2011 MU objectives requires fulfilling clinical 

and administrative activities using EHR systems, here we measure only 

whether a hospital system has the functional capabilities to meet the objectives 

as we have no data on whether they actually accomplished the activities.  

Several other studies also use MU functional capabilities to identify MU (e.g., 

McCullough et al. 2013; Hah and Bharadwaj 2012). A recent systematic review by Jones et al. 

(2014) focuses on the effects of MU on three outcomes: quality, safety and efficiency. The 

review includes a total of 236 studies published between January 2010 and August 2013. The 

review also uses MU functionalities as a taxonomy to characterize the literature. Jones et al. 

(2014) conclude that most of the studies focused on evaluating CDSS and CPOE, and rarely 
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addressed other MU functionalities. By contrast, as we will discuss later, our paper is one of the 

first to use a systematic and government-mandated public health program to identify MU. 

2.3. Data 

We integrate data from multiple sources. Consistent with prior research (Appari et al. 

2013), we use the Medicare Provider Number as a common identifier to link all hospital-level 

information. Table 2.2 summarizes the variables and their data sources, which we discuss in turn. 

Also consistent with prior studies in related literature (e.g., Appari et al. 2013; Furukawa et al. 

2010; Jones et al. 2012), we investigate non-federal acute care hospitals in 50 states and the 

District of Columbia.  
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Table 2.2: Data Descriptions 

Variable Type Description Source 

Meaningful Use 
(MU) 

Binary,  
time-invariant 

To indicate whether a hospital reaches MU in a 
specific point of time 

CMS-
EHRIP 

Quality of Care Numeric, 
time-varying 

The composite quality score for the process of 
care, range from 0 (lowest quality) to 100 
(highest quality) 

JC 

Age Numeric, 
time-invariant 

Age of hospital as of 2012 (2012 – the year 
formed) 

HADB 

Size Numeric, 
time-varying 

Total number of hospital beds CMS-CR 

Annual 
Discharges 

Numeric, 
time-varying 

Total number of inpatient discharges in a year CMS-CR 

Annual Inpatient 
Days 

Numeric, 
time-varying 

Total number of inpatient days in a year CMS-CR 

Annual Medicare 
Discharges 

Numeric, 
time-varying 

Total number of Medicare inpatient discharges 
in a year 

CMS-CR 

Annual Medicare 
Inpatient Days 

Numeric, 
time-varying 

Total number of Medicare inpatient days in a 
year 

CMS-CR 

Transfer adjusted 
case mix index 
(TACMI) 

Numeric, 
time-varying 

A value used to characterize the overall severity 
of the patient base of the hospital 

CMS-IPPS 

Teaching status Binary,  
time-invariant 

Whether the hospital is a member in COTH COTH 

Ownership Categorical, 
time-invariant 

Whether the hospital is owned by a government, 
non-profit, or proprietary agency 

CMS-HC 

Rural area Binary, time-
invariant 

Whether the hospital is located in a rural area RUCA 
2.0, CMS-
HC 

Region Categorical, 
time-invariant 

Whether the hospital is located in Midwest, 
Northeast, South, or West 

Census 
regions, 
CMS-HC 

Note. COTH=Council of Teaching Hospitals; RUCA= Rural Urban Commuting Area. Other 
abbreviations follow Table 2.1.  

2.3.1. Meaningful Use 

An important difference between our study and those reviewed in Table 2.1 is how we 

construct our main independent variable, MU, and its data period. We use data directly from the 

Medicare EHR Incentive Program. This dataset is new and unique, and to the best of our 

knowledge, has not been used in any prior empirical studies. The latest data, released in May 
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2014, covers the MU attestation records of U.S. hospitals as of early 2014. This dataset reflects 

the most recent development of EHR adoption and meaningful use in the United States.  

The CMS EHR Incentive Programs website provides data about the programs and the 

recipients of the incentive. The recipient data reveals the year in which a hospital demonstrated 

that it had met the MU criteria. We look only at the records from the Medicare EHR Incentive 

Program but not from the Medicaid program for two reasons. The first reason is data availability. 

As of the time we conducted this study, hospital-level information from the Medicaid EHR 

Incentive Program has not been released. This is presumably due to the fact that the Medicaid 

program is locally run by each state agency, which creates difficulties in aggregating detailed 

information from multiple sources. In contrast, the Medicare Incentive Program is run solely by 

CMS so that information is centralized and more accessible. The second reason that we use only 

the Medicare data is its representativeness. The latest statistics from CMS shows that 96.7 

percent eligible hospitals which successfully attested MU before January 2014 received incentive 

payments from Medicare, and 94.1 percent of these hospitals also received payments from 

Medicaid. Since most hospitals register and obtain incentive payments from both programs, the 

hospitals in the Medicare program should mostly overlap with those in the Medicaid program. 

We therefore focus on the data from the Medicare program.2 

Using data directly from the Medicare EHR Incentive Program allows us to mitigate 

three important shortcomings in prior works that rely on HADB or AHA Healthcare IT 

Database. First, instead of mapping the MU criteria to the records of health IT applications in 

                                                 
2 Although the Medicare patient population is older than the regular patient population, it has no effect on our study. 
This is because we are looking at Medicare certified providers instead of the Medicare patients. Given that Medicare 
is the largest payer in the US, almost all hospitals, especially acute care hospitals that we study, accept Medicare 
patients. 
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HADB, our approach is much more direct and objective, and therefore much less likely to suffer 

information loss or measurement errors. Second, HADB and other existing health IT survey 

databases rely on self-reported data. To our knowledge there is no data auditing process to verify 

the correctness of the data. In contrast, there are pre- and post-payment audits in the Medicare 

EHR Incentive Program to ensure the accuracy of the attainment of MU objectives, and hence 

the integrity of our data. Third and finally, the MU criteria comprise not only what EHR 

functionalities a hospital possesses but also how they are used. The simple presence of health IT 

in a hospital does not directly imply meaningful use of the technology (McCullough et al. 2013). 

As such, instead of just requiring having an EHR functionality to record patient’s problem list, 

the guidelines of Medicare EHR Incentive Program require the following criterion, among 

others, to be met before the hospital can be considered MU: 

More than 80% of all unique patients admitted to the eligible hospital or 

critical access hospital have at least one entry or an indication that no 

problems are known for the patient recorded as structured data. 

Demonstration of actual use of EHR and health IT capabilities is critical in understanding 

and explaining the impact of health IT or EHR (Devaraj and Kohli 2003; Kane and Alavi 2008). 

However, proof or demonstration of use is typically not recorded in existing health IT survey 

databases, and hence imposed a critical research limitation in health IT evaluation. Since system 

usage is an integral part in determining whether MU is met in the Medicare EHR Incentive 

Program, our MU variable naturally captures this missing dimension. These three important 

shortcomings were often neglected in prior studies, and can potentially explain the mixed 

findings on the effect of EHR systems in the literature. The new data from the Medicare EHR 
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incentive program allow us to circumvent these issues, and provide new empirical evidence on 

the effect of MU on quality of care. 

2.3.2. Quality of Care 

There are several sources which provide hospital quality data, including CMS-HC, JC, 

National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey, and National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care 

Survey. The first two emphasize inpatient settings whereas the last two, outpatient. Nonetheless, 

all these data sources stress evidence-based care process (Chassin et al. 2010) when deriving 

quality measures for hospitals. In other words, quality of care is only considered high if a 

hospital follows the processes and interventions that will lead to improved outcomes, as 

suggested by clinical evidence. It is noteworthy that the relationships among different quality 

metrics (e.g. process quality, patient satisfaction, 30-day readmission rate, and in-hospital 

mortality rate) are weak or inconsistent (Shwartz et al. 2011; Jha et al. 2007). For instance, in a 

prospective cohort study using a nationally representative sample, Fenton et al. (2012) find that 

higher patient satisfaction was surprisingly associated with greater total expenditures and higher 

mortality rate (significant at the 5 percent level). Although the process quality does not 

necessarily reduce 30-day mortality or readmission, it has been a primary quality metric used in 

prior studies because it is actionable, targets long-term benefits, and requires less risk-adjustment 

(Rubin et al. 2001).  Similarly, Chatterjee and Joynt (2014) argue that: 

Although process measures remain minimally correlated with outcomes and 

may represent clinical concepts that are somewhat inaccessible to patients, 

they do have independent value as a marker of a hospital’s ability to provide 

widely accepted, guideline-based clinical care.    
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We obtain hospital quality measures from the JC, formerly known as the Joint 

Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations. The JC is a not-for-profit 

organization that aims to promote care quality and safety. It is critical for a hospital to be 

accredited by the JC in order to obtain a service license and to qualify as a Medicare certified 

provider (Brennan 1998). The JC has long been developing metrics for quality measurement and 

improvement. There are currently 10 core measure sets, categorized by conditions such as heart 

attack, heart failure, pneumonia, surgical care infection prevention, among others. In each core 

measure set, there are a number of measures specific to the corresponding medical condition. 

Examples of the measures are as follows:  

• Percent of acute myocardial infarction patients with beta-blocker prescribed at discharge 

• Percent of heart failure patients with discharge instructions 

• Percent of adult smoking cessation advice/counseling 

These metrics are largely aligned with the process quality measures in the CMS-HC 

dataset, which are more commonly used in prior research. We find that the JC quality measures 

are more comprehensive than the process measures in CMS-HC, since many quality measures 

are tracked by the former but not by the later. In addition to their comprehensiveness, quality 

measures from the JC are updated quarterly, whereas those from CMS-HC are updated only 

annually. We therefore use the quality measures from the JC.3 

                                                 
3 In fact, our identification strategy would not have been possible without quarterly quality data. As of the time of 
writing, the latest process-of-care quality metric and patient experience metric in the CMS-HC dataset are available 
for April 2012 to March 2013. Similarly, the outcome-of-care quality metrics in CMS-HC, i.e., 30-day 
readmission/mortality rates, are available from July 2010 to June 2012. As such, none of these quality metrics is 
recent enough to permit a clean empirical identification. See Section 2.4.2 for the identification strategy in this 
study. 
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Since the JC quality metric has multiple core measure sets, and each core measure set can 

contain multiple specific measures, we derive a composite quality score to represent the overall 

process quality of a hospital. The interpretation of the composite score is intuitive, useful and 

quantitative: to what degree (in percentage) does a hospital follows guideline recommendations. 

Consistent with prior studies (Appari et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2010), the composite quality score 

is derived as an average of all specific measures weighted by the number of eligible patients in 

each measurement. In the construction of quality score, we exclude measures that have less than 

five eligible samples in a hospital in order to ensure data reliability. 

2.3.3. Control Variables 

Prior studies on the effect of EHR typically include a set of control variables to capture 

the heterogeneity among hospitals (Angst et al. 2010; Appari et al. 2013; Devaraj and Kohli 

2003): hospital age, size, throughput, ownership, geographical region, urban status, teaching 

status, and transfer-adjusted case mix index (TACMI). Hospital throughput is measured by total 

number of (Medicare) discharges and the total number of (Medicare) inpatient days. We take the 

logarithm on these throughput variables since their values are typically very large and dispersed. 

Descriptions about the construction and data source of each control variable is reported in Table 

2.2.  

2.4. Empirical Strategy 

This section describes how we address endogeneity concerns to approximate a 

randomized experiment from observation data, in order to learn about causal relationships 

(Angrist and Krueger 1999). We begin with a brief overview of the Medicare EHR Incentive 
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Program, followed by our identification strategy motivated by some unique features of this 

program. 

2.4.1. Medicare EHR Incentive Program for the Eligible Hospitals 

Under the auspices of HITECH legislation, the goal of the CMS EHR Incentive Programs 

is to promote meaningful use of EHR through financial incentives. To receive the incentive 

payment, a hospital must achieve 14 core objectives as well as 5 out of 10 menu objectives 

(Table 2.3). Each objective is accompanied with a very specific measure (Blumenthal and 

Tavenner 2010). Since the inception of the programs in 2011, thousands of hospitals have 

achieved the MU objectives. Full details of the programs are available through the programs 

website, but here, we highlight its incentive features that help identify the quality effect of MU.  

Hospitals must demonstrate MU by 2015 at the latest, or they will be financially 

penalized. If they demonstrate MU before 2015, they may receive annual incentive payments 

from the Medicare EHR Incentive Program. Starting from 2015, hospitals that are not 

meaningfully using EHR technology will be penalized by a mandated Medicare payment 

adjustment, in which they will not receive the full amount of Medicare reimbursements. The 

degree of payment adjustment will double in 2016 and triple in 2017. The incentive design 

encourages hospitals that did not meet the criteria of MU to adopt and meaningfully use EHR 

sooner rather than later.4 

 

                                                 
4 Payments from the Medicare EHR Incentive Program represent a nontrivial amount of incoming cash flow for the 
hospitals. From our data, we see that in the first three years of the program, the median annual payment to hospitals 
is $1.4 million (with the highest being $7.2 million). To put this number in context: data provided by HADB show 
that in 2011, the median difference between revenue and operation cost is slightly below $1 million. Therefore, the 
payment incentive from the Medicare EHR Incentive Program is substantial. 
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Table 2.3: Stage 1 MU Core and Menu Objectives 

Core Objectives Menu Objectives 

1 CPOE for Medication Orders 1 Drug Formulary Checks 

2 Drug Interaction Checks 2 Advanced Directives 

3 Maintain Problem List 3 Clinical Lab Test Results 

4 Active Medication List 4 Patient Lists 

5 Medication Allergy List 5 Patient-specific Education Resources 

6 Record Demographics 6 Medication Reconciliation 

7 Record Vital Signs 7 Transition of Care Summary 

8 Record Smoking Status 8 Immunization Registries Data Submission 

9 Clinical Quality Measures 9 Reportable Lab Results 

10 Clinical Decision Support Rule 10 Syndromic Surveillance Data Submission 

11 Electronic Copy of Health Information  

12 Discharge Instructions 

13 Electronic Exchange of Clinical Information 

14 Protect Electronic Health Information 

2.4.2. Identification Strategy 

Although the financial incentive appears the same when an eligible hospital attests MU 

any time during 2011 and 2013 (i.e., obtaining up to 4 years of payments), we assume that 

hospitals would attest and obtain the incentive payments as soon as possible after they have met 

the criteria. This assumption is consistent with a basic premise in accounting and finance: 

income or earnings in the present are generally preferable to earnings in the future (Feltham and 

Ohlson 1999), especially given the low cost of the attestation procedure. This is also a realistic 

assumption given the financial burden to hospitals of acquiring and implementing an EHR 

system and the financial subsidies available for achievement of MU. Therefore, for the hospitals 

that attested MU in 2012, we assume that they did not meet the MU criteria in 2011 or earlier, 

but did achieve MU in 2012 and later. 

For the purposes of identification and estimation, we primarily consider MU as a 

dichotomous status regarding whether or not a hospital reaches the MU regulation criteria.5 To 

                                                 
5 We report a robustness check and construct a continuous MU measure later in Section 5.3. 
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identify the quality effect of MU, we obtain longitudinal MU attainment records from the 

Medicare EHR Incentive Program, which provides data from 2011 to 2014. We construct a panel 

dataset from this and other data sources, and employ difference-in-differences (DID) to tease out 

the quality effect of MU.  

We define our treatment group as the hospitals that attained MU in 2012, but not before. 

The impact of the incentive program is that these hospitals reached MU status much sooner than 

they would have in the absence of this program; in other words, the incentive program provides 

an exogenous variation to the timing of their MU attainment. In addition, a key and novel 

component in our identification strategy is that we consider two control groups: hospitals that 

attained MU in 2011 at the onset of the EHR Incentive Program (henceforth denoted by 

AlwaysMU) and hospitals that had not yet achieved MU by the end of 2012 (henceforth denoted 

by NeverMU). The AlwaysMU control group is comprised of hospitals that had reached MU 

prior to the implementation of the incentive program, therefore the incentive program had little 

or no impact on their MU status. Using these hospitals as a comparison group allows to estimate 

the effect of MU on quality of care for hospitals that sped up their process to reach the MU status 

due to the incentive program.6 On the other hand, the NeverMU control group includes hospitals 

that had not yet reached the MU status as of the end of 2012. Since these hospitals are likely to 

                                                 
6 One may argue that hospitals in the AlwaysMU group may also have responded to the legislation and sped up their 
MU status. While plausible, this is unlikely to be a first-order issue due to the limited amount of time between the 
laws and the time that we study, and the length of time for hospitals to implement EHR and obtain MU. HITECH 
was passed by the congress in 2009, but the detailed mandates in the Incentive Program were not announced until 
August 2010. If a hospital did not have EHR at that time, it would have taken about two years to implement it 
(Miller and Tucker 2011). If the hospital already had EHR, it would have taken about another 3 years (median) to 
move from adoption to MU. These numbers were obtained by following the approach in Appari et al. (2013): for 
each hospital in the treatment group, we use HADB (2006-2011) to identify the time difference between 
implementation of all MU functionalities and attestation of MU. While this calculation is only an approximation, 
these numbers suggest that hospitals in AlwaysMU can be reasonably expected to have reached MU prior to the 
announcement of the incentive program. Further support of this argument can be seen in Figure 2 later in the paper: 
only about 18 percent of the hospitals demonstrated MU in 2011. 
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be in the process of speeding up their progress toward MU, using them as an alternative control 

group provides a more conservative (less optimistic) estimate of the effect on quality of care. 

Taken together, although hospital’s decisions on expanding resources to reach the MU status 

may be endogenous, these two distinct control groups complement each other: For the 

unobservable or omitted variables that may confound our MU estimate, their mean effect is 

likely to be monotonic with the timing of EHR adoption and MU. As such, using the two 

strategically chosen control groups provides the upper and lower bounds of the true MU effect.  

For each hospital in the treatment and control groups we construct a two-period panel 

with a pre-treatment period quality score taken from the fourth quarter of 2011 and a post-

treatment period quality score taken from the first quarter of 2013. With this panel data set-up, 

the average treatment effect of attaining MU is the difference between the pre-post, within-

subjects differences of the treatment and control groups. We estimate the following model: 
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Quality TreatmentGroup PostPeriod

TreatmentGroup PostPeriod X
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β δ ε

= + + +

′× + +
 (1) 

 
Subscripts i (= 1…N) and t (= 1 or 2) index individual hospitals and time periods, 

respectively. Qualityit represents the quality score of hospital i at time t. TreatmentGroupi and 

PostPeriodt are indicators for the treatment group and the post-period respectively. 

TreatmentGroupi is 1 if hospital i is in the treatment group; 0 otherwise. PostPeriodt is 1 if time 

t=2, i.e., the post-treatment period; and 0 if time t=1, i.e., the pre-treatment period. Xit is a vector 

of control variables that we described earlier. 

The above DID estimator does not consider hospital-level fixed effects (FE). It is 

plausible that hospitals may have unobserved traits that have impacts on quality and EHR use, 

such as the hospital’s strategic focus, culture, or the skill set of its IT staff. Therefore, the 

idiosyncratic errors εit may contains hospital-level time-invariant unobserved effects ci (i.e. εit = 
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ci + uit), making E(εit |.) = 0 an untenable assumption in the linear models. To address these 

unobserved effects, we specify a FE model as follows: 
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where parameter ci is individual fixed effects which absorbs hospital-level, time-invariant 

unobserved effects. One simple yet effective way to estimate the above model in a two-period 

panel is through a first-differencing transformation (Wooldridge 2002): 

 ( )0 1it i t it it
Quality TreatmentGroup PostPeriod X uα α ϕ′∆ = + ∆ × +∆ +∆  (3) 

 
where ΔQualityit = Qualityi2 – Qualityi1, ΔXit = Xi2 – Xi1, and Δuit = ui2 – ui1. Since the hospital-

level fixed effects, i.e., ci, is assumed to be time invariant, they cancel out after first differencing. 

The first difference (FD) model yields an identical estimate of TreatmentGroupi × PostPeriodt as 

the FE model. 

Taken together, we proceed our analyses using model (1), a DID estimator, and model 

(3), an FD estimator. With the two empirical models, the main interest of our analyses is the 

estimates of the coefficient for TreatmentGroupi × PostPeriodt. A positive and significant 

estimate will support the hypothesis that meaningful use of EHR improves hospitals’ quality of 

care. 

Moreover, we strengthen our inference by combining our panel data models with 

propensity score matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983; Brynjolfsson et al. 2011; Mithas and 

Krishnan 2009). The method considers the probability of receiving the treatment as a function of 

observable characteristics, and matches individuals in treatment and control groups based on this 

propensity score. In our implementation of propensity score matching, each hospital in the 

treatment group was matched with three the most comparable hospitals in the control group. This 
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helps excluding hospitals that are vastly different in their unobservable qualities from the 

treatment group. Along with a rich set covariates that we described in Section 2.3.3, we follow 

Chang and Gurbaxani (2013) and account for potential time-varying unobserved heterogeneities 

in the matching process by including individual hospital’s quality changes from 2010 to 2011 

and from 2011 to 2012 in the calculation of propensity score.    

2.4.3. Validating the DID Identification Assumption 

A critical assumption in the DID identification strategy is the parallel historical trends of 

the dependent variable between treatment and control groups (Bertrand et al. 2004). That is, 

absent the treatment (in our case, the implementation of the incentive program), the treatment 

and control groups should demonstrate similar trends over time in terms of the outcome variable. 

This assumption is not trivial since the three hospital groups may present distinct characteristics. 

Since the historical JC hospital quality data are not publicly available, we use the quality 

measures from the CMS-HC dataset as a proxy. As mentioned, the quality measures in JC and 

CMS-HC are largely aligned, but the former is updated quarterly, whereas those in the later is 

updated annually. Figure 2.1 shows the annual quality trends of the treatment and control groups 

from 2010 to 2012. We do not find evidence that the DID assumption is violated, and the 

historical quality trends between treatment group and each of the two control groups are nearly 

parallel. 
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Figure 2.1: Historical Quality Trends of the Treatment and Control Groups 

2.5. Results 

The data from the Medicare EHR Incentive Program shows a significant uptake of EHR 

and MU among acute care hospitals from 2011 to 2014 (Figure 2.2). In 2011, the average rate of 

MU attainment was 18 percent across states. The percentage increased to 55 percent in 2012, 88 

percent in 2013, and 91 percent in 2014. The latest report from CMS shows that a total of 4,808 

hospitals have achieved the Stage 1 MU as of January 2015. These statistics alleviate the concern 

that only self-selected “good” hospitals participated in the MU program, and at the same time, 

suggest that the incentives are indeed substantial and effective so that EHR adoption and MU in 

US acute care hospitals was exponentially accelerated.  
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Figure 2.2: Proportions of Acute Care Hospitals Attaining MU from 2011 to 2014 

 

Table 2.4 provides descriptive statistics. There are 2,349 hospitals in our dataset, in 

which 921 belong to the treatment group, 483 the AlwaysMU control group, and 945 the 

NeverMU control group.7 Some hospital characteristics present a significant group-wise 

difference. For instances, when compared to hospitals in the AlwaysMU control group, hospitals 

in the treatment group had significantly lower TACMI, and were more likely to locate in rural 

                                                 
7 Based on the CMS-HC dataset, there were 4,784 hospitals in the US by January 2015. Among them, 3,424 are 
acute care hospitals. We obtained a total of 3,262 hospitals after excluding federal, tribal and physician-owned 
hospitals and hospitals that were located outside 50 states and DC, e.g., Guam, Virgin Islands, etc. Finally, hospitals 
with missing values in any variables of our models were deleted listwise, resulting a total of 2,349 hospitals left in 
our analyses.  
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areas. When compared to those in the NeverMU control group, treatment hospitals had 

significantly higher throughputs, measured by the number of (Medicare) inpatient days as well as 

the number of (Medicare) discharges. While we are wary about these significant differences that 

could simultaneously correlate with the quality of care and MU attainment, our use of propensity 

score matching and two-control-group design should effectively mitigate this concern. 

Table 2.4: Summary Statistics 

  
Treatment 

Group 

Control Group 

AlwaysMU P-Value 

Control Group 

NeverMU P-Value 

# of hospitals 921 483  945  

Mean Age 41.6 (37.37) 35.49 (33.43) < 0.01 38.21 (37.54) 0.05 

Mean Size 228.7 (201.2) 248.2 (195) 0.08 212.8 (182) 0.07 

Mean log(Total Inpatient Discharges) 8.938 (0.953) 9.072 (0.941) 0.01 8.83 (0.977) 0.02 

Mean log(Total Inpatient Days) 10.38 (1.06) 10.54 (1.04) 0.01 10.28 (1.09) 0.04 

Mean log(Medicare Inpatient Discharges) 7.877 (0.879) 7.873 (0.972) 0.94 7.735 (0.96) < 0.01 

Mean log(Medicare Inpatient Days) 9.438 (0.979) 9.451 (1.058) 0.83 9.301 (1.068) < 0.01 

Mean TACMI 1.457 (0.259) 1.52 (0.256) < 0.01 1.473 (0.269) 0.21 

Percent of Teaching Hospitals 10.4 % 11.6 % 0.5 9.2 % 0.38 

Percent of Rural Hospitals 30.3 % 20.7 % < 0.01 29.3 % 0.64 

Percent of Government Hospitals 14.2 % 11.6 % 0.17 17.1 % 0.08 

Percent of Nonprofit Hospitals 67.8 % 61.3 % 0.02 63.9 % 0.08 

Percent of Proprietary Hospitals 18 % 27.1 % < 0.01 18.9 % 0.61 

Percent of Hospitals in the Midwest 23.9 % 23.2 % 0.77 19.5 % 0.02 

Percent of Hospitals in the Northeast 19.8 % 14.1 % 0.01 15.4 % 0.01 

Percent of Hospitals in the South 39.8 % 45.1 % 0.06 43.5 % 0.11 

Percent of Hospitals in the West 16.5 % 17.6 % 0.60 21.6 % 0.01 

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.  

2.5.1. Quality Effect of EHR Adoption 

We analyze the quality effect of EHR adoption before reporting our MU estimations. We 

should note that previous studies have employed different ways in determining whether a 

hospital adopted an EHR. For instance, Dranove et al. (2014) use five health IT applications 

(clinical data repository, CDSS, order entry, CPOE, and physician documentation) from HADB 

to determine the adoption status of EHR. Appari et al. (2013), on the other hand, define EHR 

using eight health IT applications (clinical data repository, CDSS, CPOE, laboratory information 

system, pharmacy information system, radiology information system, nursing documentation, 

and electronic medication administration record). We follow Appari et al. (2013) as their 
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applications are more comprehensive and better aligned with the MU regulation. Therefore, we 

consider a binary EHR adoption status which indicates if a hospital has implemented all the eight 

health IT applications described above.  

Table 2.5 shows that EHR adoption itself does not improve quality. In fact, the results 

suggest that EHR adoption could significantly reduce care quality, as shown in columns 4 and 8 

when we compare the treatment group with matched hospitals in the NeverMU control group. 

The results are consistent with McCullough et al. (2013), Furukawa et al. (2010) and other 

previous studies in which there is no evidence that EHR adoption improves quality of care. 
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 Table 2.5: Quality Effect of EHR Adoption 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Estimator DID DID DID DID FD FD FD FD 

Control Group AlwaysMU AlwaysMU NeverMU NeverMU AlwaysMU AlwaysMU NeverMU NeverMU 

Propensity Score Matching No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Adoption -.121 -.074 -.147 -.155*** .083 .067 -.145 -.176*** 

  (.131) (.066) (.100) (.051) (.223) (.133) (.128) (.068) 

TreatmentGroup -.173* -.117** .110 .124***         

  (.112) (.049) (.086) (.047)         

PostPeriod .618*** .542*** .517*** .605***         

  (.092) (.047) (.085) (.046)         

Size -.003*** -.004*** -.002*** -.003*** .000 -.001 -.000 .000 

  (.001) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) 

TACMI 1.933*** 2.100*** 1.974*** 2.223*** -.369 .359 -1.180* -1.432*** 

  (.269) (.137) (.247) (.151) (.763) (.386) (.692) (.398) 

Log(TotalInpatientDischarges) 1.548*** 1.220*** 2.016*** 1.379*** -1.363* -.920** -1.131** -1.340*** 

  (.529) (.286) (.637) (.251) (.898) (.549) (.547) (.321) 

Log(TotalInpatientDays) -.294 -.139 -1.163*** -.394* .807 .882 1.841** 1.250*** 

  (.514) (.286) (.643) (.230) (1.316) (.775) (.895) (.533) 

Log(TotalMedicateInpatientDischarges) 1.825*** 2.045*** 1.887*** 1.931*** .796 .851** -.429 -.224 

  (.520) (.289) (.411) (.233) (.664) (.380) (.608) (.306) 

Log(TotalMedicareInpatientDays) -1.893*** -1.768*** -1.711*** -1.665*** .625 .713 -.013 -.066 

  (.510) (.274) (.407) (.220) (1.024) (.558) (.813) (.479) 

Age -.003** -.003*** -.004*** -.004***         

  (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)         

Rural -.301** -.253*** -.145 .148**         

  (.137) (.067) (.149) (.098)         

Teach -.310* -.216** -.205 -.305***         

  (.107) (.055) (.109) (.058)         

Nonprofit .439*** .368*** .171 .239***         

  (.162) (.080) (.125) (.066)         

Proprietary 1.092*** 1.055*** .502*** .498***         

  (.204) (.106) (.166) (.095)         

Midwest .825*** .984*** .673*** .547***         

  (.166) (.081) (.148) (.080)         

Northeast .625*** .680*** .941*** .834***         

  (.187) (.088) (.167) (.083)         

South .369** .466*** .561*** .521***         

  (.170) (.080) (.148) (.078)         

Constant 87.569*** 85.903*** 89.861*** 86.582*** .694*** .644*** .568*** .600*** 

  (1.679) (.858) (1.326) (.951) (.085) (.041) (.071) (.040) 

Number of observations 2808 11716 3732 13284 1404 5858 1866 6642 

 Note. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. (*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01) 

2.5.2. Quality Effect of MU  

Figure 2.3 presents the mean quality changes among the three hospital groups from the 

pre-treatment period to the post-treatment period. We see that compared to either of the two 

control groups, the treatment group exhibits significantly greater quality improvement from the 

pre-treatment period to the post-treatment period. To further examine the effect, Table 2.6 
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summarizes our estimations across eight different model setups, based on the choice of 

estimator, the choice of control group, and whether or not to use matched sample. These results 

consistently show that MU of EHR has a significant and positive effect on quality of care. We 

note that the DID estimator and the FD estimator yield highly consistent estimates on the quality 

effect of MU. The quality effect of MU ranges roughly between 0.35 and 0.46 across different 

models. The findings are also consistent when using matched samples constructed from 

propensity score. 

To understand the size of this effect, we illustrate it in the context of an important 

indicator of care quality: hospital readmission. Readmission is an important problem in 

healthcare because it signifies poor quality of care and generates very high costs (Jencks et al. 

2009; Bardhan et al. 2014). The CMS-HC dataset shows an average 30-day hospital-wide 

readmission rates of 16 percent (that is, approximately one in six) in acute care hospitals at the 

end of 2011. Our data show that a 0.4 quality improvement can roughly translate to 0.14 percent 

reduction in readmission rate.8 With over 35 million annual inpatient discharges in U.S. hospitals 

and the estimate cost of $7,400 per readmission (Friedman and Basu 2004), the 0.14 percent 

reduction in readmission rate represents up to 49,000 fewer readmission cases and up to $362.6 

million cost savings per year. While the magnitude of this effect may not seem striking when 

compared to the overall healthcare expenditure, it is still not trivial. More importantly, it 

                                                 
8 Prior studies show that the relation between process quality and readmission rate is insignificant (Shwartz et al. 
2011). One potential explanation is that hospitals with high process quality are more likely to attract complex patient 
cases, which then incurs a higher readmission rate. We use TACMI to address this issue, which is an index used to 
describe the complexity of a hospital’s overall patient base. Our derivation is as follows. We categorize hospitals by 
whether their TACMI values are above or below the median TACMI value. The mean quality scores for the high 
and low TACMI groups are 98.08 and 96.94 percent, respectively, in the pre-treatment period. In the same period, 
the high TACMI group had a mean 30-day hospital-wide readmission rates of 15.79 percent and low TACMI 
hospitals 16.20 percent. Based on the above quality-readmission relationship, 0.4 percent quality improvement from 
MU can be translated to 0.14 percent reduction in readmission rate [-0.14 ≈ 0.4 × (15.79−16.20) / (98.08−96.94)]. 
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indicates that the effect of MU on healthcare quality improvement is indeed in the right direction, 

even for the Stage 1 MU over the short period of time for which we have data. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Mean Quality Improvement among the Treatment and Control Groups 
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Table 2.6: Quality Effect of MU 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Estimator DID DID DID DID FD FD FD FD 

Control Group AlwaysMU AlwaysMU NeverMU NeverMU AlwaysMU AlwaysMU NeverMU NeverMU 

Propensity Score Matching No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 

TreatmentGroup × PostPeriod .387** .456*** .466*** .402*** .354** .441*** .419*** .371*** 

  (.203) (.097) (.167) (.091) (.167) (.083) (.113) (.060) 

Adoption -.143 -.103 -.129 -.139** .009 -.043 -.092 -.127** 

  (.131) (.066) (.101) (.051) (.224) (.136) (.130) (.069) 

TreatmentGroup -.369*** -.348*** -.126 -.079     

  (.138) (.065) (.131) (.073)     

PostPeriod .368** .318*** .282** .399***     

  (.168) (.073) (.128) (.070)     

Size -.003*** -.004*** -.002*** -.003*** .000 -.001 -.000 .000 

  (.001) (.000) (.000) (.000) (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) 

TACMI 1.927*** 2.097*** 1.980*** 2.227*** -.399 .401 -1.022 -1.319*** 

  (.268) (.137) (.247) (.150) (.760) (.385) (.697) (.401) 

Log(TotalInpatientDischarges) 1.535*** 1.216*** 2.006*** 1.359*** -1.366* -.866* -1.140** -1.398*** 

  (.529) (.286) (.634) (.251) (.893) (.545) (.558) (.328) 

Log(TotalInpatientDays) -.276 -.129 -1.154*** -.375* .899 .939 1.854** 1.319*** 

  (.515) (.285) (.641) (.230) (1.311) (.771) (.903) (.537) 

Log(TotalMedicateInpatientDischarges) 1.848*** 2.063*** 1.900*** 1.948*** .893 .948** -.369 -.170 

  (.522) (.288) (.409) (.233) (.682) (.385) (.612) (.308) 

Log(TotalMedicareInpatientDays) -1.916*** -1.786*** -1.722*** -1.681*** .537 .640 -.043 -.109 

  (.512) (.273) (.406) (.220) (1.023) (.558) (.813) (.477) 

Age -.003** -.003*** -.004*** -.004***     

  (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001)     

Rural -.300** -.251*** -.143 .148**     

  (.137) (.067) (.149) (.098)     

Teach -.309* -.216** -.207 -.306***     

  (.107) (.055) (.110) (.058)     

Nonprofit .438*** .367*** .170 .239***     

  (.162) (.080) (.125) (.066)     

Proprietary 1.083*** 1.043*** .507*** .502***     

  (.205) (.106) (.166) (.095)     

Midwest .825*** .984*** .672*** .547***     

  (.166) (.081) (.148) (.080)     

Northeast .624*** .681*** .941*** .834***     

  (.187) (.088) (.167) (.083)     

South .366** .465*** .562*** .522***     

  (.169) (.080) (.148) (.078)     

Constant 87.685*** 86.007*** 89.967*** 86.677*** .480*** .445*** .345*** .400*** 

  (1.661) (.850) (1.327) (.953) (.129) (.055) (.096) (.052) 

Number of observations 2808 11716 3732 13284 1404 5858 1866 6642 

 Note. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. (*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01) 
 

2.5.3. MU as a Continuous Variable 

Our previous analysis considers MU as a dichotomous status: hospital either obtained 

MU or not obtained MU. Although this is true from the perspective of the Medicare EHR 
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Incentive Program, and indeed provided a useful metric and specific goal, it is natural to ask if a 

greater degree of MU could lead to a greater degree of quality improvement, provided that the 

hospital has reached the minimum requirements specified by the MU regulation. To answer this 

question, we look into the treatment group and the AlwaysMU control group. These hospitals had 

achieved MU, and the data from the Medicare EHR Incentive Program contains information 

about these hospitals’ performances on the core and the menu MU objectives. We explored two 

ways to construct a continuous MU variable: one with only the measures of the core objectives 

and the other with measures of both the core and the menu objectives. For each approach, we 

calculate the average as well as the product of the measures. Table 2.7 reports the results. 

Regardless the setup of the continuous MU variable, we find that a higher degree of MU is 

indeed associated with a greater improvement in quality of care. 

Table 2.7: Analysis of Continuous MU Variable using the FD Specification 

  1 2 3 4 

Estimator FD FD FD FD 

Control Group AlwaysMU AlwaysMU AlwaysMU AlwaysMU 

Propensity Score Matching Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Approach to construct a continuous MU Variable  Avg of CMs Prod of CMs Avg of CMs & MMs Prod of CMs & MMs 

ContinuousMU .255*** .408*** .250*** .467*** 

  (.084) (.127) (.085) (.153) 

Adoption .009 .012 .011 .022 

  (.138) (.137) (.138) (.136) 

Size -.001 -.001 -.001 -.001 

  (.001) (.001) (.001) (.001) 

TACMI .381 .390 .382 .418 

  (.385) (.385) (.385) (.383) 

Log(TotalInpatientDischarges) -.866* -.829* -.866* -.820* 

  (.548) (.548) (.548) (.554) 

Log(TotalInpatientDays) .888 .874 .885 .843 

  (.774) (.774) (.774) (.775) 

Log(TotalMedicateInpatientDischarges) .900** .910** .898** .877** 

  (.384) (.382) (.384) (.380) 

Log(TotalMedicareInpatientDays) .651 .639 .656 .691 

  (.560) (.560) (.560) (.560) 

Constant .533*** .507*** .535*** .508*** 

  (.060) (.064) (.060) (.067) 

Number of observations 5858 5859 5858 5859 

Note 1. CMs = core MU measures; MMs = menu MU measures 
Note 2. Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. (*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01) 
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2.5.4. Stratification Analysis: MU Effects and Hospital Characteristics 

Our main results showed that MU has positive and significant effect on quality of care. 

However, this effect may be heterogeneous across different hospitals. To draw proper policy 

implications from our analyses, we investigate how hospital and environmental characteristics 

influence the effect of MU through a stratification analysis. We consider a number of 

characteristics, including hospital size, ownership, teaching status, region, and urban status.  

We conduct a stratification analysis to tease out the quality effect of MU for various 

subsamples (strata) of hospitals. In each stratum, we estimate the FD model using only treatment 

and control hospitals in that stratum. As an example, in the small size stratum we estimate the 

model using data only from hospitals with less than 100 beds in both the treatment and control 

groups. As another example, in the government ownership stratum we focus only on hospitals 

owned by government agencies. We choose the FD model instead of the DID model because in 

some strata, there is no variation on certain time-constant control variables. For instance, in the 

AlwaysMU control group, the small size stratum has no teaching hospitals, rendering the DID 

estimation impossible. The FD estimation, on the other hand, does not have this problem since 

the time-independent control variables have no impact on the estimation.  

Figure 2.4 shows the results from our stratification analysis. The results are interesting 

and have several important policy implications. We find that hospitals traditionally deemed to 

have lower quality, such as small, non-teaching, and rural hospitals can in fact attain greater 

quality improvement from meaningful use of EHR than other hospitals. Specifically, the effect of 

MU in small hospitals is over five times more than the MU effect in large hospitals (1.00  vs. 

0.18, model 2 in Figure 2.4). Similarly, the effect in rural hospitals is eight times more than the 

MU effect in urban hospitals (1.08 vs. 0.13, model 2 in Figure 2.4). It is noteworthy that these 
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disadvantaged hospitals were also the ones that had been shown to be slower in adopting EHR 

(Jha et al. 2009; DesRoches et al. 2012). These results suggest that the Medicare EHR Incentive 

Program not only accelerated the overall adoption and MU of EHR technology in general, but 

more importantly, it significantly enhanced the quality for disadvantaged hospitals that are in 

greater needs for better care. In other words, MU of EHR can potentially be an effective 

approach to mitigate healthcare disparity. 
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Figure 2.4: Quality Effects of Meaningful Use in Subgroups 
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2.5.5. Potential Endogeneity and Robustness Tests 

Econometric estimations in observations studies like ours are inevitably threatened by 

potential endogeneity. However, we have taken precautions through a robust research design and 

the most appropriate estimating techniques and models to mitigate endogeneity. Here we 

describe some common sources of endogeneity and summarize how we addressed them in this 

study.  

Sample selection. Since the hospitals in our data are not from a random sample, one 

concern we had was sample selection bias. That is, the hospitals in the MU program may not be 

representative of the population. However, MU is a federal regulation, and more than 90 percent 

of US hospitals have attested MU. Consistent with prior studies, we examine non-federal acute 

care hospitals located in 50 states and DC.  With a total of 3,262 hospitals met our selection 

criteria, 2,349 hospitals in our data set have no missing values in any of the covariates, covering 

over 72 percent of the study population. Therefore, we believe that potential for sample selection 

bias is minimal in our analysis.  

Treatment selection. Our treatment group is the hospitals that attained MU in 2012 but 

not before. These treatment hospitals may be systematically different from the other control 

hospitals, and the differences may simultaneously correlate with quality change. It is expected, 

and observed in Figure 1, that better performing hospitals may attain MU earlier. Consistent with 

Mithas and Krishnan (2009), we minimize this concern by employing propensity score matching 

to identify comparable hospitals in our analysis. In addition, our two-control-group design also 

addresses this source of endogeneity. Notice that the treatment group attained MU earlier than 

the NeverMU control group, but later than the AleaysMU control group. If early MU attainment 

was associated with greater quality improvement in ways that are not observable, we would 
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under-estimate the MU effect when comparing the treatment group with the AlwaysMU control 

group, and over-estimate the effect when comparing with the NeverMU control group. In this 

case, the estimates from our two-control-group design can be interpreted as the theoretical lower 

and upper bounds for the MU effect.  

Omitted variables. Another major source of endogeneity in observation studies is omitted 

variables. Panel data models with fixed effect is the standard approach to address time invariant 

omitted variables as they will be absorbed into the individual fixed effect. Time-varying 

unobservables, on the other hand, are perhaps a more challenging and prevailing limitation in 

empirical research (see, e.g., Goh et al. 2013). Nevertheless, we should note that unobserved 

time-varying factors may not be a serious concern because of the fact that organizational 

practices are often quasi fixed (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1996; Bresnahan et al. 2002; Aral et al. 

2012). The parallel historical quality trends in Figure 1 also provide some assurance that there 

were no significant time-varying unobservable factors. Still, we followed Chang and Gurbaxani 

(2013) and include lagged between period quality changes in our propensity score matching 

process to account for time-varying unobservables. Our DID estimators included a dummy 

variable for time period that can also capture time-varying unobservables as suggested by Siebert 

and Zubanov (2010). Taken together, we believe that we have done a good job in addressing 

endogeneity resulted from omitted variables.   

Assumptions for classical linear models. Estimations with the classical least-square linear 

models are based on conditional means and rely on a set of assumptions, such as homogeneity, 

normality, and absence of outliers. We employed robust standard errors throughout our analyses 

to account for heterogeneity. We have also performed a stratification analysis to reveal the 

heterogeneous MU effect. To alleviate the assumptions about normality and outliers, we replicate 
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our main analysis using more robust regression techniques, including quantile regressions 

(Koenker and Bassett 1978) and censored regressions (Tobin 1958). The results from the robust 

regression are largely consistent with the results from the classical linear models. 

2.6. Conclusions 

We investigate the relationship between hospitals’ meaningful use (MU) of electronic 

health records (EHR) and quality of care. Through multiple empirical specifications and 

numerous robustness checks, we find that meaningful use of EHR significantly improved quality 

of care. More importantly, disadvantaged (small, non-teaching, or rural) hospitals tend to attain a 

greater degree of quality improvement from MU. 

The results from this study are important for three reasons. First, while there have been 

multiple studies on the beneficial effects on quality of care resulting from implementation of 

EHR or MU, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first one that has a formal, objective 

measurement of MU. Second, we are one of the first to leverage the Medicare EHR Incentive 

Program for exogenous variations in identifying the clinical impact of MU. Our findings provide 

strong empirical evidence on the positive quality impact from meaningfully use EHR 

technology. Third, from a policy evaluation perspective, the findings justify and support the 

effectiveness of the Medicare EHR Incentive Program and the goal of the HITECH Act. As the 

U.S. healthcare providers are moving toward the Stage 2 MU, this study gives an early 

assessment of the clinical benefit and policy implications of the MU initiative. 

We acknowledge several limitations of our study. First, there are multiple stages of MU 

that the Medicare EHR Incentive Program intends to implement. In this study we only 

considered the Stage 1 MU, which comprises basic but essential objectives for meaningful use of 

EHR. Second, there have been discussions on the limitations of existing quality measures (Kern 
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et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2010). While we found the effect of MU on the existing quality measures, 

it would have been ideal if richer and more accurate measures were available. Nevertheless, 

replicating our empirical framework to higher stages of MU or better measures of healthcare 

quality, are all straightforward. Most importantly, our study represents an important first step in 

understanding the effect of not just adoption, but meaningful use of EHR technology on quality 

of care. 
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3. ESSAY II: A TEMPORAL INFORMATION EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

FOR CLINICAL NARRATIVES 

3.1. Introduction 

The past decade has seen a wide array of research opportunities and challenges in clinical 

natural language processing (NLP), particularly due to the fact that myriad important information 

is “locked” in clinical text such as discharge summaries and radiology/pathology reports. In their 

review, Demner-Fushman and colleagues (2009) illustrate various use cases of clinical NLP for 

clinical decision support, including clinical question answering, document summarization, event 

monitoring, etc. However, there also exist several critical barriers to clinical NLP. In particular, 

Chapman et al. (2011) highlight barriers from the lack of shared and annotated data to 

insufficient standards, reproducibility and collaboration. They conclude that shared resources and 

research collaborations can be a practical solution to the abovementioned barriers.  

Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) is a national program for 

biomedical computing funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) as one of the 

transforming initiatives under the NIH Roadmap (Zerhouni 2003). With the mission to establish 

a secure and scalable computational platform for clinical research, i2b2 has been organizing 

annual workshops since 2006 with participants from worldwide to address NLP challenges in 

clinical data. Previous i2b2 challenges include automatic anonymization, identification of 

smoking and obesity status, medication extraction, relation identification among medical 

concepts, and co-reference resolution (Uzuner et al. 2008; Uzuner 2009; Chapman et al. 2011; 

Uzuner et al. 2011, 2012). The workshop challenge data were fully de-identified clinical text 

from Partners HealthCare and the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center with occasional data co-

sponsorships from other institutions, such as the Veteran Administration, Mayo Clinic, etc. 
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The 2012 i2b2 NLP challenge is on temporal relation identification. The objective is to 

be able to construct patient’s clinical timeline from text. To accomplish this end, the challenge 

comprises three tasks: a) recognize the extents (text spans) and attributes of events and temporal 

expressions (TEs) given raw records (the EVENT/TIMEX3 task), b) determine temporal 

relations given raw records and gold standard EVENT/TIMEX3 tags (the TLINK task), and c) 

determine temporal relations given raw records (the end-to-end task). Note that the difference 

between the second and the third tasks is the availability of gold standard EVENT/TIMEX3 tags. 

While both require temporal relations among events or TEs, the participants of the end-to-end 

task need to produce EVENT/TIMEX3 tags first before preceding to their TLINK annotation. 

The annotation schema of the challenge corpus is adapted from TimeML  in which EVENT, 

TIMEX3, and TLINK are three separate categories of temporal annotations (Pustejovsky, 

Castano, et al. 2003).  

We address the EVENT/TIMEX3 task and develop a temporal information extraction 

system. The reasons to focus on the EVENT/TIMEX3 task are two-fold. First, recognition of 

events and TEs from text is the most fundamental task for temporal information extraction. 

Advanced analyses and applications on temporal NLP are not possible without having an 

event/TE recognition component to start with. Second, it has not yet available a systematic study 

on event and TE recognition from clinical narratives. Previous studies have shown that the 

system performance of TE tagging varies significantly from one document domain to another 

(Mazur and Dale 2009). This may suggest that the usage of TEs in each domain presents certain 

unique traits. Most prior work was developed and evaluated on newswire articles, and thus little 

is known about the characteristics of events and TEs in clinical narrative. Therefore, in this 
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challenge we are motivated to master the EVENT/TIMEX3 task before moving into TLINK 

investigation. 

The EVENT/TIMEX3 task is comprised of two sub-tasks: EVENT annotation and 

TIMEX3 annotation. The first is to determine clinically relevant events from clinical narratives. 

The event recognition (ER) resembles previous i2b2 challenges with regards to extracting 

medical concepts from clinical notes (Uzuner et al. 2011). However, the events here have a much 

broader range of semantic and linguistic characteristics. In TimeML, events are situations that 

happen or occur (Pustejovsky, Castano, et al. 2003), which include more than just medical 

concepts. In addition, the events here are not limited to be just noun phrases as medical concepts 

are. For instance, “asleep” and “consult” are events which are neither a medical concept nor a 

noun phrase. The second sub-task, TIMEX3 annotation, is concerned with temporal expression 

recognition and normalization (TERN). It requires not only the recognition of TEs in a document 

but also the retrieval of temporal information from each TE. Several perplexing issues quickly 

arise, for example, as one tries to determine what date is referred to when “today” is arbitrarily 

used in a sentence. Similarly, confusion arises when the phrase “postoperative day #2” is used 

when a document is devoid of an overt operation date. In this paper, we present our approach to 

address these challenging issues.  

3.2. Event Recognition (ER) 

3.2.1. Research in Event Recognition 

ER has been a popular research topic because of its practical value in various 

applications. There exist several ramifications of ER research streams depending on how an 

event is defined. For example, in BioNLP shared tasks (Kim et al. 2009), ER is used to identify 
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the bio-molecular relations or interactions between proteins. Like many studies on biomedical 

named entity extraction, e.g., (Suakkaphong et al. 2011), and biomedical relation extraction, e.g., 

[Li et al. 2008], PubMed abstracts were selected and annotated for the BioNLP ER tasks. The 

annotated events are a subset of biological processes chosen from the GENIA ontology. In this 

sense, the BioNLP ER tasks are essentially about relation identification. In studies of topic 

detection and tracking (TDT), event is defined as something that happens at a specific time and 

location (Allan et al. 1998). The research focus is to detect and track events in a stream of 

documents, e.g., [Chen et al. 2009]. Recent TDT studies have extended the application from 

news articles to social media contents, e.g., Twitter (Ritter et al. 2012) and blogs (Sayyadi et al. 

2009). In addition, there is also ER from numerical or categorical data. In this type of studies, an 

event is a data point, and the objective is to identify event sequence patterns—both frequent ones 

such as recurrent clinical episodes (Patnaik et al. 2011) and abnormal ones such as adverse 

medical conditions (Batal et al. 2012). 

We consider two categories of ER studies relevant to this study: a) ER in the Automatic 

Content Extraction (ACE) program and b) TimeML-based ER. The ACE program hosted a series 

of tasks on the recognition of entities, relations, events, and temporal expressions (Doddington et 

al. 2004). In the ACE ER tasks, only “interesting” events are annotated. Specifically, events must 

belong to a set of predefined categories. In the 2005 ACE ER task, there are 34 categories 

organized into eight broad domains: Life, Movement, Transaction, Business, Conflict, Contact, 

Personnel, and Justice (Ahn 2006). With these categories, the ER task is to find how events are 

mentioned or anchored in the text and to infer their associated arguments and attributes. In 

contrast, the events in TimeML are broadly defined. The TimeML-based ER is thus designed to 

annotate every possible event in a document.  
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The characteristics of the abovementioned ER research are summarized in Table 3.1. The 

event scope indicates whether the event is meaningful across documents/sequences. Note that 

localized event is a unique characteristic in ACE and TimeML ER tasks; that is, each document 

forms a unique and self-contained context for the events.  

Table 3.1: Characteristics of Different ER Research 

ER Research 

Stream 

Data Source Format Event Source Event 

Scope 

Anchor in 

Time 

BioNLP Biomedical 

papers 

Text GENIA ontology Global No 

TDT News articles / 

social media 

Text Events happened 

in real-world 

Global Yes 

Event sequence 

mining 

Transactional 

database 

Structured 

data 

Unlimited Global Yes 

ACE News articles Text Predefined 

categories 

Local Yes 

TimeML Unlimited Text Unlimited Local Yes 

 

3.2.2. Stages for Event Recognition 

Ahn (2006) outlines four stages of ER for ACE ER tasks, i.e., anchor identification, 

argument identification, attribute assignment, and event coreference. However, they are not 

compatible for TimeML-based ER as event anchor and event argument are unique to ACR ER 

tasks. We adapt Ahn’s schema to discuss ACR and TimeML-based ER literature using a 

generalized three-stage framework. 

a. Expression recognition. The expression recognition step is to recognize the extent of 

every event expression in a document, provided the constraints on the event sources, e.g., 

the 34 categories in the 2005 ACR ER task. Many studies employ linguistically 

motivated parsers and grammatical rules to recognize event expressions. Evita is a 

notable TimeML-based ER system of this design (Saurí et al. 2005), in which event 

candidates are categorized by their grammar roles, i.e., adjectives, nouns, and verbs. 
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Tailored parsing strategies and linguistic resources are then applied accordingly. On the 

other hand, supervised machine learning approaches train a classifier to recognize event 

expressions using features such as morphological stem, lemma, part-of-speech (POS), 

WordNet hyponym, etc. Many studies, e.g., Bethard and Martin (2006), formulate the 

problems of expression recognition using a sequence labeling paradigm in which each 

word is associated with a hidden label indicating whether the word belongs to an event 

expression. Conditional random fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al. 2001) and support vector 

machines (SVM) (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) are two popular and effective 

techniques to predict sequence labels. 

b. Attribute assignment. Attribute assignment characterizes each recognized event 

expression by assigning values to their attributes. The ACE and TimeML ER tasks have a 

similar set of event attributes: polarity, modality, and tense. Most studies use machine 

classification techniques to assign values for the event attributes (e.g., Llorens et al. 

(2013)). Note that besides attribute assignment, systems in the ACE program also need to 

identify arguments of an event. The event arguments signify which entities and TEs are 

associated with an event. Resolving such relations typically involves deep linguistic 

analyses on discourse, dependency, and semantic role (Maslennikov and Chua 2010). A 

similar concept in TimeML that links events and TEs is the TLINK annotation. As 

mentioned, we do not address TLINK annotation in the current study.  

c. Coreference resolution. Coreference resolution is concerned about determining which 

expressions refer to the same event. Since TimeML does not consider event coreference 

in its specification, coreference resolution has not been addressed in prior TimeML-based 

ER studies. One of the difficulties is that the events in TimeML are not just noun phrases. 
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As such, the existing coreference resolution techniques targeting coreferential noun 

phrases or pronouns (e.g., Versley et al. 2008) [e.g., Versley et al. 2008] are likely 

insufficient for TimeML-based event coreference resolution. In a preliminary experiment, 

Caselli and Prodanof (2010) tried to integrate event coreference annotation into the 

TimeML schema. The low inter-annotator agreement from the experiment suggests that 

the integration is not a trivial task. On the other hand, with clear predefined categories of 

events, the complexity of event coreference resolution is significantly reduced in the 

ACE ER tasks. The coreference resolution approach in Grishman et al. (2005) consists of 

two steps. First, a simple substring matching is performed to resolve coreferential noun 

phrases. For example, the coreferential relation between “diabetes mellitus” and 

“diabetes” can be identified as they possess similar substring. In the cases when the 

method is not applicable, an SVM classifier trained by lexical, syntactic, morphological, 

and semantic features determines if two event expressions are the same event. Likewise, 

Ahn (2006) exploits parse tree, event arguments, and event attributes to train a maximum 

entropy (MaxEnt) classifier for event coreference resolution. 

3.2.3. Summary of Prior ER Studies 

Table 3.2 summarizes prior ACE and TimeML ER studies by the annotation schema of 

the corpus and the methods for each ER stage. It can be found that rule-based and machine-

learning-based approaches are both common for event expression recognition. On the other hand, 

classification techniques are frequently used in attribute identification. Note that only a few 

studies dealt with coreference resolution in their ER tasks, essentially limited to the ones using 

the ACE corpus.  
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Table 3.2: Summary of Prior Event Recognition Studies 

Previous Studies 

System 

Name 

Annotation 

Schema 

Expression 

Recognition 

Attribute 

Identification 

Coreference 

Resolution 

Grishman et al. 

(2005) 

n/a ACE 2005 RB+MaxEnt MaxEnt RB+SVM 

Saurí et al. (2005) Evita TimeML RB RB n/a 

Ahn (2006) n/a ACE 2005 NN / MaxEnt NN / MaxEnt MaxEnt 

Bethard and Martin 

(2006) 

n/a TimeML SVM n/a n/a 

Chambers et al. 

(2007) 

n/a TimeML n/a Naïve Bayes n/a 

Ji and Grishman 

(2008) 

n/a ACE 2005 MaxEnt MaxEnt n/a 

Liao and Grishman 

(2010) 

n/a ACE 2005 RB MaxEnt n/a 

UzZaman and Allen 

(2010) 

TROIS TimeML RB MLN n/a 

Llorens et al. (2013) TIPSem TimeML CRF SVM n/a 

Note. CRF=conditional random field; MaxEnt=maximum entropy; MLN=markov logic network; 

NN=nearest neighbor; RB=rule-based; SVM=support vector machine; n/a=not available or 

cannot be determined by the authors. 

 

A research gap is noteworthy from our literature review: none of the studies targeted on 

clinically relevant events. This is due to the fact that the corpora used by ACR and TimeML ER 

tasks do not include clinical text. Specifically, the ACE corpus contains only news articles and 

broadcast transcripts, and TimeML-based corpora cover only news articles. We present clinical 

ER studies in the next section. 

3.2.4. Event Recognition from Clinical Text 

Most clinical ER studies focused on a confined set of events which are oriented to 

medical concepts, including symptoms, diseases, laboratory tests, procedures, medications and 

so on. In this sense, they have similar motivations as the ACE ER studies because both groups 

only deal with “interesting” events. Information extraction tools for medical concepts have been 

a thrust research area in biomedical informatics. Several clinical NLP systems are developed 
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along this line, such as cTAKES from Mayo Clinic (Savova et al. 2010) and MetaMap from 

National Library of Medicine (Aronson and Lang 2010). Extraction and coreference resolution 

of medical concepts from clinical text are addressed, respectively, in the 2010 and 2011 i2b2 

challenges (Uzuner et al. 2011, 2012). 

Many clinical ER studies are task-based. That is, the studies were designed to focus only 

on one type of events, especially only on medication events. Li and colleagues (2010) developed 

a medication event extraction system which applies CRF for event expression recognition, 

AdaBoost for attribute assignment, and SVM for context disambiguation. Savova et al. (2011) 

use cTAKES to recognize treatment patterns for breast cancer. In their work, treatment events 

have start and end dates as their attributes so that the system can create treatment timelines from 

clinical text. The date information is extracted via rule-based pattern matching, and the start and 

end dates are determined by the first and the last appearance of a drug mention in the text. This 

method for temporal information extraction is simple, but serves as an excellent motivating 

example for the utility of TERN. In the ensuing section, we will present a comprehensive 

discussion on TERN. 

3.3. Temporal Expression Recognition and Normalization (TERN) 

TERN plays a pivotal role in temporal information extraction, and has utility in 

recovering temporal relations and understanding events. However, TERN is difficult even for 

human annotators because TEs are often vague or underspecified. There are several analytical 

issues pertaining to TERN. Based on these analytical issues, we present a process diagram for 

TERN research (Figure 3.1). A brief description of each follows. Domain and language of source 

documents are factors that need to be taken into consideration in any TERN systems because 

TEs are language dependent and are strongly influenced by the domain of the document. 
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Temporal recognition is a critical procedure that distinguishes TEs from other text in a 

document. Each of the recognized TEs carries temporal information that requires proper 

treatments of temporal normalization to become explicit and machine-interpretable. To address 

challenges in normalizing non-explicit TEs, normalization strategies define how to resolve 

reference time as well as the direction of offset. Finally, annotation schema guides temporal 

recognition and temporal normalization such that the generated annotations comply with the 

specifications. In the remaining part of this section, we discuss each of these components and 

summarize prior TERN using our framework. 

 

Figure 3.1: A Process Diagram of Temporal Expression Recognition and Normalization 

 

3.3.1. Language and Domain 

Because vocabulary and grammar are language dependent, language of source document 

is always a critical factor that affects the design of any NLP systems, including TERN systems. 

A TERN system requires text features, parsing grammars, and/or normalization rules of a 

specific language to be able to identify temporal information from text. Most existing TERN 

systems are developed for English text contents since evaluation corpora and other language 

resources are predominantly in English. Nevertheless, recent years has seen more temporal 

annotation resources becoming available in other languages (Verhagen et al. 2010). Multilingual 
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TERN systems are generally developed through two approaches. First, one can decouple parsing 

algorithms and language resources such that a system becomes multilingual when different 

language specific resources are added. Strötgen and Gertz (2012a) describes a rule-based TERN 

system, HeidelTime, which can handle English and German documents because its language 

independent algorithm is supported by the parsing grammars and normalization rules of each 

language. The second approach of multilingual TERN is by machine translation. The TERSEO 

system (Saquete et al. 2006) was originally developed for Spanish TERN, but was extended to 

handle other languages by translating TEs of other languages into Spanish. 

The domain of a source document is another factor to consider for TERN systems. 

Documents in different domains generally present certain unique linguistic usage patterns and 

conventions which can affect how a system recognizes and normalizes TEs. Used in the ACE 

2007 TERN task, DANTE was amongst the first TERN systems evaluated by processing 

documents from diversified domains (Mazur and Dale 2009). DANTE achieved higher 

performance scores on some domains (Usenet newsgroups and newswire) and lower scores in 

the other domains (broadcast conversations and telephone conversations). This provides 

evidence that each domain has unique TE usage patterns and that the TEs in news related 

domains might be more “explicit” than the others. Recently, the discrepant characteristics of 

documents in different domains were systematically analyzed by Strötgen and Gertz (2012b). 

They identify challenges of temporal tagging in four domains: news, colloquial, scientific, and 

narrative. Some challenges are pertinent to specific domains while others are general to all 

domains. They hence proposed domain-dependent strategies to cope with the discrepancies. 
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3.3.2. Temporal Recognition 

Many previous TERN systems adopted rule-based approaches to recognize TEs in a 

document, e.g., (Verhagen et al. 2005). The rule-based approaches have their academic root in 

finite automata. Formally, a finite automaton is defined by five elements (Hopcroft et al. 2007): 

1. A finite set of states Q 

2. A finite set of input symbols E 

3. A transition function t that takes a state q and a symbol a as inputs and returns a 

transduced state p, where q, p ∈ Q and a ∈ E 

4. An initial state q0 ∈ Q 

5. A set of final or accepting states F ⊆ Q 

A finite automaton A = (Q, E, t, q0, F) accepts a string, i.e., a sequence of symbols, if the 

string can transduce the finite automata from the initial state q0 to an accepting state in F via the 

transition function t. Although A is defined over only a finite set of states Q and input symbols E, 

the possibilities of accepted strings can be virtually boundless—just like finite vocabulary and 

grammars in a natural language can generate an infinite variety of sentences. In this sense, finite 

automata are a powerful framework to construct rules. Regular expression is one common tool to 

instantiate finite automata, especially in the context of text processing. A rule-based temporal 

recognition approach first defines a set of regular expression patterns, and then scans a document 

to match the character sequence against the patterns. 

Another common approach for temporal recognition is through machine learning. The 

machine-learning-based approaches consider temporal recognition as a sequence labeling 

problem as is done in machine-learning-based ER. That is, given an observed sequence tokens 

and any possible features we may generate from these tokens, what is the most likely label for 

each of the tokens in the sequence? The labels will mark where a TE begins and ends. Machine 

learning generally starts with feature generation so that the learnt model can be extrapolated 
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“beyond the lines.” To learn a CRF model, TIPSem (Llorens et al. 2013) generated a wide array 

of features in token level (lemma, polarity, tense, etc.) and in semantic level (semantic role, 

governing verb, WordNet top ontology classes, etc.). Similarly, UzZaman and Allen (2010) and 

Ahn et al. (2005) also applied CRF in their temporal recognition task. 

3.3.3. Temporal Normalization 

Temporal normalization distills temporal information from TEs and encodes them in a 

standard and unambiguous format. Based on how temporal information is expressed in a 

document, Alonso et al. (2007) categorized TEs into three groups: explicit, implicit, and relative. 

Explicit TEs are the TEs that have fully specified and self-contained temporal information, such 

as “Nov. 24th, 2011” or “three times a week.” Explicit TEs can be normalized without resorting 

to any external information, which is not the case in normalizing implicit and relative TEs. 

Implicit TEs use an alias to represent the actual temporal information, such as “Thanksgiving 

2011” or “admission date.” Normalizing implicit TEs involves knowledge about the aliases, e.g., 

the exact date of Thanksgiving or admission in the previous examples. Finally, relative TEs 

anchor their temporal information to a contextual reference point, such as “last evening.” To 

normalize implicit TEs, systems need to determine the reference time and the direction of offset. 

Note that relative TEs can anchor on implicit TEs; for instance, “postoperative day #3” is a 

relative TE anchored on an implicit TE “the day of operation” whose exact date needs to be 

resolved first. 

Generally, temporal normalization is a rule-based procedure in existing TERN systems. 

Some studies introduce machine-learning methods for rule generation or for rule selection. For 

instance, Mani and Wilson (2000) adopted a decision tree algorithm, C4.5, in their TempEx 

system to induce normalization rules for the TEs in news article. Llorens et al. (2010) used a 
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CRF model to assign each TE a normalization type and then apply suitable normalization rules 

accordingly. Many previous studies implement temporal recognition and temporal normalization 

as two separate modules (Ahn et al. 2005; Mazur and Dale 2009). This modular design gives 

greater flexibility to examine and improve the performance in each step. However, there are also 

TERN systems in which temporal normalization is tightly coupled with temporal recognition to 

maximize the performance of normalization (Strötgen and Gertz 2012a). 

3.3.4. Normalization Strategies 

As mentioned earlier, two well-known issues in temporal normalization are determining 

the reference time and determining the direction of offset. Normalization strategies define ways 

to resolve these two issues in normalizing non-explicit TEs. 

One naïve strategy is to always use document creation time (DCT) as the reference time. 

Albeit simplest, this strategy has been shown to be very effective in normalizing news articles. 

Many advanced methods in determining the temporal focus of current TE have been developed 

in previous TERN tasks. Among them, the previously mentioned TE seems likely to be a good 

alternative to the DCT. Negri and Marseglia (2004) resolved the reference time problem by two 

strategies, each triggered by separate pattern sets. One strategy uses DCT and the other uses the 

previous absolute TE with a compatible time granularity. The twin strategies were adopted in 

several other studies as well (Ahn et al. 2007; Strötgen and Gertz 2012a). 

For underspecified TEs, such as “Friday,” a TERN system needs to infer from the context 

their direction of offset with respect to the reference time, either past or future. Many TERN 

systems use both the verb tense and the lexical markers before or after the TE, such as “last” and 

“the coming,” to determine the direction of offset (Llorens et al. 2013; Strötgen and Gertz 

2012b), while some systems use verb tense alone (Mani and Wilson 2000) or lexical markers 
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alone (Negri and Marseglia 2004). Ahn and colleagues (2005, 2007) adopted supervised 

classifiers, i.e., MaxEnt and SVM, to predict the direction of offset.  

3.3.5. Annotation Schema 

Annotation schema offers guidance regarding what information to retrieve and how to 

formalize their representation. There exist two standard TERN annotation schemata: TIDES 

TIMEX2 (Ferro et al. 2005) and TimeML TIMEX3 [Pustejovsky et al. 2003b]. Most early 

developments of TERN systems adopted TIDES as their annotation schema, but TimeML has 

gradually become more common in TERN tasks because the scheme is more expressive than the 

former in both scope and definition (Saquete and Pustejovsky 2011). The principle differences 

between the two schemes reflect the motivations and objectives behind each. As Boguraev and 

Ando (2005) explained, the TIMEX2 is one auxiliary annotation intended to support a broader 

program of content analysis. As such, the ability to annotate simple TEs is generally sufficient. 

On the other hand, TIMEX3 is to be integrated with other TimeML annotation categories, i.e., 

EVENT and TLINK, with a strong focus on capturing rich temporal information in a document.  

3.3.6. Summary of Prior TERN Studies 

Table 3.3 presents a summary of significant prior TERN studies with the proposed 

framework. While the table does not exhaust all prior TERN studies, it offers an overview of this 

research field. In particular, while there is a long-standing research interest in time-related topics 

in linguistics, cognitive sciences, and artificial intelligence (Allen 1984; Vendler 1957), 

systematic studies of TERN have emerged only recently. The work by Mani and Wilson (2000) 

is a notable pioneering piece. TERN is also a growing research area as can be seen from the 

expanding document domains. TERN for clinical narratives, in particular, is emerging only in the 

past few years due to the significant interest in healthcare applications. Unlike newswire articles 
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which have been intensively studied in the past decade, much remains unclear about the TEs in 

clinical narratives. For temporal recognition, most systems to date have been adhering to one 

paradigm, either a rule-based or a machine-learning-based approach. We have found that rule-

based systems tend to have very high precision, but often with relatively low recall. In contrast, 

machine learning approaches with the CRF or SVM algorithms enable better recognition of un-

seen cases, thus improving recall. For complex problems, such as TERN, it seems to be a 

reasonable design to combine the two approaches by leveraging their respective strengths. This 

observation motivates us to design a high-performance hybrid system for clinical TERN. Lastly, 

temporal normalization in prior studies typically involves rule-based procedures, governed by 

normalization strategies. Among the normalization strategies, integration of DCT and temporal 

focus is the most common one for reference time resolution whereas the combination of tense 

and lexical markers has recently become a very popular strategy in determining the direction of 

offset. However, notice that these strategies are mostly developed for and evaluated by newswire 

corpora, and have not been tested in the domain of clinical narratives. In addition to these 

existing strategies, it is possible that the domain-specific characteristics of clinical narrative may 

inform some other alternatives of normalization strategies, which will be discussed in greater 

detail in the following sections. 
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Table 3.3: Summary of Prior Temporal Expression Recognition and Normalization Studies 

Studies System Name Language Domain TR TN NS AS 

RT DO 

Mani and Wilson 

(2000) 

TempEx English Newswire RB C4.5+RB DCT+TF Tense TIMEX 

Negri and 

Marseglia (2004) 

Chronos English Newswire RB RB DCT+TF LM TIMEX2 

Ahn et al. (2005) n/a English Newswire CRF RB DCT+TF MaxEnt TIMEX2 

Verhagen et al. 

(2005) 

GUTime English Newswire RB RB DCT LM TIMEX3 

Saquete et al. 

(2006) 

TERSEO English / 

Spanish 

Newswire RB RB DCT+TF n/a TIMEX2 

Ahn et al. (2007) n/a English Newswire SVM RB DCT+TF SVM TIMEX2 

Schilder (2007) DateTime English Legal Documents RB RB n/a n/a TIMEX3 

Mazur and Dale 

(2009) 

DANTE English Newswire, 

Broadcast News, 

Broadcast 

Conversation, 

Telephone Dialog, 

Usenet, Weblog 

RB RB DCT Tense TIMEX2 

Llorens et al. 

(2010) 

TIPSem English / 

Spanish 

Newswire CRF CRF+RB DCT Tense+

LM 

TIMEX3 

Saquete (2010) TERSEO English / 

Spanish 

Newswire RB RB DCT+TF n/a TIMEX3 

UzZaman and 

Allen (2010) 

TRIOS English Newswire CRF RB DCT LM TIMEX3 

Reeves et al. 

(2013) 

Med-TTK English Clinical 

Narratives 

RB RB DCT n/a TIMEX3 

Strötgen and 

Gertz (2012a) 

HeidelTime English / 

German 

Newswire, Wiki RB RB DCT+TF Tense+

LM 

TIMEX3 

Strötgen and 

Gertz (2012b) 

HeidelTime English Newswire, Wiki, 

SMS Text, 

Scientific Paper 

RB RB DCT+TF Tense+

LM 

TIMEX3 

 

3.4. Corpus and Annotation Schema 

In this section, we provide an overview of the corpus and the annotation schema of the 

2012 i2b2 challenge. We present herein the task requirements, data statistics, and motivating 

examples summarized from the challenge website, the official annotation guidelines, and the 

released corpus. Interested readers are referred to the original sources for complete information.9 

                                                 
9 https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/TemporalRelations/  
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3.4.1. Corpus of the 2012 i2b2 Challenge for EVENT/TIMEX3 

The corpus consists of 190 training documents and 120 test documents (Table 3.4). 

Following the i2b2 convention, the content in each document has been tokenized and split to one 

sentence per line. The average number of sentences/tokens per document is higher in the test set, 

which may suggest that the clinical histories of the corresponding patients are more complex and 

more challenging to annotate automatically. The corpus covers de-identified clinical narratives 

for a wide variety of patients, including accidents, acute and chronic diseases, cancers, maternity 

services, etc. The corpus is larger than two other popular temporally-annotated newswire 

corpora, TimeBank [Pustejovsky et al. 2003a] and the TempEval-2 English corpus (Verhagen et 

al. 2010), in terms of the number of tokens, c.f., (Strötgen and Gertz 2012a).  

Table 3.4: Corpus Statistics 

 Training data Test data Combined 

# of docs 190 120 310 

# of sentences 7,446 5,665 13,111 

# of tokens 97,673 80,399 178,072 

avg # of sentences per doc 39.19 47.21 42.29 

avg # of tokens per doc 514.07 669.99 574.43 

 

3.4.2. Annotation Schema of the 2012 i2b2 Challenge 

As mentioned, the annotation schema of the 2012 i2b2 challenge is adapted from 

TimeML. Here we present the EVENT and TIMEX3 annotations in the challenge as they are the 

only annotation categories relevant to the current study. Since TimeML is a markup language, 

we use “annotation” and “tag” interchangeably in the following discussion. 

Unlike TimeBank in which EVENT and TIMEX3 annotations are made directly onto raw 

text, a temporally-annotated i2b2 document keeps the clinical narrative intact and appends 

annotations at the end of the document. The style of such standoff annotations is consistent with 
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the UIMA (Unstructured Information Management Architecture) standard and can enable 

extendable content analysis. To link annotations back to document text, the i2b2 EVENT and 

TIMEX3 tags both include a basic set of attributes: 

• id: an arbitrary unique identifier for this tag 

• start: the starting position of the event/TE text in the document 

• end: the ending position of the event/TE text in the document 

• text: the utterance of the event/TE 

This design allows an intuitive and straightforward extent evaluation as we only need to 

compare the start and end values between gold standard annotations and system outputs to 

determine the accuracy. 

3.4.2.1. EVENT Annotation.  

EVENT candidates can be noun phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases or adverbs as 

long as they are clinically important and anchored in time. In addition to the described basic 

attributes, an EVENT tag has three other attributes: type, polarity, and modality. 

Type. The 2012 i2b2 challenge defines six types of EVENTs: PROBLEM, TEST and 

TREATMENT are medical concepts; CLINICAL_DEPT marks clinic facilities, e.g., operating 

room, ICU, and XYZ Hospital; EVIDENTIAL conveys information sources, e.g., the patient 

[states] that …; and OCCURRENCE is a default type for clinically relevant events when none of 

the above five types are applicable, e.g., admission, stable condition, follow-up and so on. Table 

3.5 presents the distribution of EVENT annotations by types. Medical concepts, especially 

PROBLEMs, occupy a majority portion of EVENT annotations. The table also shows the 

average numbers of EVENT tags in a training document and in a test document are 86.67 and 

113.28, respectively.  
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Table 3.5: Statistics of EVENT Types 

 Training data Test data 

Type total avg per doc total avg per doc 

PROBLEM 5,022 26.43 4,309 35.91 

TEST  2,596 13.66 2,173 18.11 

TREATMENT 3,829 20.15 3,285 27.38 

CLINICAL_DEPT 996 5.24 732 6.10 

EVIDENTIAL 739 3.89 595 4.96 

OCCURRENCE 3,286 17.30 2,500 20.83 

(combined) 16,468 86.67 13,594 113.28 

 

Polarity. Negation is very common in clinical narrative as a device to rule out clinical 

speculations or confirm hypotheses regarding a patient’s health condition. A meaningful 

interpretation on a clinical event needs to factor its semantic polarity into consideration. The 

value for polarity can be either NEG or POS, indicating whether the described event is negated 

or not.  

Modality. In contrast to polarity, modality offers a different angle for automatic event 

reasoning. The modality attribute quantifies the “veridicality” of an EVENT (Saurí et al. 2006); 

that is, whether or not the event actually happened. There are four possible modality values for 

an event: FACTUAL, CONDITIONAL, POSSIBLE, and PROPOSED. Their definitions from 

the 2012 i2b2 annotation guidelines are summarized below. Note that throughout the example 

sentences in this paper, we use square brackets and bold font to indicate the extent of an event 

expression or the extent of a TE, and will use underline to denote contextual cues for attribute 

identification. 

• FACTUAL indicates the event happened or is certain to happen.  

He had [an accident] yesterday. 

• CONDITIONAL events may or may not happen.  

If [the pain] reoccurs, come back to the clinic. 

• POSSIBLE events are typically physician’s speculations about patient’s condition.  
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This may not be [a cancer]. 

• PROPOSED events are often physician’s recommendations or patient’s preferences of 

care.  

The patient should [follow-up] with Dr. Johnson in a month. 

3.4.2.2. TIMEX3 Annotation.  

TEs of dates, durations, frequencies, etc. are annotated with the TIMEX3 tags. Extended 

from the TIMEX2 annotation, a TIMEX3 tag contains three attributes: type, val (value), and mod 

(modifier). 

Type. Clinical temporal information manifests in different ways according to their types. 

DATE, TIME, DURATION, and FREQUENCY are four types of TIMEX3 annotations. The 

first three are very intuitive and are common to every context. The FREQUENCY is similar to 

the SET type in the TimeML specification which aims to annotate recurrent temporal 

phenomenon. In clinical narratives, frequency information is often associated with medications 

and symptoms to represent how frequent a medication needs to be taken and how frequent a 

symptom occurs. Table 3.6 presents the distribution of TIMEX3 types in the corpus. DATE is 

the most common TEs whereas TIME is the least. On average, there are about 12 TEs in each 

training document, and 15 in each test document. 

Table 3.6: Statistics of TIMEX3 Types 

 Training data Test data 

Type total avg per doc total avg per doc 

DATE 1,643 8.65 1,222 10.18 

TIME 69 0.36 60 0.50 

DURATION 407 2.14 341 2.84 

FREQUENCY 249 1.31 197 1.64 

(combined) 2,368 12.46 1,820 15.17 

 

Val (value). For the objective to construct a patient’s clinical timeline, successful 

inference on the temporal information, i.e., temporal normalization, may be more important than 
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determining the extent of a TE, i.e., temporal recognition. The val attribute of TIMEX tags is 

thus of prominent importance to this study. However, inferring the val attribute is not a trivial 

work, especially when the TEs are implicit or relative. The val attribute stores machine 

interpretable information of a normalized TE. The information should follow a standard 

encoding. For DATE and TIME TIMEX3 tags, the ISO 8601 format is used: [YYYY]-[MM]-

[DD] for DATE and [YYYY]-[MM]-[DD]T[hh]:[mm]:[ss] for TIME. Suppose we have a 

sentence:  

He has experienced occasional chest pains since [April]. 

The April is clearly a TE, and its val attribute may be “2012-04” in which the year should 

be derived from the context. The val attributes for DURATION and FREQUENCY TIMEX3 are 

encoded with certain symbolic designators (Table 3.7). Therefore, a DURATION TIMEX3 of 

two months has a val attribute value “P2M,” two minutes “PT2M.” A leading repetition symbol 

“R” distinguishes DURATION and FREQUENCY TIMEX3 values. For instance, t.i.d. (from 

Latin ter in di´e, i.e., three times a day) and q.8h. (every eight hours) are common clinical 

frequency expressions, and their val attribute values are both “RPT8H.” 

Table 3.7: TIMEX3 Value Reference Table 

Designator Meaning Designator Meaning 

P Period R Repetition 

Y Year T Time 

M Month H Hour 

W Week M Minute 

D Day S Second 

 

Mod (modifier). Six possible values for the TIMEX3 mod attribute are NA, APPROX, 

MORE, LESS, START, END, and MIDDLE. NA is the default value and is chosen if a TE has 
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no relevant modifier. The meanings of the other modifiers are self-explanatory, and perhaps are 

best illustrated in the following examples: 

• APPROX: He had the surgery [several years] ago. 

• MORE/LESS: She took the drug for more/less than [3 days]. 

• START/END/MIDDLE: The patient had the condition since [last Friday] / until [this 

morning] / in the middle of [the night]. 

One should note that in the TimeML specification, a TIMEX3 tag with APPROX mod 

uses the letter X to indicate an uncertain time quantity. Such approximate TEs in the i2b2 

challenge corpus are annotated by choosing the most likely values. Consider the example: 

He had headache for [several days]. 

The “several days” is a TE of an approximate duration. Its val attribute should be PXD in 

the original TimeML specification, but is now P3D in the i2b2 challenge as the human 

annotators may consider that 3 is the most likely number of days for the condition.  

3.4.3. An Example of an Annotated Document in the Corpus 

In order to better illustrate the corpus and the annotation schema of EVENT and 

TIMEX3, we create a simple, yet realistic, example of a clinical narrative. We then follow the 

annotation guideline from the 2012 i2b2 challenge to annotate the example document. Figure 3.2 

presents the annotated document, which has the exact format as the documents in the challenge 

corpus except no TLINK tags. A few more observations from the example are worth further 

comments. First, events are not annotated if they are not clinically relevant. In the example, 

“driving home” can be an event, but it is not annotated because of its irrelevance to clinical care. 

Second, dosage information of medications is not included in a TREATMENT EVENT tag. 
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Therefore, we annotate [oral Coumadin] instead of [oral Coumadin 5 mg]. Third, since the TE 

[New Year's day] signifies a start time of the event [right leg discomfort], the mod attribute in 

the TIMEX3 tag of [New Year's day] is START. Forth, in the last sentence of the text, the 

[follow up] EVENT has a PROPOSED modality because it is suggested by the physician. Also, 

the TE [next week] in that sentence only indicates an approximate time so that the mod attribute 

in the TIMEX3 tag of [next week] is APPROX. Finally, there are two SECTIME tags at the end 

of the tag list. They are in effect TEs indicating the dates of admission and discharge. 

 

Figure 3.2: Example of an Annotated Clinical Narrative 
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3.5. System Design: MedTime 

This section describes the design of our proposed MedTime system (Figure 3.3). Our 

design is a hybrid and cascade framework, interweaving rule-based and machine learning 

procedures for temporal information extraction in six major steps: 1) pre-processing, 2) temporal 

tagging by HeidelTime, 3) Clinical FREQUENCY TE tagging, 4) sequence labeling, 5) clinical 

temporal normalization strategies, and 6) post-processing.  

 

Figure 3.3: MedTime System Overview 

3.5.1. Pre-processing 

Section Time Extraction. The clinical narratives in the challenge corpus contain two types 

of section times: ADMISSION and DISCHARGE. The section times have important clinical 

implications and can be meaningful reference dates for temporal normalization. They are 
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analogous to the document creation times in the TimeML corpora but with a less standardized 

format. The document creation times in the TimeML corpora are considered as metadata. They 

are in a uniform format, and each document must associate with one document creation time.  By 

contrast, the section times in the clinical narratives are part of the text. They are expressed in 

diverse formats, and in some cases, may not even exist in a clinical narrative.  

Given its importance to our temporal normalization procedure, we extract section times 

before we proceed to our regular temporal tagging. We observed that, when present, the section 

time expressions are placed in the first few lines of a clinical narrative, under the headings of 

“Admission Date” and “Discharge Date.” In addition, we also found that section times are 

represented as explicit TEs. As such, we develop a simple regular expression algorithm to extract 

and normalize section times.  

Text Cleaning. One requirement from the challenge is that the system needs to be able to 

process different formatted clinical narratives, which could have originated from different health 

care institutions. The text cleaning subroutine aims to address two document formatting issues. 

First, many of the clinical narratives are appended with a section of electronic signature, which 

contains TEs irrelevant to the patient’s clinical timeline. We formulate rules to remove these 

texts before proceeding to the core TERN procedures. The second issue is from the inconsistent 

XML encoding. A small portion of the clinical narratives are XML well-formed, which 

substitute (&, ' , >, <, ") in the text for predefined entities, e.g., & is replaced by &amp;. To unify 

text representation, we convert these predefined entities back to their original characters, e.g., 

from &amp; to &. 

Feature Generation. We extract morphological, syntactic, semantic, and composite 

features from clinical narratives to enable machine learning (Table 3.8). The morphological, 
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syntactic, and some of the composite features, i.e., noun phrase (NP) chunks and adjacent 

features, are common in prior NLP studies. Many other participating systems in the 2012 i2b2 

challenge also include these basic features (Kovačević et al. 2013; Roberts et al. 2013). Most of 

the morphological and syntactic features are generated using the Stanford CoreNLP package 

(Klein and Manning 2003). On the other hand, semantic features are domain-specific and 

knowledge-based. Medical abbreviations are commonly used in clinical narratives for both 

clinical events (e.g., HTN for hypertension) and clinical temporal expressions (e.g., BID for 

twice daily). As such, successful identification of medical abbreviations is indispensable to 

clinical NLP tasks. We incorporate a comprehensive list of medical abbreviations from 

Wikipedia to identify medical abbreviation features from clinical text.10 The unified medical 

language system (UMLS) provides standardized medical lexicon and semantic type for every 

medical concept. It is well known that incorporating domain specific features can improve the 

performance of NLP tasks. Hence, we use MetaMap (Aronson and Lang 2010), a front-end API 

of UMLS, to extract features of medical lexicon and semantic types. Table 3.9 illustrates the core 

features.  

                                                 
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Lists_of_medical_abbreviations 
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Table 3.8: Machine Learning Feature Set 

Type Feature Source 

Morphological Part-of-speech (POS) tag Stanford CoreNLP 

Word lemma Stanford CoreNLP 

Stemmed string Porter stemmer (http://snowball.tartarus.org) 

Syntactic Token lexical class Apache OpenNLP (http://opennlp.apache.org) 

Token shape Stanford CoreNLP 

Token 2-4 character prefix Stanford CoreNLP 

Token 2-4 character suffix Stanford CoreNLP 

Semantic Medical abbreviation Wikipedia 

SPECIALIST lexicon MetaMap  

Semantic types MetaMap 

Composite NP chunk POS tags 

Diagnosis NP chunk Semantic type (diap) + NP chunk 

Finding NP chunk Semantic type (fndg) + NP chunk 

Temporal NP chunk Semantic type (tmco) + NP chunk 

Adjacent features Previous/Next 2 tokens in the same sentence 
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Table 3.9: Illustration of the Core Features 

TEXT 

POS 

_TAG LEMMA STEM 

TOKEN 

_CLASS SHAPE 

PREFIX

_2 

SUFFIX

_2 

MED_

ABBR LEXICON 

SEMANTIC 

_TYPE NP 

Diagnosis 

_NP 

Finding 

_NP 

Temporal 

_NP 

Her PRP$ she Her ic Xxx He er F O O B-NP F F F 

steroids NNS steroid steroid lc xxxxx st ds F B-lexicon B-strd I-NP F F F 

were VBD be were lc xxxx we re F O O O O O O 

tapered VBN taper taper lc xxxxx ta ed F B-lexicon B-hlca O O O O 

and CC and and lc xxx an nd F O O O O O O 

Pulmonary JJ pulmonary Pulmonari ic Xxxxx Pu ry F B-lexicon B-qlco O O O O 

was VBD be wa lc xxx wa as F O O O O O O 

consulted VBN consult consult lc xxxxx co ed F B-lexicon B-hlca O O O O 

who WP who who lc xxx wh ho F O O O O O O 

recommended VBD recommend recommend lc xxxxx re ed F B-lexicon B-idcn O O O O 

a DT a a lc x a a F O O B-NP T F F 

CT NN ct CT ac XX CT CT T B-lexicon B-diap I-NP T F F 

scan VB scan scan lc xxxx sc an F I-lexicon I-diap O O O O 

of IN of of lc xx of of F O O O O O O 

the DT the the lc xxx th he F O O B-NP F F F 

chest NN chest chest lc xxxxx ch st F B-lexicon B-blor I-NP F F F 

to TO to to lc xx to to F O O I-NP F F F 

evaluate VB evaluate evalu lc xxxxx ev te F B-lexicon B-ftcn I-NP F F F 

the DT the the lc xxx th he F O O B-NP F F F 

lung NN lung lung lc xxxx lu ng F B-lexicon B-blor I-NP F F F 

parenchyma NN parenchyma parenchyma lc xxxxx pa ma F I-lexicon I-blor I-NP F F F 

. . . . other . . . F O O O O O O 
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3.5.2. Temporal Tagging by HeidelTime 

While automatic TERN is still an open and emerging area, sophisticated, publicly 

available tools exist for processing news articles. As the best performing system in TempEval-2, 

HeidelTime was able to achieve a very high val match score in tagging news articles. Given the 

high demand for accurate val prediction in creating meaningful clinical timelines, we decided to 

incorporate HeidelTime as our initial temporal tagger. Because HeidelTime was already tuned 

towards high precision, no deleterious effect on noise containment was expected, even though 

HeidelTime did not have rules and patterns specific to clinical narratives. 

3.5.3. Clinical FREQUENCY TE Tagging 

FREQUENCY is a type of TEs unique to the clinical domain. Many of the 

FREQUENCY TEs are clinical abbreviations, such as BID (twice a day) or q.8.h (every eight 

hours), which are not well-treated by HeidelTime. We identify two important characteristics 

from the FREQUENCY TEs in the corpus. First, the FREQUENCY TEs are often explicit. That 

is, normalizing these TEs does not require any reference information. Second, the FREQUENCY 

TEs generally have very regular syntactic patterns. For example, [q.6.h], [Q.8.h.], and [q 12 h] 

are patterns for every 6 hours, every 8 hours, and every 12 hours, respectively. As another 

example, the patterns [X 2], [3 x], and [x four] denote, respectively, 2 times, 3 times, and 4 

times. Given these two characteristics, we choose to develop a set of recognition patterns and 

normalization rules specially tailored for the FREQUENCY TEs. 

We use the following clinical FREQUENCY TE pattern to illustrate how we recognize 

and normalize FREQUENCY TEs. Notice that instead of showing the actual regular expression, 
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we demonstrate the pattern in a more readable format for didactical purposes. Now consider a 

simple pattern: 

Pattern    := ( {Letter “q”} | {Word “every”} ) 
+ ( {Dot} | {Hyphen} | {Space} | {Empty String} )  
+ ( {Digit} | {Number Text} ) 
+ ( {Dot} | {Hyphen} | {Space} | {Empty String} )  
+ ( {Time Unit} | {Date Unit} ) 

 
This pattern comprises five portions, one in each line. This pattern recognizes 

FREQUENCY TEs such as [q-6-h], [Q.8.H], [Q1D], and [every eight hours]. In addition, since 

that the third portion captures the quantity and that the fifth portion captures the unit, this pattern 

can be further utilized to normalize these FREQUENCY TEs. For example, after recognizing 

that [every eight hours] is a FREQUENCY TE and knowing that the quantity is eight and the 

unit is hour, the normalized value “RPT8H” can be trivially derived, in which (1) the RP are the 

designated leading symbols for FREQUENCY TEs if they involve repetitions, (2) the T symbol 

comes from the fact that the FREQUENCY TE use a time unit (hour), (3) the 8 is the quantity 

been captured, and (4) the H symbol is for the actual time unit—hour. 

3.5.4. Sequence Labeling 

As shown in TempEval-2, CRF is an effective technology in recognizing extents of 

events and TEs in newswire articles. CRF has also been demonstrated to be very effective in 

extracting clinical concepts, including medical problems, treatments, and tests (Xu et al. 2012). 

We adopted MALLET (McCallum 2002) to train two CRF models, one for EVENT annotation 

and the other for TIMEX3 annotation. We encoded labels in IOB2 format (Sang and Veenstra 

1999) with type information. That is, the label B-TIMEX3-DATE represents a token which is the 

beginning of a date TE, and I-EVENT-TREATMENT represents a token which is inside a 
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treatment event. Through this approach, the CRF models predict the extent and the type of an 

annotation simultaneously.  

With the initial tagging from HeidelTime and our FREQUENCY TE tagger, the CRF-

based temporal recognition aims at extending the coverage to domain specific TEs, e.g., “post-op 

day four” and “one day prior to admission.” This is achieved by using domain specific 

documents, i.e., the clinical narratives, to train the CRF models. Note that the CRF-based 

temporal recognizer may recognize existing TIMEX3 annotations from HeidelTime as well as 

the FREQUENCY TE Tagger. In this case, we keep the original annotations, given that the 

existing annotations were originated from rule-based procedures tuned towards high precision. 

3.5.5. Clinical Temporal Normalization Strategies 

Our rule-based temporal normalizer is built upon JChronic, an open source date parser in 

Java. We extend and modify JChronic to better handle the implicit and relative TEs in the 

clinical narratives. The JChronic program requires “present time” and “direction of offset” as 

parameters to calculate the time of an input TE. Our three novel normalization strategies guide 

JChronic’s behavior by resolving the required parameters, i.e., the present time and the direction 

of offset. 

Algorithm 3.1 delineates our temporal normalization steps. The recognized TEs from the 

previous sequence labeling procedure are stored in a list, sorted by their appearance order in the 

document. That is, the first TE in the list is the first TE mentioned in the document, and the last 

TE in the list is the last TE mentioned in the document. The nested for-loops iterate all sentences 

and TEs sequentially, and try to pair TEs with their corresponding sentences. A sentence can 

provide contextual cues for the encompassed TEs. Therefore, the corresponding sentence of a TE 

is considered in normalizing the TE. DATE and TIME TEs are normalized with the procedure 
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normalizeDateTime while DURATION TEs are normalized by another procedure 

normalizeDuration. Notice that here we do not normalize FREQUENCY TEs since they should 

be normalized by our clinical FREQUENCY TE tagger in a prior step.  

Even with these temporal normalization steps, some of the TEs passed from the CRF 

model may still not be normalized—either because that these are false positive TEs or that the 

TEs have the unusual patterns that have not been captured by our existing normalization rules. In 

any case, we choose to drop these TEs to ensure the produced TIMEX3 annotations all have 

values for their val attribute.  

Our three strategies take place at various procedures in Algorithm 3.1. As an overview, 

we propose contextual alias registry (Strategy CAR) and chronological order of TEs (Strategy 

COTE) to resolve reference time for implicit TE, e.g., [postoperative day #3] and relative TEs 

[last evening], respectively. For underspecified TEs, e.g., [Tuesday], we propose distance-based 

direction determination (Strategy DDD), paired with lexical markers, to identify the direction of 

offset. The design rationales of each strategy are discussed separately in the following. 
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Algorithm 3.1: Temporal Normalization Steps 

Input: A clinical narrative document D and a list of TIMEX3 tags L from D, each possessing values of their id, start, 
end, text, and type attributes (from our CRF-based temporal recognition procedure). 
Output: A list of TIMEX3 tags with all their val attributes resolved. 
 
sort L by the start attribute values in ascending order; 
let Startα , Endα , Textα , Typeα and Valα be the respective attribute values of α, ∀α ∈ L; 
let R be a map with keys ADMISSION, DISCHARGE, OPERATION, BIRTH, and NOW;  
initializeContextualAliasRegistry(R, D) 
 
for each sentence s in D do                               /* Consider sentence as the context for the TEs within the sentence */ 
 let Starts , Ends be the start and end positions of s in D; 
 for each TIMEX3 tag α in L do 
  if (Startα  > Ends) or (Endα  < Starts) then 
   continue on the next TIMEX3 tag;                  /* Ignore TIMEX3 tags if they are not in the sentence s */ 
  end 
  if (Typeα is DATE) or (Typeα is TIME) then  
   Valα := normalizeDateTime(α, s, R);                               /* Normalize TEs with types DATE or TIME */ 
   updateContextualAliasRegistry(R, s, Valα); 
  else if (Typeα is DURATION) and (Textα  contains “ to ”) then 
   Valα := normalizeDuration(α);                                               /* Normalize TEs with type DURATION */ 
  end 
  if Valα is null then 
   remove α from L;                                    /* Remove TIMEX3 tags if the TEs could not be normalized */ 
  end 
 end 
end 
 
return L; 

 
Procedure initializeContextualAliasRegistry(R, D) :                                                                          /* Strategy CAR */ 
 R.ADMISSION := R.NOW := D.SECTIME.ADMISSION;    
 R.DISCHARGE := D.SECTIME.DISCHARGE; 
 R.OPERATION := null;     R.BIRTH := null;   

 
Procedure updateContextualAliasRegistry(R, s, Valα) :                                                                    / * Strategy CAR */ 
 if R.OPERATION is null and s has a procedure word then                           /* MetaMap semantic type = topp */ 
  R.OPERATION := Valα ;                                                                                      /* Found Operation Date */ 
 end  
 if R.BIRTH is null and s contains “born” or “birth” then  
  R.BIRTH := Valα ;                                                                                                     /* Found Date of Birth */ 
 end 
 if R.NOW ≤ Valα then                                                                                                              /* Strategy COTE */ 
  R.NOW := Valα ; 
 end 

 
Function normalizeDateTime(α, s, R) :  
 if (Textα matches any triggers) or (s matches any triggers) then  
  Valα’ := normalizeWithAlias(Textα, s, R);                                              /* Strategy CAR; see Algorithm 3.2 */ 
 else  
  Valα’ := normalizeWithJchornic(Textα, s, R);                         /* Strategy COTE&DDD; see Algorithm 3.3 */ 
 end 
 return Valα’; 

 
Function normalizeDuration(α) :  
 (TE1, TE2) := split Textα  by “ to ”; 
 Valα’ := normalizeDuration(TE1, TE2);                   /* In that it determines the difference and time granularity */ 
 return Valα’; 
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Strategy of Contextual Alias Registry (CAR). In contrast to newswire articles, there are 

significant dates that we normally expect in a clinical document: Admission Date, Discharge 

Date, Operation Date, and/or Date of Birth (for childbearing). We observe from the corpus that 

it is common for implicit and relative TEs to anchor on these domain-specific contextual alias 

dates. As such, we maintain a contextual alias registry in the temporal normalization process 

(Table 3.10). The actual dates/times for the aliases are initialized by the 

initializeContextualAliasRegistry procedure and updated by the 

updateContextualAliasRegistry procedure in Algorithm 3.1. To use the aliases in the 

normalization, each alias has a set of triggering rules such that if a TE or its adjacent words 

match one of the rules, the respective time of the alias will be considered as the reference time 

(Algorithm 3.2). 

Table 3.10: Contextual Alias Registry 

Alias Source Triggers Example 

Admission 

Date 

Section time (hospital|admission|AD|HD
| emergency|presentation) 

hospital day two 
(Admission Date + 1D) 

Discharge 

Date 

Section time (discharge) the night before 
discharge  
(Discharge Date – 1D) 

Operation 

Date 

The date of Now when the 
first surgical concept occurs 
(word with semantic type 
“topp”).  
Default: Admission Date 

(procedure|surgery|POD|op
) 

postoperative day #4  
(Operation Date + 4D) 

Date of 

Birth 

The date of Now when the 
keywords “born” or “birth” 
occur. 
Default: Now 

(life) day of life 3  
(Date of Birth + 2D) 

Now The normalized date/time of 
the TE maintained by 
Strategy 2. 
Default: Admission Date 

When none the above are 
applicable 

last evening 
(Now – 1D) 
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Algorithm 3.2: Temporal Normalization Using Contextual Alias Registry 

Input: A temporal expression text Textα, the sentence s which contains Textα, and our contextual alias registry R. 

Output: A normalized value of Textα. 

 

RefTime := retrieve the alias from R by matching Textα or s the with the triggers defined in Table 3.10; 

TempShift := determine the temporal shift of Textα with respect to RefTime;  

Valα’ := apply TempShift on RefTime; 

return Valα’; 

 

Strategy of Chronological Order of Temporal Expressions (COTE). It is common and 

intuitive to narrate stories in a chronological order. From the training documents, we observed a 

very high correlation between the appearance order of DATE/TIME TEs in a document and their 

timestamps (the average spearman rank correlation across all training texts is around 0.80). 

However, occasionally there are retrospective statements inserted within the main storyline. We 

posit that anchoring non-explicit TEs to a reference point in the retrospective statements is prone 

to be erroneous. Therefore, we propose a novel heuristic to improve the resolution of reference 

time which embodies a chronological constraint.  

Suppose that the temporal normalization is executed sentence by sentence and from left 

to right in a sentence, we maintain a reference time denoting the largest timestamp normalized 

from the TEs thus far. We allow absolute as well as relative TEs as long as the type is DATE or 

TIME. Figure 3.4 illustrates the difference between the chronological time heuristic and another 

common heuristic, the “previously mentioned time.” Suppose that all the TEs in Figure 3.4 are 

DATE TEs and that TE4 is an underspecified TE requiring a reference time as an anchor. The 

chronological time heuristic chooses TE2 as the reference time because for the content parsed 

thus far, TE2 represent the rightmost time point on the timeline axis (comparing to TE1 and TE3). 

The previous mentioned time heuristic, on the other hand, will use TE3 as a reference time for 

TE4 because TE4 follows TE3.  
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Figure 3.4: Reference Time Identification by Two Different Heuristics 

 

Strategy of Distance-based Direction Determination (DDD). Verb tense and lexical 

markers (e.g., “past” or “next”) are considered effective devices to determine the direction of 

implicit and relative TEs in newswire articles. However, we find that tense is not an appropriate 

strategy in the domain of clinical narratives. This is due to the facts that the statements in clinical 

narratives are mostly retrospective, which means that the texts are predominately past-tensed. As 

such, we do not employ tense in determining the direction. We, instead, combine lexical markers 

with a novel distance-based strategy. That is, when lexical markers are absent from the context, 

we resolve the direction problem by choosing whichever direction gives a closer temporal 

distance to the discharge date (Algorithm 3.3). Akin to the COTE strategy, it is more likely to 

have a temporal direction which results in a shorter temporal distance to the discharge date. For 

example, suppose that the normalizing TE is [Tuesday] and that the reference time and the 

discharge date are known to be “20121015” (Monday) and “20121017” (Wednesday), 

respectively. If the direction of offset is past, the normalized value for [Tuesday] will be 

“20121009.” On the other hand, if the direction of offset is future, the normalized value will be 
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“20121016.” Between the two possibilities, the second one seems more likely because it gives a 

time point that is closer to the discharge date. However, we ignore the direction that will lead to a 

normalized time which is greater than the discharge date. Continue with the settings in the 

previous example, but substitute the normalizing TE with [Friday]. We ignore the future 

direction because it gave a time point “20121019,” which is after the actual discharge date. 

Algorithm 3.3:  Temporal Normalization Using JChronic 

Input: A temporal expression text Textα, the sentence s which contains Textα, and our contextual alias registry R. 

Output: A normalized value of Textα. 

 

RefTime := retrieve R.NOW from R;                                                                                                  /* Strategy CAR */ 

if Textα or s contains a lexical marker of direction then                

 direction := determine the direction according to the lexical marker in Textα or s; 

 Valα’ := jchronic(presentTime=RefTime, direction=direction, temporalExpression=Textα);  

else  

 Valα1:= jchronic(presentTime=RefTime, direction=PAST, temporalExpression=Textα);  

 Valα2:= jchronic(presentTime=RefTime, direction=FUTURE, temporalExpression=Textα);  

 Distance1 := (R.DISCHARGE − Valα1); 

 Distance2 := (R.DISCHARGE − Valα2);  

 if (Distance1 > Distance2) and (Distance2 > 0) then                                                                   /* Strategy DDD */ 

  Valα’ := Valα2;      

 else  

  Valα’ := Valα1; 

 end 

end  

return Valα’; 

 

3.5.6. Post-processing 

The post-processing is a set of classification routines for the remaining EVENT/TIMEX3 

attributes. Specifically, there are polarity and modality attributes for EVENT annotation and 

Mod attribute for TIMEX3 annotation that need to be determined.  

3.6.1 NegEx Polarity Tagging. Polarity is one of the required attributes for EVENT 

annotations. It specifies whether the described clinical event is negated or not. The polarity 

tagging in MedTime is performed by NegEx (Chapman et al. 2001). NegEx is a simple regular 

expression algorithm for negation determination in clinical documents. It has been widely 
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adopted in clinical NLP systems. We noted that there are some recent studies that apply CRF in 

determining the scope of negations (Agarwal and Yu 2010). We found there are several issues 

that merit further exploration. To keep this study manageable, we chose to use the well-known 

NegEx, and plan to examine the efficacy of machine-learning-based polarity tagging in the 

future. 

3.6.2 SVM-based Modality/Mod Classification. The cascade of CRF-based sequence 

labeling and SVM-based classification has been demonstrated as an effective design in previous 

studies of medical information extraction (Patrick and Li 2010). Here we train an SVM classifier 

for EVENT modality classification and another for TIMEX3 mod classification using the 

LIBSVM library (Chang and Lin 2011). The modality/mod classifications share the same feature 

set for the CRF-based sequence labeling, except that here we also include token N-grams 

(1≤N≤3) as new features. The reason to have an extended feature set is that the original feature 

set only captures features at the token level. Although a token-level feature set is sufficient for 

sequence labeling, we suspect that it may not be adequate for the modality/mod classification 

because the training and prediction entity here is an event or a TE which can have an arbitrary 

number tokens. In other words, the token N-grams features of event expressions or TEs can be 

considered as annotation-level features in building the SVM classifiers.  

3.6. Experiment Results 

There are principally two categories of evaluation for the EVENT/TIMEX3 task: extent 

and attribute. We first provide a brief summary of each, followed by the evaluation results of 

MedTime. 

There are two ways to define accuracy of an extent prediction: exact extent match and 

partial extent match. For exact extent match, a prediction is considered accurate only when the 
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predicted extent is exactly the same as the gold standard extent. On the other hand, for partial 

extent match, we consider a prediction accurate as long as the predicted extent overlaps the gold 

standard extent. The 2012 i2b2 challenge uses partial extent match as the default extent 

evaluation criterion. With this definition of correctness, the evaluation metrics for 

EVENT/TIMEX3 extent recognitions are micro-averaged precision, recall, and f-measure. Given 

a test corpus D and let TPd, FPd, FNd denote, respectively, the numbers of true positive, false 

positive, and false negative EVENT/TIMEX3 extent predictions in a document d, where d ∈ D: 

Micro-Averaged Precision (P)
( )

      Micro-Averaged Recall (R)
( )

2( )
Micro-Averaged F-Measure (F)
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The evaluation for attribute match consists of two steps. It first matches the system 

predictions with the gold standards by their extents. Then, among the total matched predictions, 

attribute score is calculated as the percentage of correct attribute predictions. Among the attribute 

match scores, the TIMEX3 val match score is arguably the most critical one as it signifies the 

efficacy of a temporal information extraction system in recovering temporal information from 

TEs.  

For event recognition, MedTime achieved an 87.94% accuracy (F-measure) against hand-

annotated data in the testing corpus (Table 3.11). The performance is comparable with the best 

performing system TIPSem in the TempEval-2 event recognition task.  

Through our stepwise evaluations on MedTime’s TIMEX3 tagging pipelines, we 

decompose the contribution of each major procedure in Table 3.12. The first major procedure 

was HeidelTime tagging. We observed a very high precision from HeidelTime. However, the 
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recall and val match score at this step were both considerably low. In the second step, the parser 

tailored for FREQUENCY TEs increased both recall and val match score by about 8 percent. 

Given that FREQUENCY only accounts for about 10% of total TIMEX3 tags in the testing 

corpus, the FREQUENCY TE tagger provided considerable enhancement of the result. The 

CRF-based sequence labeling in the third step significantly improved the overall recall. This 

major improvement brought the f-measure to 0.88. Finally, the rule-based temporal normalizer 

increased the val score from 0.41 to 0.68. This demonstrates the efficacy of our rule-based 

temporal normalizer as well as our normalization strategies. 

 

Table 3.11: Performance of MedTime’s EVENT Annotation 

Metric Score 

Precision 0.924 
Recall 0.839 
F-measure 0.879 
Polarity match score 0.793 
Modality match score 0.801 

 
 

Table 3.12: Stepwise Performance Analysis on MedTime TIMEX3 Annotations 

 (Step 1) 

HeidelTime 

(Step 2) 

Frequency 

TE Tagging 

(Step 3) 

Sequence 

Labeling 

(Step 4) 

Normalization 

Strategies 

(Step 5) 

Post-

processing 

Precision 0.941 0.863 0.879 0.879 0.879 
Recall 0.406 0.485 0.884 0.884 0.884 
F-measure 0.567 0.621 0.881 0.880 0.880 
Type match score 0.376 0.453 0.822 0.821 0.821 
Mod match score 0.370 0.449 0.809 0.809 0.828 

Val match score 0.334 0.415 0.453 0.688 0.688 
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3.7. Discussion 

Temporal normalization is arguably the most challenging part of temporal information 

extraction, and hence warrants additional discussion. With the earlier system evaluation, two 

remaining questions are: a) how normalization strategies affect the performance of temporal 

normalization, and b) what kinds of normalization errors were made in our current design. In 

Section 3.7.1, we analyze and discuss different normalization strategies for clinical narratives. 

The objective is to uncover the efficacy of each strategy and identify the TE characteristics in the 

domain of clinical narrative. Following which is an error analysis in Section 3.7.2. We 

investigate the major categories of normalization errors, illustrate the errors with examples, and 

discuss potential solutions for each of them. Finally, Section 3.7.3 compares the performance of 

MedTime with other participating systems in the 2012 i2b2 NLP Challenge. 

3.7.1. Analysis of Normalization Strategies 

Normalization strategies should be considered according to the TE characteristics of each 

document domain (Strötgen and Gertz 2012b). We analyze MedTime’s temporal normalization 

performance on the test corpus using different settings of normalization strategies. In this 

analysis, we remove HeidelTime from our pipeline in order to be able to isolate the net effects of 

the strategies. 

Table 3.13 presents how different normalization strategies affect the val match score. We 

find that the normalization strategies combining chronological time and contextual alias registry 

achieved the best performance (0.661). Given that admission date and operation date are two 

most common referred aliases and that many patients had the operation on the date of admission, 

they may explain why admission date is a reasonable reference time and outperformed the 

chronological time strategy at the absence of contextual alias registry. The contextual alias 
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registry is shown to be an important strategy in MedTime. Incorporating the contextual alias 

registry is consistently better than without it for the three reference time identification strategies. 

This suggests that in clinical narratives, it is common to express time with respect to the salient 

clinical dates, e.g., one day prior to admission, postoperative day number four (Hripcsak et al. 

2005). 

Table 3.13: Comparison of Normalization Strategies 

Reference Time w/o Contextual Alias 

Registry 

w/ Contextual Alias 

Registry 

Admission Date 0.639 0.653 
Previously Mentioned Time 0.591 0.653 
Chronological Time 0.604 0.661 

 

3.7.2. Error Analysis of Temporal Normalization 

From the evaluation results, we identify three major categories of temporal normalization 

errors made by MedTime. The first error category is about mistake DURATION TEs as DATE 

TEs. One example illustrating this type of errors is the following:  

He was essentially bed bound for [3 days] prior to admission. 

The system annotates [3 days] as a DATE TE while the gold standard is DURATION. 

The error is due to erroneous framing of context as “3 days prior” instead of “for 3 days.” 

However, this is a rather tricky case because “3 days prior” is a more likely a grammatical unit 

than “for 3 days” (see Figure 3.5). To correct this category of errors, it may require a more 

sophisticated parser that considers a broader context in both directions and perhaps with some 

overwriting rules or a disambiguation procedure.  
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ROOT 

 (S 

  (NP (PRP He)) 

  (VP (VBD was) 

   (ADJP 

    (ADJP (RB essentially) (RB bed) (VBN bound) 

     (PP (IN for) 

      (ADVP 

       (NP (CD 3) (NNS days)) 

       (RB prior)))) 

    (PP (TO to)                               

     (NP (NN admission))))) 

  (. .))) 

Figure 3.5: Parsed Tree of the Example Sentence 

 

The second category of errors is also related to the mis-categorization of DURATION 

TEs. There are DURATION TEs formatted like a FREQUENCY TE. For example,  

Ms. Crossman is an 84 year old female with complaints of abdominal pain, 

diarrhea, nausea and vomiting [x 1 week], … 

The system considers [x 1] to be a FREQUENCY TE with val attribute value “R1,” while 

the gold standard is a DURATION [x 1 week] with val value “P1W.” The patterns (x \d) and (\d 

x), where \d represents a digit, are commonly used in describing the frequency of medication, 

and are included in the FREQUENCY TE tagger. This type of errors can be easily fixed by 

testing the context after (x \d), and change the annotation to a DURATION TIMEX3 tag if the 

pattern is followed by a time unit, e.g., week.  

The third category is errors in the contextual alias registry. It is essential to have accurate 

dates and times for the contextual aliases because these implicit TEs are repeatedly referred and 

anchored by relative TEs. In building the contextual alias registry, the system occasionally got 

the wrong date for the alias Date of Birth. These errors occur when the content has vague 
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expressions modifying the alias date. For example, a clinical narrative starts with the following 

sentence: 

Baby Daniel Holman was born at 39 and 3/7 weeks gestation (EDC 2015-04-

25). 

The system incorrectly considers “2015-04-25” as the Date of Birth. In this particular 

example, the Date of Birth is the admission date, but such information is not explicit in the 

document. Given this mistake made by MedTime, all the relative TEs in this document anchored 

on Date of Birth, e.g., “16 hours of life” and “day of life 2,” are erroneously normalized. This 

suggests that significant attention should be devoted in building the contextual alias registry 

because the error could propagate to other TEs. 

3.7.3. Comparison with other Participating Systems in the 2012 i2b2 NLP Challenge 

To triangulate the ER and TERN performance of MedTime with the state of the art, it 

may be best to compare MedTime with the other participating systems in the 2012 i2b2 

Challenge. Table 3.14 summarizes various EVENT and TIMEX3 evaluation metrics in the 

Challenge. The primary score for the EVENT task is f-measure while the one for the TIMEX3 

task is the product of f-measure and val match score. Among a total of 14 teams participated in 

the EVENT/TIMEX3 track, MedTime is ranked the fourth on both EVENT and TIMEX3 tasks 

based on the respective primary scores (W. Sun et al. 2013).  
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Table 3.14: Comparing MedTime with Other Participating Systems in the 2012 i2b2 

Challenge 

(a) EVENT 

 Primary Score Precision Recall F-measure Type Polarity Modality 

MedTime 0.879 (4th place) 0.924 0.839 0.879 0.735 0.793 0.803 

Average 0.792 0.822 0.775 0.792 0.674 0.738 0.685 

Medium 0.857 0.902 0.824 0.857 0.738 0.786 0.770 

Maximum 0.917 0.942 0.893 0.917 0.857 0.859 0.856 

(b) TIMEX3 

 Primary Score Precision Recall F-measure Type Val Modifier 

MedTime 0.606 (4th place) 0.879 0.884 0.880 0.821 0.688 0.828 

Average 0.473 0.807 0.759 0.773 0.705 0.563 0.695 

Medium 0.529 0.863 0.847 0.873 0.781 0.603 0.788 

Maximum 0.656 0.951 0.949 0.914 0.893 0.729 0.891 

 

3.8. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this article we present MedTime, a temporal information extraction system for clinical 

narratives. The system framework incorporates hybrid, cascading pipelines of rule-based and 

machine-learning procedures for two fundamental sub-tasks of temporal information extraction: 

a) event recognition (ER) and b) temporal expression recognition and normalization (TERN). 

The inception of this study was based on the 2012 i2b2 NLP challenge, in which we develop 

MedTime for the EVENT/TIMEX3 task. We provide an overview on the task, the corpus, and 

the annotation schema, along which we delineate the nuance of events and temporal expressions 

in clinical narratives.  

Our research contributions are threefold. First, we review and analyze the problem of 

temporal information extraction, focusing on the ER and TERN sub-tasks. For the ER sub-task, 

we discuss a three-stage framework: expression recognition, attribute assignment, and 

coreference resolution. For the TERN sub-task, we analyze issues pertinent to document 

language and domain, temporal recognition, temporal normalization, normalization strategies, 

and annotation schema. We then summarize prior ER and TERN work using the analytical 
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frameworks, and identify empirical insights for each sub-task. Second, we propose and develop 

the MedTime system for clinical narratives. Clinical narrative is a unique domain for temporal 

information extraction, comprising unique events, e.g., clinical problems and treatments, and 

unique temporal expressions, e.g., symptom or medication frequencies. Through empirical 

evaluations, we find our hybrid and cascading system pipeline is an effective design for clinical 

temporal information extraction. Third, to address issues of normalizing clinical temporal 

expressions, we design a tailored tagger for temporal expressions of clinical frequency. We also 

propose three novel temporal normalization strategies (i.e., contextual alias registry, 

chronological order of temporal expressions, and distance-based direction determination) to 

normalize implicit, relative, or underspecified temporal expressions.   

Significant future research efforts are needed in temporal information extraction in 

general and its application in clinical contexts in particular. To accumulate empirical insights of 

temporal information extraction from clinical narratives, we intend to cross-examine the 

framework on other different clinical narrative corpora both in English and in other languages. 

At the same time, we also intend to find ways to extend the MedTime pipelines to continue 

improving its ER and TERN performance. Finally, since temporal normalization remains the 

most challenging part in temporal information extraction, we plan to explore alternative temporal 

normalization approaches and develop other innovative temporal normalization strategies for 

universal as well as domain-specific temporal expressions.  
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4. ESSAY III: A THEORY-DRIVEN, EVIDENCE-BASED HEALTHCARE 

ANALYTICS FRAMEWORK FOR RISK PREDICTION 

4.1. Introduction 

The prevalence and growth rate of patients who live with chronic conditions are an 

alarming worldwide phenomenon, affecting both developed and developing countries (World 

Health Organization 2011). In the United States, more than 140 million Americans live with one 

or more chronic conditions, and the population is expected to grow by at least 10 million new 

cases per decade (Anderson 2010). Moreover, the costs of chronic care have been escalating over 

the last decades, and currently account for over 75% of the total national health expenditure in 

the U.S. (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2009). 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, there has been a global movement in chronic care 

reform with multidisciplinary efforts from both practitioners and researchers. Wagner et al. 

(2001) developed an overarching strategy—Chronic Care Model—for effective chronic care. 

The model highlighted the importance of self-management support, delivery system design, 

decision support and clinical information systems in chronic care. From a public health 

perspective, “data and science-driven decision-making” has been regarded as a key to effective 

chronic disease control (Brownson and Bright 2004). The authors argue that the availability of 

clinical guidelines and the proliferation of information technologies (IT) are two important 

drivers for effective interventions. Recently, Dixon-Woods et al. (2013, p. 425) opined that: 

If one consistent message has emerged from the literature on improving 

quality and safety in health care, it is that high-quality intelligence is 

indispensable. 
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The past decade has seen rising interest in health IT in information systems (IS) research 

(Chiasson and Davidson 2004; Romanow et al. 2012). Among the different health IT systems, 

electronic health records (EHR) systems perhaps hold the greatest promise for transforming 

healthcare (Jha et al. 2009). EHR is more than just patient records. A comprehensive EHR 

system typically includes a suite of applications that facilitate and assist the care provision 

process, including computerized physician order entry, clinical decision support systems, health 

information exchange, among others. It has been estimated that EHR-enhanced chronic care can 

potentially yield up to $147 billion savings per year as a result of preventing medical 

complications and reducing healthcare acute incidents (Hillestad et al. 2005). 

The meaningful use of EHR is concerned with improving the quality, safety and 

efficiency of care (Blumenthal and Tavenner 2010). Despite the rapid growth of EHR adoption 

in the U.S. since 2010, a recent survey shows that most hospitals have only a basic EHR system 

that does not provide any clinical decision support (DesRoches et al. 2013). Given that, Dixon-

Woods et al. (2013) argue that the meaningful use of EHR remains a largely understudied area. 

A subject pertinent to meaningful use of EHR is healthcare analytics. It has been 

suggested as an important area for IS research (Agarwal et al. 2010; Fichman et al. 2011; Chen et 

al. 2012). Given that large-scale, longitudinal EHR contain ample clinical patterns, Chen et al. 

(2012) discuss the potentials of EHR-based healthcare analytics from the perspective of business 

intelligence. By the same token, Fichman, Kohli and Krishnan (2011, p. 425) suggest that:  

Another emerging avenue for knowledge discovery arises from using digital 

technology to enable new kinds of mathematical healthcare modeling and 

simulations. … implementation and use of healthcare analytics tools and how 

they should be integrated with electronic health records warrants future 

research attention. 
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Following these studies, we propose and demonstrate an EHR-based time-to-event risk 

prediction framework for chronic care decision support. Generally, decision support in chronic 

care can take on different forms, including for example, computer reminders, visualization, 

guideline integration, reference information, etc. We focus on designing a time-to-event 

modeling framework to predict the time to an event, such as hospitalization or heart attack, for 

patients who live with chronic conditions. Time-to-event modeling is a statistical technique 

concerned with representing and predicting the length of time to the occurrence of an event 

based on an individual’s traits (Cox 1972; Kalbfleisch and Prentice 2002). It can potentially 

inform the treating physician about an individual patient’s prognosis, the quality of his previous 

medical care, and opportunities for intervention that can be taken to reduce the risk of a predicted 

future event. To evaluate the proposed framework, we use a large longitudinal real-world EHR 

dataset and choose diabetes and coronary heart disease as two experimental cases. The specific 

research objectives of this study are to: 

• Convert EHR data to clinical intelligence in chronic care  

• Enable evidence-based medicine in a clinical risk prediction framework 

• Design and develop a theory-driven computational framework for predictive analytics 

• Validate the accuracy of the predictions and the generalizability of the framework 

This study presents both theoretical and practical significance to design science, 

predictive analytics, and health IT research in the following ways. First of all, we design a risk 

prediction framework in the context of chronic care as a means for clinical decision support. This 

is an area with low maturity in both its problem and solution spaces, and hence the instantiations, 

constructs, models, and design principles of our work contribute to the IS knowledge base 

(Hevner et al. 2004; Gregor and Hevner 2013). Secondly, we develop new predictive measures 

based on theories of abstraction, improve existing models for time-to-event risk predictions, and 
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assess the predictability of longitudinal clinical events in chronic patients. With the increased 

interests in predictive analytics research (Shmueli and Koppius 2011), this work demonstrates 

and reaffirms its practical and theoretical values. Finally, Fichman, Kohli and Krishnan (2011) 

highlight technological advances in evidence-based medicine and personalized medicine as key 

future directions in healthcare IS research. This study examines how to effectively integrate 

science- and data-driven evidence in the fashion that provides intelligent clinical decision 

support and enables personalized care.  

In what follows, we outline the current state of research in clinical predictive modeling 

research and justify our study design. We then briefly describe the theories of abstraction and 

their implications for building clinical predictive models. Next, we present the proposed design 

framework. Using real-world EHR data and two experimental cases, we instantiate and evaluate 

the design framework. Finally, practical and theoretical implications of this work and the results 

are discussed with suggested areas for future research.  

4.2. Clinical Predictive Modeling 

Clinical predictive modeling has long been a central focus in life sciences, biostatistics, 

and health informatics (Steyerberg 2010). We begin this section with a brief review of prior 

works.  We will focus our review on the studies that address chronic conditions.11 Following this, 

we identify major research gaps in the existing literature of clinical predictive modeling. Finally, 

we justify our study design regarding the choices of data, task, and model.  

                                                 
11 The predictions of short-term events, such as mortality in the settings of intensive care units (ICUs; Joshi and 

Szolovits 2012) or inpatient care (Tabak et al. 2014), require real-time data analytics but also enjoy much richer 

information since the patient’s physiology is been constantly monitored. Due to the differences in analytical 

objective and environment, our literature review is limited to predictive modeling studies on chronic conditions. 
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4.2.1. Literature Review 

We examined the literature of clinical predictive modeling from multiple domains, 

including medicine, epidemiology, health informatics, computer science, and IS. We then 

characterized the research articles using eight dimensions that are pertinent to clinical predictive 

modeling: 1) the main predicting event or outcome variable; 2) the main data source; 3) how 

many features were used;12 4) how feature selection was performed; 5) whether the problem of 

missing values was addressed; 6) what modeling techniques were applied; 7) how predictive 

models were evaluated; and 8) what performance metric was used in the evaluation. Table 4.1 

summarizes the results of our literature search and characterization. Note that the references 

presented therein are suggestive rather than exhaustive as there is a large body of literature on 

prognostic modeling in life sciences centered on clinical trials. Nevertheless, we believe the table 

compiles a representative sample of recent work on clinical predictive modeling.  

  

                                                 
12 In this study, “feature” and “variable” are considered the same and used interchangeably. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of Prior Work 

Study Predicting Event 

Data 

Source 

# of 

Features 

Feature 

Selection 

Handle 

Missing 

Values 

Predictive 

Models 

Model 

Evaluation Metric 

Lin et al. 

(2014) 

Hospitalization 

among diabetes 

patients 

EHR 79 EKB Y CM SF AUC 

Sun et al. 

(2013) 

Transition points 

in hypertension 

control 

EHR NA SMLB Y LR, NB, RF CV AC, 

AUC 

Tammemägi et 

al. (2013) 

Risk of lung cancer CST 11 EKB N CM, LR EVD AUC 

Sesen et al. 

(2012) 

Lung cancer one-

year-survival 

CST 9 EKB N BN, NB CV AUC 

Sun et al. 

(2012) 

Risk of heart 

failure 

EHR 500+ EKB+ 

SMLB 

NA SOR CV AUC 

Yeh et al. 

(2011) 

Hospitalization 

among 

hemodialysis 

patients 

CST 26 EKB Y ARM, DT CV AC 

Khosla et al. 

(2010) 

Stroke risk in 5 

years 

CST 796 SMLB Y CM, SVM CV AUC, 

CI 

Wu et al. 

(2010) 

Risk of heart 

failure 

EHR 179 SMLB Y Boosting, 

LR, SVM 

CV AUC 

Lewis et al. 

(2009) 

Risk of heart 

failure 

CST 17 EKB N CM CV CI 

Cho et al. 

(2008) 

Onset of diabetic 

nephropathy 

EHR 184 SMLB Y LR, SVM CV AUC 

D’Agostino et 

al. (2008) 

Risk of 

cardiovascular 

events 

CST 8 EKB N CM BR CI 

Levy et al. 

(2006) 

Survival time of 

heart failure 

patients 

CST 24 EKB Y CM EVD AUC 

Abbreviations: AC, accuracy; ARM, association rule mining; AUC, area under the receiver-
operating-characteristic curve; BN, Bayesian network; BR, bootstrap resample; CI, concordance 
index; CM, Cox model; CST, cohort studies or trials; CV, cross validation; DT, decision trees; 
EKB, evidence or knowledge based; EHR, electronic health records; EVD, external validation 
data; LR, logistic regression; NA, not available in the paper; NB, naïve bayes; RF, random 
forest; SF, strength of fit (not based on a holdout set); SMLB, statistical or machine learning 
based; SOR, scalable orthogonal regression; SVM, support vector machine. 

We can draw several important findings from Table 4.1. First, there are common themes 

across the predicting events. Specifically, cancers, cardiovascular diseases, and diabetes are three 

major categories of chronic conditions that are frequently under investigations. The amount of 

research on them mirrors the profound societal and economic impacts of these diseases.  
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Second, the primary data source in prior research of clinical predictive modeling is from 

cohort studies or trials in which patient data were purposely collected for research, following a 

set of pre-defined protocols. For instance, Tammemägi et al. (2013) developed a risk prediction 

model for the diagnosis of lung cancer using trial data. The predictive model was then used to 

identify patients for lung-cancer screening. There are also several major cohort studies and trials 

on cardiovascular diseases and diabetes, such as the Framingham Heart Study (D’Agostino et al. 

2008). Compared to EHR, the data from cohort studies or trials present a higher measurement 

quality on a small, pre-defined set of variables. Like most other observational data, EHR have 

lower measurement quality due to potential biases, missing values and non-equidistant repeated 

measures (Hripcsak and Albers 2013). Despite these limitations, and because EHR also contains 

larger numbers of subjects with richer descriptions of their medical history and longer follow-up 

periods than cohort studies and trials, analyzing EHR data for the purposes of quality 

improvement and knowledge discovery has markedly increased in recent years (e.g., J. Sun et al. 

2013). In addition, EHR data is not subject to the exclusion criterion of clinical trials and 

therefore the patient data represent a more general patient population making analytical results 

directly applicable for use in the general patient population. 

Third, there is a high association between the data source, the number of features and the 

approach of feature selection. The evidence or knowledge based (EKB) approach for feature 

selection is in line with the philosophy of evidence-based medicine, which is defined as “the 

conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the 

care of individual patients (Sackett et al. 1996).” Over the past two decades, evidence-based 

medicine has become the standard for effective medical care. The EKB feature selection strives 

to cull a very small set of high quality features that receives strong scientific or expert consensus 
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support. This approach is particularly popular in traditional medical research and clinical trials, 

and the number of features in such research is typically twenty or less (e.g., Levy et al. 2006). In 

contrast, EHR-driven predictive modeling studies frequently consider hundreds of features (e.g., 

Sun et al. 2012). To deal with a vast number of features or to conduct exploratory research, 

statistical or machine learning based (SMLB) feature selection is frequently employed (Guyon 

and Elisseeff 2003). Features may be selected either because they are significantly correlated 

with the outcome variable or they minimize certain objective functions, e.g., the L1-norm. The 

nature of complex and high-dimensional EHR data makes SMLB feature selection a common 

choice in prior EHR-based studies (J. Sun et al. 2013; Cho et al. 2008).  

Fourth, given that missingness is a prevalent phenomenon in EHR data, we find that 

dealing with missing values is a typical procedure in EHR-based predictive modeling (Lin et al. 

2014; J. Sun et al. 2013; Wu et al. 2010). A common practice is to remove the subjects/variables 

with missing values and focus on a subset of data with complete information; this significantly 

reduces the sample size because of the extent of missing values. Therefore, data imputation is 

often conducted so as to facilitate the ensuing model construction (Shmueli and Koppius 2011).  

Fifth, predictive models, or statistical models in general, can generally be categorized 

into either regression-based or algorithm-based (Breiman 2001). Predictive modeling studies 

from medicine and epidemiology predominately apply regression-based techniques (such as 

logistic regression and the Cox model) while the studies from health informatics, computer 

science, and IS often emphasize algorithm-based models (such as decision trees and support 

vector machines).13 Among the various modeling techniques, the Cox model is most frequently 

                                                 
13 The tension between the choice of regression-based models or algorithm-based models has been discussed in 

Breiman (2001). It is also increasingly common to combine regression- and algorithm-based models in hybrid 

algorithms, e.g., support vector regression. 
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applied. As will be discussed later at the end of this section, the popularity of the Cox model 

stems from its superb utility for the important task of time-to-event predictions in the contexts of 

understanding and assessing disease progression.  

Sixth, there are three common approaches in evaluating clinical predictive models. 

Evaluation is a critical aspect of predictive modeling research where the major emphasis is on 

whether a predictive model attains a high predictive performance on previously unseen instances 

(Shmueli and Koppius 2011). Cross-validation is the most common approach for evaluating 

predictive models. In cross-validation, instances are divided into K subsets, and a model is 

trained on K − 1 subsets and tested on the holdout subset. By performing the evaluation K 

times—each with a different holdout subset—the predictive performance of a model is its 

average performance across the K holdout subsets. Bootstrap resampling is another procedure 

that divides instances into training and testing subsets (Efron and Tibshirani 1993; D’Agostino et 

al. 2008). Given a dataset D with N instances, the bootstrapping procedure generates a training 

set Dtrain by sampling, with replacement, N instances from D. A corresponding testing set Dtest is 

the complement of Dtrain in D, i.e., Dtest = D – Dtrain. The bootstrap resample procedure is 

executed multiple times, and each iteration a model is trained using Dtrain and tested using Dtest. 

The third model evaluation approach in medical research employs one or more external 

validation data sets (Levy et al. 2006; Tammemägi et al. 2013). For multi-center clinical studies, 

a predictive model can be trained using data from one site and tested using data from the other 

site(s). Although this approach is less common and much more expensive, it is the most rigorous 

because a model’s validity is not confined by the population at a single medical center.  

Seventh and last, three standard evaluation metrics for clinical predictive models are the 

area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve (AUC), concordance index (c index), and 
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accuracy. The first two metrics are very similar as they both are functions of true positive rate 

(sensitivity) and false positive rate (1 – specificity). In addition, both the AUC and c index range 

must be between 0.5 (equivalent to a random guess) and 1 (perfect performance). The c index is 

a generalization of the AUC to time-to-event data. In other words, the c index is identical to the 

AUC if the outcomes are binary and uncensored (Harrell et al. 1996). As opposed to the AUC 

and c index, the accuracy is a simpler metric which considers only the true positive rate.  

4.2.2. Research Gaps 

The review of related work suggests three important research gaps. We first recognize 

that the use of EHR data for predictive analytics remains understudied. While recent years have 

seen accelerated adoption of EHR among healthcare providers, meaningful use of the EHR in 

ways that augment clinical activities and performance is still an open question (Dixon-Woods et 

al. 2013). EHR-based predictive analytics has the potential to mitigate this research gap as it can 

provide high-quality intelligence to clinicians. The second research gap surfaced from our review 

is that for the handful studies that utilize EHR data, none addresses time-to-event modeling. 

Time-to-event modeling can estimate when an event is likely to happen to a patient and identify 

what factors accelerate or delay the event occurrence. Such time-to-event information is critical 

for the design of clinical decision support tools that can improve chronic care management. The 

third research gap is related to feature selection. To embody evidence-based medicine, EKB 

feature selection may be preferable to SMLB feature selection. However, the extant EKB 

approach is often carried out in a somewhat ad-hoc manner and usually includes only about a 

dozen features without defining the procedure for including and excluding features to be used in 

model construction. In other words, the practice of feature selection in building evidence-based 

clinical predictive models lacks a systematic approach to integrating clinical evidence.  
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4.2.3. Study Design 

Having based our study design on the literature review and research gaps, we next 

discuss and justify our design in three main dimensions: choices of data, task, and model. 

4.2.3.1. Choice of the data: Why use EHR? 

EHR systems are expected to be adopted or have been adopted in a majority of healthcare 

institutions in the U.S. and throughout the world. With an increased uptake of EHR in clinical 

practice, secondary use of EHR data for decision support and knowledge discovery is attracting 

both scientific and practical interest (Agarwal et al. 2010). While the randomized control trials 

will continue to be the gold standard that provides the strongest evidence in medical science 

research, “most decisions, however, can benefit even from evidence that provides only a 

moderate level of certainty” (Dreyer et al. 2010, p. 1819), which, we argue, can be fulfilled by 

carefully executed EHR data analytics. EHR stores observable data which are readily available in 

the clinical practice. Compared to the data from cohort studies or trials, EHR also maximize 

realism for the problem and the population, which are desirable properties for predictive 

analytics research. Shmueli and Koppius (2011, p. 562) note that: 

Observational data can be preferable to overly clean experimental data if they 

better represent the realistic context of prediction in terms of the uncontrolled 

factors, the noise, the measured response, and other factors. 

4.2.3.2. Choice of the task: Why perform time-to-event modeling? 

Time-to-event modeling can be applied in a wide range of IS research. Recent examples 

include software firm survival (S. Li et al. 2010), trademark life cycle (Gao and Hitt 2012), etc. 

However, the focus of these studies is not on predictions but on explanations. Shmueli and 
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Koppius (2011) provide insights on the differences between explanatory and predictive tasks, 

and suggest that modeling procedures should be designed to accommodate the nature of their 

respective goals.  

Time-to-event modeling is particularly relevant to the life sciences (see, e.g., Levy et al. 

2006). There are many events that are costly and salient in caring for patients with chronic 

conditions. For instances, hospitalizations, emergency room visits, and the development of 

severe complications (e.g., stroke, heart attack, or renal failure) are events of critical importance 

in the context of chronic care and can dramatically impact a patient’s quality of life. These 

events indicate the severity of a patient’s condition and, judged by the length of time to an event, 

how well the chronic condition has been managed. Such information can be applied to optimize 

treatment strategies and intervention plans.  

4.2.3.3. Choice of the model: Why use the Cox model? 

As is evident in Table 4.1, the Cox model is a well-received and state-of-the-art technique 

in time-to-event modeling. Time-to-event modeling can be conceptualized as modeling the 

product of two terms: the baseline hazard, which is shared in the population, and the individual 

effect, which is driven by each patient’s unique traits. One of the reasons why the Cox model is 

so popular is because it allows the baseline hazard to be left unspecified (Cox 1972). This is a 

desirable property because specifying the correct baseline hazard can be difficult or impossible. 

In addition, the Cox model has been shown to have theoretical connections to the counting 

process and martingale theory (Kalbfleisch and Prentice 2002). These theoretical connections 

permit a great flexibility for the Cox model to handle phenomena of complex structures, such as 

time-dependent covariates, competing risk, and multi-state outcomes. In fact, its ability to permit 

time-dependent covariates is another important reason why we choose the Cox model. In 
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examining progression of a chronic disease, we naturally want to capture the dynamics of the 

disease process over the course of time. While other predictive models do not have an elegant 

treatment for time-dependent covariates, the Cox model can be easily extended to accommodate 

time-dependent covariates under the counting process framework (Kalbfleisch and Prentice 

2002).  

4.3. Theoretical Foundations 

Theoretical knowledge plays a vital role in design science research as it 1) guides the 

design search process, 2) informs artifact construction, and 3) explains and justifies why a design 

works (Gregor and Hevner 2013; Hevner et al. 2004; Oh et al. 2013). This study draws from 

theories of abstraction and formally grounds our design in the principles of abstraction (Saitta 

and Zucker 2013; Barsalou 2005; Giunchiglia and Walsh 1992). This section provides a brief 

introduction on the theoretical foundations of abstraction from cognitive sciences, artificial 

intelligence, and IS research. We then discuss how the principles of abstraction shed light on 

predictive analytics. 

4.3.1. Theories of Abstraction 

Abstraction is a fundamental construct in cognitive sciences and artificial intelligence, 

and much of the theoretical development of abstraction is attributable to the last decades. 

Abstraction theories are mainly concerned with formalizing the properties and processes of 

abstraction so as to understand human cognition and to enable computable models.14 

                                                 
14 Abstraction theories fall into Type I theory (analysis) in Gregor’s (2006) taxonomy of theory types since they 

generally give no causal relationships and predictions. Instead, the objectives are to describe and formalize the 

processes and properties of abstraction. 
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In cognitive sciences research, the classic views of abstraction are often grounded on the 

distinctive notions of types and tokens. A type is a class of instances, whereas a token is an 

instance within a type. Abstraction drives higher order thinking and reasoning in which the 

emphasis is on type representation rather than token representation (Hampton 2003). Barsalou 

(2005) considers cognition to be an interpretative process and discusses three central properties 

of abstraction: type-token interpretation, structured representation, and dynamic realization. To 

unify these properties, Barsalou proposes a theoretical view of abstraction as a dynamic 

interpretation in perceptual symbol systems (DIPSS). The DIPSS theory argues that real world 

phenomena comprise loose collections of property and relation simulators through which the 

abstraction process of human cognition dynamically constructs summary representations for a 

particular category and its members.  

For artificial intelligence research, the theoretical treatments of abstraction emphasize the 

operations of abstraction and their links to practical applications such as problem solving, 

planning, theorem proving, etc. Abstraction is loosely defined as a process of mapping from a 

ground representation of a problem onto a new representation (Giunchiglia and Walsh 1992). 

The new representation preserves the desired properties of the original but is simpler to handle 

because irrelevant details are suppressed. Figure 4.1 illustrates the abstraction process in problem 

solving and the principle constituents of abstraction, i.e., relevance, categorization, 

reformulation, granularity, and semantics. Saitta and Zucker (2013) recently synthesize the 

theoretical developments of abstraction in artificial intelligence, and propose a unified model 

called KRA, which stands for Knowledge Reformulation and Abstraction. In their KRA model, 

abstraction is deemed as a process comprised of a set of abstraction operators. The functioning of 

abstraction operators is manifold, including hiding, equating, building hierarchy, combining, and 
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approximation. A sophisticated abstraction process can be obtained by concatenating or 

composing a set of abstraction operators.  
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Figure 4.1: Theoretical Process of Abstraction (Adapted from Saitta and Zucker (2013)) 

4.3.2. Abstraction in IS Research 

The idea of abstraction also permeates IS research and practice, although it may be 

termed differently or performed implicitly. In system analysis and design, the Unified Modeling 

Language (UML) diagrams are intended to abstract the system environment and user 

requirements. In database design, the data flow diagrams and entity-relationship models 

abstractly represent the contexts and structures of information. Conceptual modeling formalizes a 

conceptual schema in IS development. A conceptual schema, according to Khatri et al. (2006, p. 

82), is “an abstract representation of the structure of the data: entities, events, and their 

associations within an organization.” In an attempt to understand the effect of abstraction on 

database query performance, Chan et al. (1993) define three levels of user-database interaction 

with different degrees of abstraction, i.e., conceptual, logical and physical levels. Through a 

laboratory experiment, the authors find that users attain significantly enhanced query 
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performance when they interact with a database query interface with a higher abstraction level 

because it is semantically closer to the users.  

4.3.3. Abstraction and Clinical Predictive Modeling 

Against this theoretical background of abstraction, we ground our design framework in 

abstraction theories for both pragmatic and theoretical reasons. On the pragmatic side, we seek a 

principled approach to cope with the complexity in clinical predictive modeling. Medicine as a 

field is known for its formidable complexity and depth. Thus, building predictive models for 

clinical decision support is a non-trivial task. The collective evidence suggests that abstraction is 

a powerful tool for managing complexity. As will become clear in the next section, we 

intentionally introduce abstraction in various modeling procedures so as to control problem 

complexity and to enhance prediction performance. In fact, a number of health and medical 

informatics studies have employed abstraction in clinical data analysis (Kost et al. 2012; Stacey 

and McGregor 2007), although most did not acknowledge or recognize the theoretical foundation 

of abstraction.  

On the theoretical side, we are interested in understanding what constitutes a good design 

in (clinical) predictive analytics. Since predictive analytics has gained significant attention 

recently in the mainstream IS research, we believe that the IS knowledge base can benefit from a 

formal account of abstraction and its implications for predictive analytics. The five principle 

constituents of abstraction (shown in Figure 4.1) inform our design in the following ways: 

Relevance—One important task in predictive analytics is to choose features that are 

relevant to the goal of prediction. Along with its significant pragmatic values (see, Guyon and 

Elisseeff 2003), feature selection can also be theoretically motivated by abstraction theories as a 

mapping from a ground representation to an abstract representation, which enables more efficient 
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data mining and problem solving. In other words, while it is possible to use all variables that are 

available in the data at hand (i.e., a ground representation), predictive models are often more 

efficient and effective when we are more selective about the features based on their relevance 

(i.e., an abstract representation). 

Categorization—The type-token relation in abstraction theories suggests categorization 

as an important operator of abstraction. Considering categories rather than instances improves 

the efficiency of reasoning and modeling because of the dimension reduction from a larger 

number of specific instances to a smaller number of general categories. In addition to the 

efficiency gain, categorization enables the discovery of common cores and higher order relations 

which may be otherwise invisible under an instance-level representation (Kost et al. 2012). In the 

context of clinical predictive modeling, the categorization principle suggests the construction of 

features at the type level instead of the token level. 

Reformulation—Both problem and data can be reformulated to avoid its superficial 

trappings and to achieve abstractions (Saitta and Zucker 2013). A classic example of problem 

reformulation in statistics is Markov Chain Monte Carlo which turns an intractable multivariate 

integration problem into a computationally feasible stochastic simulation problem. Discrete 

Fourier Transform, on the other hand, is an example of data reformulation for numerical and 

symbolic sequences which drastically reduces computational complexity (Ware 1998).  

Granularity—Abstraction is a relative state, and depending on the number of details kept, 

we can achieve different granularities of abstraction. In addition to concepts in the granularities 

of types and tokens, time is another prominent dimension in clinical predictive modeling that can 

be manipulated in different granularities. The appropriate time granularity is likely to be context-
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dependent. It can vary from the unit of nanoseconds in high throughput monitoring devices in 

intensive care units to the unit of years in life-long chronic disease management.  

Semantics—A number of abstraction theories, such as Saitta and Zucker’s (2013) KRA 

model and Nayak and Levy’s (1995) semantic theory of abstraction, consider abstraction as a 

semantic mapping between two descriptions. The semantics are captured by mapping from a 

concrete description to an abstract description. Semantic representation enables better 

interpretation and explanation and is thus an important design principle for intelligent systems 

(Gregor and Benbasat 1999). The implication for predictive analytics, thus, is to use knowledge-

based and semantically-enriched features for modeling.  

4.4. Design Framework 

Having discussed the theoretical foundations, we turn to a formal presentation of our 

design framework for EHR-based time-to-event risk prediction. Our focus is on designing a risk 

prediction framework whose structure is dictated by the data itself, by sound scientific clinical 

guidelines, by state-of-the-art techniques, and by valid theoretical design principles. This is in 

contrast with the another stream of predictive analytics research which is primarily concerned 

with developing new statistical models (e.g., Bardhan et al. 2014). Our framework consists of 

five major components (Figure 4.2): feature selection, data preparation, abstraction operators, 

model construction, and model evaluation. Two methodological novelties of our framework are 

guideline-based feature selection and abstraction operators in time-to-event modeling. In this 

section, we describe each of the five components and their design rationales.  
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the Proposed Design Framework 

4.4.1. Feature Selection 

As mentioned previously in the literature review, there exist two distinct approaches for 

feature selection in clinical predictive modeling. One is EKB feature selection which typically 

incorporates ten to twenty scientifically proven features. The other is SMLB feature selection 

which often includes hundreds of statistically correlated features. The EKB approach may be 

preferable to the SMLB approach for the purpose of enabling evidence-based medicine in a 

predictive analytics framework (Fichman et al. 2011). However, existing EKB feature selection 

lacks a systematic approach to integrate clinical evidence. 

We propose a novel guideline-based feature selection approach which systematically 

extracts and maps evidence in clinical guidelines to features in predictive models. Our guideline-

based feature selection proceeds as follows. We begin by identifying a set of appropriate clinical 

guidelines for a target disease. When there are multiple alternatives, the latest ones are preferred 

because they contain the most recent clinical findings. It is also important to choose guidelines 

that have an appropriate scope as the goal of prediction. It is not unusual that some clinical 

guidelines are developed for a specific disease complication (e.g., diabetic nephropathy) or a 

sub-population (e.g., post heart attack patients). The scope of these guidelines can be too narrow 

if the predictions are intended to be applied to a more general patient base. Following the 

identification of clinical guidelines, the next step is to extract and encode guideline concepts. 
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Consistent with IS research on knowledge engineering and expert systems (Elam and Henderson 

1983), this abstraction process is necessary in order to permit computable models to be derived 

from text-based clinical guidelines. Finally, it is often the case that clinical guidelines describe 

disease and medication concepts using a generic vocabulary, but they are represented as a set of 

specific diagnosis codes and drug brand names in EHR. Therefore, the last step is to perform 

type-token mappings by linking abstract guideline concepts (i.e., types) to specific EHR data 

entities (i.e., tokens).  

Each of the above steps requires repeated validations. The objectives of the validations 

are to examine and confirm the correctness of the abstract representation. Given that these steps 

require extensive domain knowledge, in our study a senior and highly experienced Internal 

Medicine physician participated closely throughout the process of guideline identification, 

concept extraction, and type-token mapping. The results of the process are a set of features in the 

EHR that are selected based on clinical guidelines of the medical disease being studied. 

4.4.2. Data Preparation 

Non-equidistant repeated measures and missing values are common in EHR and pose 

challenges for data analytics. Our data preparation procedure resolves the two issues through 

time grid construction and data imputation, respectively.  

4.4.2.1. Time Grid Construction 

Repeated measures with non-equidistant intervals often cause difficulties for statistical 

analyses. A natural solution would be to artificially create an equidistant time grid on the top of 

observations (Liu et al. 2012). Figure 4.3 illustrates how to organize a patient’s history using a 

quarterly (and yearly) time grid. If an interval contains multiple observations for a numerical 
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feature, their average is taken as a representative value for the feature in that interval. If, on the 

other hand, an interval contains no observations for a feature, we address it in the subsequent 

step of missing data imputation. Nominal features such as diagnoses and treatments are binary 

coded to indicate whether the patient has experienced them during the time interval.  
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the Time Grids 

4.4.2.2. Data Imputation 

Shmueli and Koppius (2011) argue that dealing with missing values is an integral part of 

predictive analytics. Our literature review also confirms that EHR-based clinical predictive 

modeling research routinely includes a procedure to handle missing data. In this study, the 

missing values come predominately from numerical features. Through our time grid 

characterization of patient’s medical history, these numerical features are cross-sectional time 

series. That is, each patient serves as a cross sectional unit with a unique time grid for each 

numerical feature, and the values in each time grid are a time series correlated with their adjacent 

values of the same feature.  

Multiple imputation is an effective technique for handling missing data (Little and Rubin 

2002). Compared to other single imputation methods, such as linear interpolation or filling in the 

column mean, multiple imputation enables a less biased data analysis. In the multiple imputation 

paradigm, we generate multiple imputed data sets from the original data set. In each imputed 
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data set, the missing values are filled in by plausible values sampled from a likely distribution 

that represents the underlying data generation process. 

We adopt a bootstrap-based expectation-maximization algorithm developed by Honaker 

and King (2010), which is the only multiple imputation method that addresses missing values in 

cross-sectional time-series data. Following Schafer and Graham (2002), we generated 20 

imputed data sets. For explanatory statistical analysis, the standard procedure after obtaining 

multiply imputed data sets is to estimate a model for each imputed data set and then combining 

the estimates and standard errors using Rubin’s rules (Little and Rubin 2002). However, the 

treatments for missing values and their principles are different in the context of predictive 

analytics so that we instead synthesize multiple data sets into one for the subsequent analyses 

and evaluations (Shmueli and Koppius 2011). In order to ensure the stability of the predictive 

models, some features were removed prior to data imputation. Consistent with Steyerberg 

(2010), features presented in less than 50% of patients in an EHR cohort were discarded from 

our analysis. 

4.4.3. Abstraction Operators 

According to the KRA model, we can apply abstraction operators on a ground 

representation to attain an abstract representation (Saitta and Zucker 2013). The abstract 

representation promises more efficient computing and more effective modeling. Based on this 

premise, we develop two abstraction operators in our time-to-event modeling to better represent 

clinical concepts and temporal phenomena (Figure 4.4). The two abstraction operators, concept 

abstraction and temporal abstraction, have been shown to be useful in various health informatics 

applications (e.g., Mathew and Obradovic 2013; Stacey and McGregor 2007). However, their 
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potentials for predictive analytics in general and time-to-event modeling in particular have not 

yet been fully explored.  
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Figure 4.4: Abstract operators: (A) Concept abstraction (B) Temporal abstraction 

4.4.3.1. Concept Abstraction 

Most EHR systems use the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes to 

designate diagnoses. Although the healthcare systems around the world have been gradually 

transiting to the tenth revision (ICD-10), the ninth revision (ICD-9) remains the most common 

coding schema for clinical diagnosis to date. It has been found that ICD-9 codes present high 

specificity but low sensitivity (Singh et al. 2012). That is, we have a high confidence that a 

patient has a disease if he/she has the corresponding ICD-9 code(s) for the disease. However, we 

are less certain that a patient does not have a disease if he/she has no such ICD-9 code(s) in 

his/her medical history. The problem of low sensitivity is, in part, due to the variations in 

encoding diagnoses among physicians. For a clinical condition, one physician may choose to use 

code A while the other physician may find code B more appropriate. Similar issues appear with 

prescriptions. Within the same medication family, one physician may choose to prescribe brand 

C and the other physician may prefer brand D, even when the two drugs have the same 

pharmacological effects and chemical structures.  
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Concept abstraction mitigates the aforementioned issues by categorizing diagnosis and 

medication tokens to the corresponding abstract types. Clinical Classifications Software (CCS; 

Elixhauser et al. 2013) is a schema sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare Research and 

Quality (AHRQ) that aims to collapse ICD-9 codes into a smaller number of clinically 

meaningful categories. Kost and colleagues (2012) use the CCS schema to categorize ICD-9 

codes so as to explore generalized association rule mining. The authors find the benefits of 

concept abstraction to be multifold, including reducing dimensionality, minimizing information 

loss, and revealing new associations. Similarly, concept abstraction has also been employed in 

prior studies to generalize specific medications to their generic names (e.g., Hug and Szolovits 

2009). Consistent with these studies, our concept abstraction generates diagnosis and medication 

features by translating ICD-9 diagnostic codes into CCS categories and representing treatments 

using generic names. 

4.4.3.2. Temporal Abstraction 

Temporal representation and reasoning is an important topic in artificial intelligence. Just 

as a sentence is more than a collection of words, repeated measures and time-series data are more 

than sets of numbers. The semantics of numerical sequences may be as informative as the actual 

values, if not more. Temporal abstraction produces symbolic representations for numerical 

sequences, and imposes qualitative descriptions on the status of a measure (e.g., high or low) and 

the gradient across multiple measures (e.g., increase or decrease). The ability to perform such 

abstraction operations is a shared cognitive capability in humans which reduces complexity, 

enables intelligent reasoning, and allows quick decisions (Saitta and Zucker 2013). 

Temporal abstraction has attracted significant attention in intelligent clinical data analysis 

because it mimics the ways clinicians organize medical knowledge and solve clinical problems 
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(Stacey and McGregor 2007). Yeh et al. (2011) investigate a set of temporal abstraction 

operators on clinical data, and use decision tree classification and association rule mining to 

identify rules for the prediction of hospitalization. Also based on temporal abstraction, the 

PROTEMPA system by Post and Harrison (2007) provides an intelligent query environment in 

which clinicians can search patients by disease severity and progression trends, which was not 

possible using SQL only. To obtain temporal abstracted features, we encode the states and 

gradients of selected critical numerical measures within the EHR with three levels: H (high), M 

(medium), and L (low) for temporal state, and I (increase), S (stable), and D (decrease) for 

temporal gradient.15 Specifically, suppose that xi,t,f is the value from patient i at time interval t on 

a numerical feature f, 
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4.4.4. Model Construction 

Time-to-event modeling is concerned with the estimation of a hazard function. The 

hazard function, denoted by h(t), is a rate of change in event-free probability given that the event 

                                                 
15 The evaluation results are qualitatively similar if we specify the status and gradient variables using two, four or 

five levels. Also, the results are robust if we re-parameterize the gradient variables using 1% or 10% changes instead 

of 5%.  
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has not occurred by the time t. Let T be a random variable for time to event; a hazard function 

fully characterizes the probability distribution of T through the following equation:16 
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The design of the Cox model puts the hazard function under a regression framework in 

order to evaluate the relations between explanatory/predictive variables and the hazard (Cox 

1972; Kalbfleisch and Prentice 2002). Since Sir Cox proposed the model in the early nineteen 

seventies, the Cox model has gained tremendous success in fields such as the life sciences, 

econometrics, engineering, etc. Theoretical and methodological developments in the past 

decades have extended the Cox model to enable it to handle dynamic and complicated time-to-

event phenomena (Kalbfleisch and Prentice 2002).  

This study considers both the regular and the extended Cox models as our modeling 

techniques. The regular Cox model is given by:  
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where h(t, X) is the hazard value at time t, h0(t) is an arbitrary baseline hazard function, X is a 

covariate matrix, containing K time independent covariates. As a semi-parametric model, one 

does not need to supply the Cox model with a baseline hazard, i.e., h0(t).  

The extended Cox model allows covariates to vary over time (Kalbfleisch and Prentice 

2002). It relaxes the assumption of proportional hazards in the regular Cox model and enables a 

more flexible modeling framework. The model is given by:  

                                                 
16 Given a continuous random variable T, it can be shown that the hazard function, h(t), the probability density 

function, f(t), and the cumulative distribution function, F(t), have the following relation: ℎ��� =
�(�)

���(�)
.  
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where h(t, X(t)) is the hazard value at time t, h0(t) is an arbitrary baseline hazard function, X is a 

covariate matrix, containing K1 time independent covariates and K2 time dependent covariates. 

This study considers three model specifications, i.e., baseline, extended, and full 

specifications, depending on what features are incorporated in the model. Our feature selection 

and abstraction operators permit five categories of features: (1) base features include 

demographic and physiological information; (2) examination features, denoted as EX features, 

indicate whether certain key physical and imaging examinations were performed; (3) concept 

abstracted diagnosis features, denoted as DX features, present a patient’s problem history; and 

(4) concept abstracted treatment features, denoted as TX features, present a patient’s treatment 

history; and (5) temporal abstracted baseline features, denoted as TA features, capture the 

temporal semantics of physiological values. With these five categories of features, the baseline 

specification incorporates only the base and EX features. The extended specification adds the DX 

and TX features to the baseline specification. And finally, the full specification contains all five 

categories of features. 

4.4.5. Model Evaluation 

The essence of evaluating a predictive model is in measuring the model’s predictive 

power in a holdout dataset (Shmueli and Koppius 2011). Our literature review showed that prior 

studies of clinical predictive modeling typically employed one of the following three approaches 

to evaluate predictive models: cross-validation, bootstrap analysis, and external data validation. 

Our model evaluation comprises the first two approaches for the reasons that our experimental 

EHR data came only from a single site and that in practice, most hospitals have access only to 
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their own internal EHR. Our metric for time-to-event prediction performance is the c index 

(Harrell et al. 1996). As mentioned, the c index is generalized from AUC for time-to-event data. 

It has been widely used in time-to-event modeling as a measure that assesses a model’s 

discrimination ability (Khosla et al. 2010; Lewis et al. 2009; D’Agostino et al. 2008).  

We performed 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate prediction accuracy, followed by a 

bootstrap analysis to assess the variability of the prediction performance (Efron and Tibshirani 

1993; Davison and Hinkley 1997). The standard procedures for cross-validation and bootstrap 

analysis were briefly introduced in the literature review section. Figure 4.5 presents an algorithm 

for our bootstrap analysis in which we repeat bootstrap resampling for B replications. In each 

replication we estimate the models using the training sample and evaluate the models using the 

testing sample. A large number of replications, B, is necessary to ensure convergence of the 

empirical distribution from bootstrapping. We choose B using a three-step procedure developed 

by Andrews and Buchinsky (2000). The procedure is justifiable by its asymptotic results and has 

been shown to work well in Monte Carlo simulations. 
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Figure 4.5: Algorithm for Bootstrap Analysis 
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4.5. Experiments 

We conduct experiments on de-identified EHR data obtained from a major 600-bed 

hospital in Taiwan. The hospital has over one million registered patients, and provides care to 

roughly 750,000 outpatients and 20,000 inpatients annually. The EHR data contain 

comprehensive information collected from daily clinical practice from 2003 to 2012, and cover 

patient background, diagnosis, treatment, laboratory tests, image reports, admission/discharge 

summaries, etc. These data elements are common in most EHR systems across organizations and 

countries. Therefore, our clinical risk prediction framework can be implemented and evaluated in 

other hospitals.  

This study considers two chronic diseases as experimental cases: diabetes mellitus (DM, 

or simply diabetes) and coronary heart disease (CHD). These two diseases are chosen because of 

their large patient population and their broad societal impact. According to the World Health 

Organization (2004), the worldwide population of diabetic patients is projected to grow from 171 

million in 2000 to 366 million in 2030. Among the new cases, 80% will come from developing 

countries, including China, India, Pakistan, etc. In the U.S., diabetes is the seventh leading cause 

of death. Currently over 25 million Americans live with diabetes, and the population is expected 

to grow at a rate of over 0.5 million new cases per year in the next few decades (Boyle et al. 

2010; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2011). CHD, as the most common type of 

heart disease, also has a large patient population. CHD is a condition in which plaque builds up 

inside the coronary arteries. CHD can be fatal to patients as it leads to heart attacks and heart 

failure. Every year, about 385,000 people die in the U.S. because of CHD (Kochanek et al. 

2011). Currently, over 8 million Americans have CHD, and the direct annual cost is expected to 

grow from $35.7 billion in 2010 to $106.4 billion in 2030 (Heidenreich et al. 2011).  
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4.5.1. Experimental Case 1: Diabetes Mellitus (CASE-DM) 

In our diabetes mellitus case, or CASE-DM, we investigate the event of hospitalization 

due to DM. Hospitalization is a strong indicator that the diabetic patient’s health condition has 

been poorly managed, that the patient is non-compliant or that the patient has developed a severe 

complication. Typical complaints for such hospital admissions include diabetic ketoacidosis, 

hyperglycemia, and diabetic foot syndrome. From the EHR data we identify adult patients who 

have an onset diagnosis of diabetes between 2003 and 2012. Our time-to-event prediction is thus 

the period of time from the onset diagnosis of DM to the first diabetes-induced hospitalization. 

The EHR data provides information about the chief complaints for each hospital admission, 

which allows us to distinguish DM-induced hospitalization from the other admission reasons.  

Our guideline-based feature selection draws on the diabetes care plan guidelines from the 

American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists published in 2011. With our guideline-based 

feature selection and abstraction operators, we obtain a total of 54 features (Table 4.2).  
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Table 4.2: Final Feature Set in CASE-DM 

Category Category 

code 

Features 

Base features Base Sex, age, smoking, body weight, BMI, HbA1c, fasting 
glucose, postprandial glucose, systolic blood pressure, 
HDL, LDL, triglyceride, eGFR, creatinine 

Examination features EX Fundus photography, ophthalmoscopy, slit lamp 
Concept abstracted 
diagnosis features 

DX CCS classes 53 (Disorders of lipid metabolism), 58 
(Other nutritional; endocrine; and metabolic disorders), 
87 (Retinal detachments; defects; vascular occlusion; 

and retinopathy), 95 (Other nervous system disorders), 
98 (Essential hypertension), 99 (Hypertension with 

complications and secondary hypertension), 101 
(Coronary atherosclerosis and other heart disease) 

Concept abstracted 
treatment features 

TX ACE inhibitors, ARBs, antihypertensive therapy, 
antiplatelet therapy, DPP4 inhibitor, insulin, lipid 
lowering therapy, metformin, sulfonylurea, 
thiazolidinedione 

Temporal abstracted 
baseline features 

TA States and gradients of numerical baseline features 
(BMI, HbA1c, fasting glucose, postprandial glucose, 

systolic blood pressure, HDL, LDL, triglyceride, eGFR, 

creatinine) 
Abbreviations: ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme; ARBs, angiotensin receptor blockers; 
BMI, body mass index; CCS, Clinical Classifications Software; DDP4, dipeptidyl-peptidase 4; 
eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; 

HDL, high-density lipoprotein.  

4.5.1.1. Exploratory Data Analysis 

We conduct exploratory data analysis to summarize basic data characteristics. As shown 

in Table 4.3, there are 1,767 patients in this DM cohort, among which 116 experienced the event. 

The second part of Table 4.3 summarizes the degree of missing values in several key 

physiological features. These features correspond to DM control and the functions of 

cardiovascular and renal systems. We examine missing values at two levels, i.e., missing at the 

patient level and missing at the time grid level. In CASE-DM, the degree of missing values prior 

to data imputation ranges between 0% and 37.6% at the patient level, and between 15.9% and 
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90.8% at the time grid level. All these missing values were imputed using the method described 

in the design framework section. 

Table 4.3: Exploratory Data Analysis in CASE-DM 

Measure Value 

Number of patients 1,767 
Female (%) 44.0 
Smoker (%) 8.0 
Mean onset age (SD) in years 52.3 (12.2) 
Mean observational length (SD) in quarters 15 (9.4) 
Number of patients with the event 116 
  Degree of missing values (%) 

Key base features Patient* Yearly time grid† Quarterly time grid† 

BMI 8.1 53.7 68.9 
Blood pressure (systolic) 5.2 50.0 67.5 
Body weight 7.9 53.6 68.8 
Creatinine 4.9 41.6 72.8 
eGFR 32 77.0 88.6 
Glucose (fasting) 0.2 15.9 28.0 
Glucose (postprandial) 37.6 77.1 90.8 
HDL cholesterol 17.1 57.4 83.8 
HbA1c 0 17.4 30.8 
LDL cholesterol 6.8 41.7 66.0 
Triglyceride 5.9 40.1 67.5 

Abbreviations: Same as Table 4.2.  
* The number indicates the percentage of patients who do not have any recorded value on the 
corresponding feature. 
† The number indicates the percentage of time grid cells in which the feature value is 
unavailable. 

4.5.1.2. Model Evaluation 

Cross validation allows us to assess the prediction accuracy on a holdout dataset, and thus 

truly reveals a predictive model’s performance. Table 4.4 shows the averaged c index of each 

model setup from a 10-fold cross-validation. Three important results stand out from the table. 

First, the extended Cox models yielded the expected utility in improving predictive performance 

by allowing time-dependent covariates. Second, the full specification attained a higher prediction 

accuracy than the other two more restricted specifications, although the performance difference 
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between the full and the extended specifications is not very large. Third and finally, the quarterly 

time grid indeed enabled the extended Cox model to obtain a higher accuracy than the yearly 

time grid. 

Table 4.4: Averaged c index from a 10-fold Cross-Validation in CASE-DM 

  Baseline Extended Full 

Cox Model 0.722 0.786 -- 
Extended Cox Model (Yearly Time Grid) 0.822 0.877 0.883 
Extended Cox Model (Quarterly Time Grid) 0.810 0.893 0.894 

Note: Since the full specification requires TA features, regular Cox model without time 
dependent covariates cannot accommodate this specification. 

Figure 4.6 presents the results from our bootstrap analysis and reveals the distributions of 

the c index under various model setups. This bootstrap analysis gives information on not only the 

mean predictive performance (the horizontal line in each box), but also on the variability of the 

performance in each model setup (the vertical lines above and underneath each box). The results 

are in concordance with the cross-validation in terms of the mean predictive performances. 

Beyond that, we also find that the extended and the full specifications enable a more reliable 

performance as in a narrower variability in the prediction accuracy.  

 

Figure 4.6: Distributions of Predictive Performance in CASE-DM 

To further validate our framework, we extract covariates that are positively associated 

with higher risk from our optimal model. Table 4.5 shows the list of risk factors as well as their 
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hazard ratios. Overall, the risk factors are clinically relevant and interesting, as validated by our 

medical collaborator. Insulin regimens are prescribed when oral medications can no longer 

control a patient’s rising glucose level. Therefore, patients on insulin plausibly have more 

difficulty controlling their blood sugar and a much higher risk of hospitalization than those just 

on oral medications. Severe diabetes can lead to complications in the cardiovascular system, the 

nervous system, kidneys, and eyes. Antiplatelet therapy and smoking provide signals for a poor 

cardiovascular function. Similarly, high serum creatinine levels signify a poor kidney function. 

Advanced diabetes can cause serious vision loss, and slit lamp is a typical eye examination used 

to check the structures of the eye. HbA1c and fasting glucose represent level of diabetes control. 

Therefore, increasing gradients of HbA1c and fasting glucose are associated with higher risk. 

The fact that a number of TA features are in Table 4.5 reaffirms that obtaining temporal 

semantics by abstraction adds significant values to predictive modeling. 

Table 4.5: Features Associated with Higher Risk in CASE-DM 

Feature Category Code Hazard Ratio 95% CI 

Insulin TX 9.61 [5.74, 16.10] 
Increasing gradient of HbA1c TA 5.41 [2.00, 14.60] 
Antiplatelet therapy TX 3.74 [2.21, 6.33] 
High level state of creatinine TA 3.26 [1.62, 6.56] 
Other nervous system disorders DX 3.16 [1.64, 6.06] 
Smoking base 2.9 [1.77, 4.75] 
Slit lamp exam EX 2.44 [1.30, 4.60] 
Increasing gradient of fasting glucose TA 2.4 [1.06, 5.42] 
HbA1c base 1.23 [1.05, 1.44] 
Note: We use L (low) and D (decrease) as the reference levels for state and gradient TA features, 
respectively.  

4.5.2. Experimental Case 2: Coronary Heart Disease (CASE-CHD) 

In our second experimental case on CHD, or CASE-CHD, we investigate the event of 

acute myocardial infarction (AMI) among patients who live with CHD. Delivering reliable 

evidence-based care for AMI has been one of the most important and urgent areas in healthcare 
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quality improvement (Berwick et al. 2006). The risk of AMI is known to be closely related to 

age. Therefore, instead of predicting the time from onset diagnosis of CHD to the first AMI, we 

use age as the time scale in our time-to-event modeling (Kom et al. 1997). In other words, our 

time-to-event modeling predicts the age to the first AMI in CHD patients. The cohort was 

constructed by selecting patients with a diagnosis of CHD and at least one observation on blood 

pressure and triglyceride in their records. We identify a set of clinical guidelines from the 

American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association (Fraker et al. 2007; Smith et 

al. 2006, 2001). After applying our guideline-based feature selection and abstraction operators, 

we obtained a total of 45 features as shown in Table 4.6.  

Table 4.6: Final Feature Set in CASE-CHD 

Category Category 

code 

Features 

Base features Base Sex, smoking, HbA1c, fasting glucose, systolic blood 
pressure,  HDL, LDL, triglyceride 

Examination features EX Angiography, ECG, echocardiography, stress test 
Concept abstracted 
diagnosis features 

DX CCS classes 49 (Diabetes mellitus without 

complication), 50 (Diabetes mellitus with 

complications), 53 (Disorders of lipid metabolism), 98 
(Essential hypertension), 99 (Hypertension with 

complications and secondary hypertension), 101 
(Coronary atherosclerosis and other heart disease), 106 
(Cardiac dysrhythmias), 108 (Congestive heart failure; 

non-hypertensive), 109 (Acute cerebrovascular disease), 
237 (Complication of device; implant or graft) 

Concept abstracted 
treatment features 

TX ARBs, aldosterone receptor antagonists, 
antihypertensive therapy, antiplatelet therapy, calcium 
channel blockers, folic acid, influenza vaccination, lipid 
lowering therapy, nitrates, nitroglycerin, surgery 

Temporal abstracted 
baseline features 

TA States and gradients of numerical baseline features 
(HbA1c, fasting glucose, systolic blood pressure, HDL, 

LDL, triglyceride) 
Abbreviations: ARBs, angiotensin receptor blockers; CCS, Clinical Classifications Software; 
ECG,  electrocardiogram; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-
density lipoprotein. 

4.5.2.1. Exploratory Data Analysis 
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Table 4.7 shows our exploratory data analysis for the second experimental case. There 

are 2,958 patients in this CHD cohort, and the event (AMI) is observed in the records of 339 

patients.  The degree of missing values is relatively mild at the patient level as compared with 

our first experimental case on diabetes. Still, the degree of missing values at the time grid level 

ranges from 41.7% to 89.0% on these key base features.  

Table 4.7: Exploratory Data Analysis in CASE-CHD 

Measure Value 

Number of patients 2,958 
Female (%) 42.6 
Smoker (%) 29.2 
Mean onset age (SD) in years 64.4 (12.7) 
Mean observational length (SD) in quarters 16.4 (10.0) 
Number of patients with the event 339 
  Degree of missing values (%) 

Key base features Patient* Yearly time grid† Quarterly time grid† 

Blood pressure (systolic) 0 68.8 89.0 
Glucose (fasting) 0.6 41.7 63.8 
HDL cholesterol 13 68.6 87.9 
HbA1c 0 56.4 74.7 
LDL cholesterol 18.3 67.3 84.8 
Triglyceride 0 52.3 76.6 

Abbreviations: Same as Table 4.6. 
* The number indicates the percentage of patients who do not have any recorded value on the 
corresponding feature. 
† The number indicates the percentage of time grid cells in which the feature value is 
unavailable. 

4.5.2.2. Model Evaluation 

The results from the CASE-CHD cross-validation (Table 4.8) are consistent with the 

patterns we found in CASE-DM. That is, the extended Cox model, full specification, and 

quarterly time grid outperform their counterpart setups. However, by juxtaposing Tables 4 and 8, 

the performance difference between the full and the extended specification is much greater in 

CASE-CHD than in CASE-DM. Since the difference between the two specifications is the TA 
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features, the implication is that the information about temporal state and trend is more important 

to the AMI event in CHD patients than to the hospitalization event in DM patients.  

From our bootstrap analysis, Figure 4.7 shows the distributions of predictive performance 

of each model setup in CASE-CHD. They are in concordance with the results from the cross-

validation in Table 4.8. The results indicate noticeable increases in the mean performance from 

the baseline specification to the extended specification to the full specification. At the same time, 

the variability of the predictive accuracy decreases as we employ a more comprehensive feature 

set.   

Table 4.8: Averaged c index from a 10-fold Cross-Validation in CASE-CHD 

  Baseline Extended Full 

Cox Model 0.633 0.719 -- 
Extended Cox Model (Yearly Time Grid) 0.701 0.836 0.886 
Extended Cox Model (Quarterly Time Grid) 0.818 0.880 0.944 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Distributions of Predictive Performance in CASE-CHD 

 

Table 4.9 presents the features associated with higher risk of AMI in CASE-CHD. 

Nitrates are a treatment for chest pain, and chest pain is a typical symptom of AMI. Surgical 

procedures on CHD patients, such as coronary artery bypass grafting or percutaneous coronary 
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intervention, can indicate weak cardiovascular function and a disposition to AMI in the patient. 

Hypertension is a well-known important risk factor for AMI. Antiplatelet agents and increasing 

systolic blood pressure are related to hypertension, and hence are risk factors for AMI. 

Consistent with the literature, we also find that AMI is associated with poor diabetes control (as 

in increasing gradient of fasting glucose) and heart failure (as in congestive heart failure and 

aldosterone receptor antagonists, which is a treatment for heart failure). From Table 4.9, we 

notice that some TA features are significantly associated with the risk of AMI in CHD patients, 

which again suggest the utility of abstraction for time-to-event modeling.  

Table 4.9: Features Associated with Higher Risk in CASE-CHD 

Feature Category Code Hazard Ratio 95% CI 

Nitrates TX 2.90 [1.92, 4.38] 
Surgery (coronary artery bypass grafting or 
percutaneous coronary intervention) 

TX 2.66 [1.78, 3.96] 

Antiplatelet agents TX 2.18 [1.18, 4.03] 
Increasing gradient of fasting glucose TA 1.87 [1.27, 2.76] 
Congestive heart failure; non-hypertensive DX 1.71 [1.28, 2.30] 
Complication of device; implant or graft DX 1.62 [1.23, 2.15] 
Increasing gradient of systolic blood pressure TA 1.62 [1.07, 2.46] 
Aldosterone receptor antagonists TX 1.36 [1.01, 1.84] 
Note: We use L (low) and D (decrease) as the reference levels for state and gradient TA features, 
respectively.  

4.6. Research Contributions and Implications 

Through two experimental cases in diabetes and coronary heart disease, we demonstrated 

the instantiations of our risk prediction framework as well as their potential for making highly 

accurate time-to-event predictions. From rigorous cross-validation experiments and bootstrap 

analyses, the results showed that the extended Cox model with our full specification and 

quarterly time grid attained the best predictive performance on holdout data with an accuracy 

around 0.9 in c index. The full specification contained five categories of features (i.e., base, EX, 

DX, TX, and TA) that were motivated by clinical guidelines and theories of abstraction.  
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Recent studies emphasizing big data analytics and predictive modeling in the contexts of 

marketing and finance have attracted significant attention from the IS community and allowed 

practical insights (see, e.g., Zheng et al. 2012; Abbasi et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2012). However, 

similar work on healthcare big data analytics is not yet up to par. Just like the need for marketers 

to predict consumer behavior from large marketing databases for effective promotions, 

clinicians, too, have a similar need to predict patient risk from large EHR databases for effective 

interventions. This study addresses the research gap of healthcare data analytics in the IS 

literature (Chen et al. 2012; Fichman et al. 2011), and our design framework contributes to 

design science and predictive analytics research (Gregor and Hevner 2013; Shmueli and Koppius 

2011).  

Table 4.10: Research Contributions and Implications 

Domain Type of 

Contribution 

Contribution 

Design Science Theoretical Investigate a clinical risk prediction framework from 
the lens of theories of abstraction 

Design Science Theoretical Formalize and examine the constructs, models, 
methods, and design principles in healthcare analytics 

Design Science Practical Instantiate the design framework and evaluate it using 
two experimental cases 

Predictive Analytics Theoretical Introduce new constructs from concept- and temporal-
abstraction for effective time-to-event predictions 

Predictive Analytics Empirical Assess the predictability of clinical time to event in two 
chronic conditions 

Predictive Analytics Practical Suggest guideline-based feature selection 

Health IT Practical Examine EHR-based big data analytics 

Health IT Practical Enable evidence-based medicine and preventative care 
through an intelligent design 

 

Our work and the results have a number of significant implications as summarized in 

Table 4.10, which we discuss in turn. First, we make theoretical and practical contributions to 

design science research. According to Hevner et al. (2004, p. 81), “The key differentiator 
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between routine design and design research is the clear identification of a contribution to the 

archival knowledge base of foundations and methodologies.” Gregor and Hevner (2013) further 

distinguish the knowledge to be either descriptive or prescriptive. We contribute to the 

descriptive knowledge in the IS knowledge base by investigating a clinical predictive modeling 

framework from the lens of abstraction theories. Abstraction is the key to computing (Kramer 

2007). We discussed what a good design is for healthcare analytics from the principle 

constituents of abstraction: relevance, categorization, reformulation, granularity, and semantics. 

We also contribute to the prescriptive knowledge, which suggests how to do something. We 

formalized and examined the constructs, models, methods, and design principles in EHR-based 

healthcare analytics. Specifically, we showed how to construct clinically meaningful features 

from evidence-based guidelines [constructs], how to represent disease progression using time-

dependent/independent covariates with quarterly/yearly time grid [models], and how to apply 

abstraction operators to create semantic features and conduct bootstrap analysis to evaluate 

models [methods]. Grounded on theories of abstraction, we suggested design principles for 

effective (clinical) predictive models and conducted formal testing on different modeling setups. 

Our instantiation itself is a contribution for the reason that EHR-based time-to-event risk 

prediction for chronic care has low maturity in both the problem space and the solution space 

(Gregor and Hevner 2013).  

Secondly, we contribute to predictive analytics research by introducing new constructs 

from concept- and temporal-abstraction for effective time-to-event predictions. Although these 

abstracted features can be found in the medical informatics literature, to our knowledge their use 

in time-to-event risk prediction is unprecedented. We also empirically assessed the predictability 

of time to event in chronic conditions. According to Shmueli and Koppius (2011, p. 559), 
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“knowledge of predictability (or unpredictability) is a fundamental component of scientific 

knowledge.” The results from our experiments suggest that time to event in chronic conditions is 

somewhat predictable. The predictability comes with an important practical implication: EHR 

systems should consider embedding predictive models as a part of the clinical decision support 

functionalities and red-flag high risk patients on their medical charts at the point of care so as to 

prompt clinicians to take preventative actions. Our last practical contribution to predictive 

analytics is suggesting a novel guideline-based feature selection. The urge for evidence-based 

medicine has never been higher, and yet, until this study there has been no principled approach to 

systematically incorporate the state-of-the-art clinical evidence in clinical predictive models. We 

proposed and demonstrated that clinical guidelines can be an invaluable source for informing 

feature selection. 

Third and last, we make contributions to health IT research and practice. The landscape 

of health IT research in the mainstream IS literature concentrates on hospital-level analyses, 

considering what affects the adoption or diffusion of health IT (e.g., Angst et al. 2010; Yaraghi et 

al. 2013) and how health IT affects a hospital’s value and performance (e.g., Kohli et al. 2012; 

Ayal and Seidman 2009). While EHR systems are moving into a central position in healthcare, 

how to best utilize the data for clinical intelligence remains unclear to most practitioners 

(Agarwal et al. 2010; Dixon-Woods et al. 2013). Much like personalization techniques in 

marketing decision support, we showed that design science and predictive analytics research 

with patient-level EHR data can also produce valuable insights for healthcare decision support, 

e.g., which patient has a higher risk to a clinical event. Finally, evidence-based medicine and the 

meaningful use of EHR data go hand in hand in optimizing healthcare (Frankovich et al. 2011). 

Along with our examination of EHR-based data analytics, we also sought to enable evidence-
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based medicine and preventative care through an intelligent design. This will prove to be 

important directions in health IT research and clinical practice in the future. 

Some limitations of our study could point to directions for future research. First, while we 

conducted rigorous internal validation with various evaluation schemes, whenever possible it is 

always desirable to perform external validation using EHR data from a different hospital with a 

different patient population. Under the constraint of only one data source, we addressed the 

generalizability issue by investigating two independent experimental cases (CASE-DM and 

CASE-CHD) and testing predictive models on holdout samples in each case. Second, we did not 

examine model use. It is not clear to what degree a predictive model could change a clinician’s 

decision or patient’s outcome. Translational studies of such are important on both theoretical and 

practical grounds. The quality of information and the interactions between intelligent clinical 

decision support systems and clinicians are of significant theoretical interest in health IT research 

(Romanow et al. 2012). The theoretical knowledge regarding the determinants, consequences 

and conditions on the use of predictive models will also inform clinical practice in ways that 

maximize the utility of predictive models in care provision processes.  

4.7. Conclusions 

The objective of this study is to formalize a design framework for healthcare analytics 

and conduct EHR-based risk prediction that delivers high-quality intelligence in chronic care. 

Consistent with design science and predictive analytics research, we 1) analyzed the research 

gaps in healthcare analytics and time-to-event risk prediction, 2) provided systematic discussions 

on the theories of abstraction and their insights for building effective clinical risk prediction 

models, 3) rigorously evaluated the framework using two clinical cases, i.e., diabetes and 

coronary heart disease, and 4) discussed the theoretical and practical significance of our research. 
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Our experimental results showed that the optimal predictive models garnered a remarkable 

prediction accuracy on holdout samples, with an average c index of around 0.9. The results also 

revealed that the optimal models had a low volatility in their prediction performance, which is 

another desirable property in predictive models for decision support. 

The proposed design framework presents at least two important novelties. The first 

novelty is the strong coupling between predictive analytics and evidence-based medicine. 

Together, they enable truly data and science-driven clinical decision-making (Brownson and 

Bright 2004). Such a design is particularly important today given the increasing need for 

translating evidence into action. Our guideline-based feature selection is an innovative approach 

which systematically aggregates the state-of-the-art clinical evidence and integrates the evidence 

in a predictive model. The second novelty is our theory-grounded abstraction operators. The 

intent is to cope with the complexity in clinical decision-making and to draw semantic features 

for predictive analytics. Our two abstraction operators are concept abstraction and temporal 

abstraction. The concept abstraction operator is motivated by the type-token interpretation of 

abstraction in cognitive sciences. It avoids superficial trappings by categorizing individual tokens 

of diagnoses and treatments to their respective types, i.e., disease categories and medication 

families. The temporal abstraction operator seeks to extract semantics from numerical sequences 

of physiological indicators. It enables predictive models to learn the state and trend in the 

dynamics of disease progression.  

The pronounced need to use IT to transform healthcare is widely recognized in both 

medicine and IS. However, the collective evidence show that health IT is harder than it looks 

(Classen and Bates 2011). While meaningful use of EHR is a promising direction, its potential 

has not yet been fully explored. Clearly, the capability of EHR is more than just digitalizing 
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patient records. It is also about the new opportunities that come along with digitalization. We 

believe that EHR-based healthcare analytics for clinical decision-making is an integral part of 

meaningful use and that this seminal work should spur the extant research and practice toward 

this direction.   
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5. ESSAY IV: A BAYESIAN MULTI-TASK LEARNING APPROACH FOR 

RISK PROFILING IN CHRONIC CARE 

5.1. Introduction 

The prevalence and the growth rate of patients with chronic diseases are an alarming 

global phenomenon in many developed and developing countries. According to the World 

Health Organization (2004, 2014a, 2014b), the majority of new cases and mortalities of diabetes 

and cardiovascular diseases occur in low- and middle-income countries. In the United States, 

more than 140 million Americans live with one or more chronic conditions, and the population is 

expected to grow by at least 10 million new cases per decade (Anderson 2010). Along with the 

growing patient population, the costs of chronic care have also been escalating over the last 

decades, and currently account for over 75% of the total national health expenditures in the U.S. 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2009). The surging cases and costs make patients, 

clinical experts and health policymakers around the world believe that effective interventions are 

needed to prevent, detect, and manage chronic diseases and their sequelae. 

Since the beginning of the 21st century, there has been a global movement in chronic care 

reform with multidisciplinary efforts from both practitioners and researchers. Wagner et al. 

(2001) develop an overarching strategy—Chronic Care Model—for effective chronic care, which 

highlights, among others, the importance of decision support and clinical information systems in 

chronic care. From a public health perspective, data and science-driven decision-making is 

critical to effective chronic disease control (Brownson and Bright 2004). In the same vein, 

Dixon-Woods et al. (2013) conclude from a qualitative case study that high-quality intelligence 

is indispensable to improving the quality and safety of healthcare.   
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With increased adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems in clinical practices, 

secondary use of EHR data for clinical intelligence is attracting both scientific and practical 

interest (Agarwal et al. 2010; Dixon-Woods et al. 2013). Clinical intelligence about a patient’s 

risks of future adverse health events has been a key element for effective decision making in 

chronic care. This is because patients with chronic diseases often develop complications in their 

disease course. For instance, patients with diabetes often have higher risks of stroke, heart 

diseases, eye problems, and renal failure (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2014). 

Similarly, chronic kidney disease can lead to anemia, cardiovascular events, and mortality 

(Thomas et al. 2008). Accurate predictions of future adverse health events can enable clinicians 

to make preventive and personalized interventions, which in turn could reduce the patients’ risks 

and improve their quality of life (Waljee et al. 2014). Hillestad et al. (2005) estimate that a fully 

EHR-enhanced chronic care management system with advanced clinical decision support tools 

can potentially yield up to $147 billion savings per year as a result of preventing medical 

complications and reducing healthcare acute incidents.  

The value and needs of predictive analytics in healthcare have been repeatedly 

emphasized in prior Information Systems (IS) research. Agarwal and Dhar (2014) suggest that 

healthcare is a domain in which prediction is more important than explanation, considering the 

daunting cost of delay in diagnosis and treatment. Chen et al. (2012) discuss the potentials of 

EHR-based healthcare analytics for “smart health and wellbeing” from the perspective of 

business intelligence. By the same token, after exploring the extant healthcare IS research, 

Fichman, Kohli and Krishnan (2011, p. 425) suggest that:  

Another emerging avenue for knowledge discovery arises from using digital 

technology to enable new kinds of mathematical healthcare modeling and 
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simulations. … use of healthcare analytics tools and how they should be 

integrated with electronic health records warrants future research attention. 

Using detailed clinical data from real world EHRs, we develop a novel Bayesian multi-

task learning (BMTL) approach to learn and predict patient’s risks to adverse health events. 

Existing healthcare predictive analytics research often focuses on modeling one specific event or 

outcome.17 However, it is rare, especially in the context of chronic care, that patients only face 

one type of risk. Multifaceted risk profiling with different events or outcomes would provide 

healthcare professionals greater clinical insights towards a comprehensive and effective care 

plan. Technically, we can just construct an array of independent risk models, one for each 

adverse outcome. While this approach is simple and straightforward, it neglects the fact that a 

patient’s risk to one event (say, stroke) is often correlated with his or her risk to other events 

(say, heart attack). Information contained in one model may be useful to other relevant models, 

as long as we can coordinate multiple models in a unified framework. This is analogous to the 

economic effect of knowledge transfers or spillovers, in which the net effect of a group is greater 

than the sum of the individuals (Gupta 2008). We postulate the existence of such spillover effect 

across individual models in a joint modeling framework and develop a principled approach to 

exploit this model spillover effect to improve learning performance. Considering risk prediction 

for a specific adverse health event as one single machine learning task, the key aspect in our 

study is to obtain an improved predictive performance for each individual task by learning 

multiple related tasks jointly and simultaneously. Our approach is in sharp contrast with the 

                                                 
17 Healthcare predictive analytics has been phrased in numerous ways in the literature, including prognosis, clinical 

predictive modeling, health informatics, among others. We choose to use the phrase “healthcare predictive 

analytics” throughout this paper as it is more expressive to the IS audience.  
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existing healthcare predictive analytics literature in which the research either considers only one 

clinical event, e.g., Brownstein et al. (2010), or models multiple clinical events as completely 

independent tasks, e.g., the UKPDS Risk Engine (Stevens et al. 2001; Kothari et al. 2002). Taken 

together, we are interested in studying: 

• What are a patient’s risks to an array of adverse health events?  

• How to model multiple risks simultaneously? 

• Whether simultaneous learning of multiple event risks improve overall predictive 

performance of each event risk? 

We choose diabetes as our research case and perform risk profiling on three common, 

and often fatal, adverse health events: stroke, acute myocardial infarction, and acute renal failure. 

Our experiments confirm the postulated model spillover effect. Our BMTL approach achieves 

improved predictive performance for each event compared with independent models that 

consider the events separately. The new BMTL approach also demonstrates superior 

performance in a head-to-head comparison with other multi-task learning approaches in the 

literature. More importantly, our evaluation results provide evidence that the BMTL approach 

can lead to interventions that reduce risks of the three adverse health events beyond what would 

occur without the predictions.  

This study presents both methodological and practical significance to predictive analytics 

and healthcare IS research in the following ways. First of all, we design an EHR-based risk 

prediction framework in the context of chronic care as a means for clinical decision support. This 

is an area with low maturity in both its problem and solution spaces, and hence the instantiations, 

models, and design principles of our work contribute to the IS knowledge base (Gregor and 

Hevner 2013). Secondly, technological advances in EHR-enabled healthcare analytics has been 

highlighted by Fichman, Kohli and Krishnan (2011) as a key future direction in healthcare IS 
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research. We contribute to healthcare IS research by developing a novel, principled approach for 

multifaceted risk profiling using EHR data for enhanced clinical intelligence in chronic care. 

Finally, our BMTL approach, which learns and predicts an array of events simultaneously, has 

implications to predictive analytics research that goes beyond the healthcare context. The model 

spillover effect and the multi-task learning strategy provide a new perspective and a new 

framework for formulating predictive analytics problems for improved prediction performance. 

5.2. Related Work 

One specific gap in healthcare IS research, according to Agarwal et al. (2010) and 

Fichman et al. (2011), is the development of advanced decision support methods or techniques 

that leverage the large amount of patient-level clinical data in EHRs. We have only recently 

begun to see IS research developing new models and methods to utilize such fine-grained patient 

data for clinical decision support (Bardhan et al. 2014; Meyer et al. 2014). Our work adds to this 

emerging literature of healthcare predictive analytics and develops a new approach using the 

strategy of multi-task learning. In what follows we briefly review related work in the areas of 

healthcare predictive analytics and multi-task learning.  

5.2.1. Healthcare Predictive Analytics 

The essence of healthcare predictive analytics is to predict future health-related outcomes 

or events based on clinical and/or non-clinical patterns in the data. The outcomes of interest in 

healthcare predictive analytics, such as medical complications (Stevens et al. 2001), hospital 

readmissions (Bardhan et al. 2014), treatment responses (Meyer et al. 2014), and patient 

mortality (Tabak et al. 2014), are often of great practical importance. While predictive analytics 

may be used to inform causal inference, the primary goal of prediction models is not to 
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unbiasedly explain whether a factor contributes to an outcome, but to predict the outcome in new 

observations as accurately as possible (Shmueli and Koppius 2011; Moons et al. 2009). This 

important difference between prediction research and explanatory research drives distinctive 

principles for model development and evaluation given that explanatory power does not imply 

predictive power (Shmueli and Koppius 2011, p. 553).  

There are generally two ways a healthcare predictive model can be developed. One is 

commonly seen in the medical field in which patient data are purposely collected in cohort 

studies and clinical trials with a set of pre-defined protocols. For instance, Tammemägi et al. 

(2013) developed a risk prediction model for the diagnosis of lung cancer using trial data. There 

are also several major cohort studies and trials on cardiovascular diseases and diabetes, such as 

the Framingham Heart Study (D’Agostino et al. 2008) and the UK Prospective Diabetes Study 

(UKPDS) (Stevens et al. 2001). The other way to develop a healthcare predictive model is to use 

existing data that have been routinely collected in clinical practices, such as EHRs, insurance 

claims, or clinical registries. The surging interest of healthcare predictive analytics in recent 

years is largely driven by the increasing availability of these data. For example, Tabak et al. 

(2014) use laboratory test results and diagnoses in EHRs to develop an inpatient mortality 

predictive model with excellent performance. Similarly, Bardhan et al. (2014) develop their 

readmission model using the admission data from a regional data exchange registry.  

While healthcare predictive analytics can support clinical decisions, actual use of 

predictive models in clinical practices remains limited (Moons et al. 2009). The barriers for 

wide-spread use of predictive models in healthcare include a) inadequate integration with 

existing clinical workflow, b) requiring variables that are expensive to obtain or not immediately 

accessible, and c) the need to adapt the models from the study population to the local population. 
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Some of these barriers could be effectively mitigated with the implementation of EHR systems 

(Moons et al. 2009; Toll et al. 2008). This is because the advent of EHRs not only provides 

accessible and local cohort data for healthcare predictive analytics, but also offers a platform that 

seamlessly embeds predictive model in the clinic workflow.  

There is an increased interest in understanding the interface between predictive analytics 

and decision making. For instance, Meyer and colleagues (2014) recently propose a principled 

machine learning approach for dynamic decision making through the lense of control theory. 

Their PRediction of Control Errors in Dynamic Contexts (PROCEDO) approach repeatedly 

iterates predictions of operation failures (with a C4.5 decision tree) and adjustments of control 

strategies (based on domain expert’s judgment). Our BMTL approach is different because we 

emphasize improving predictive model accuracy rather than modifying the strategies for actions 

and decision making. This is because once an accurate prediction is made, clinical guidelines 

usually provide clear strategies for actions and decision making.  

It is noteworthy that most of extant healthcare predictive analytics studies are committed 

to one specific event/outcome, and develop models to best capture the characteristics of the 

event. In their study, Bardhan et al. (2014) investigate the readmissions of patients with 

congestive heart failure, and develop a model to answer whether, when, and how often the 

patients will have a readmission. The UKPDS Risk Engine can predict coronary heart disease 

and stroke in patients with type 2 diabetes patients (Stevens et al. 2001; Kothari et al. 2002), but 

these two types of predictions are effectively two independent predictive models. Multiple 

comorbidities are a common phenomenon in patients with chronic diseases. We hence are 

motivated to achieve risk profiling with multiple events being considered and modeled 

simultaneously. To our knowledge, very few prior studies of healthcare predictive analytics 
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consider this perspective of multifaceted risk profiling. One notable exception is Smith and 

Mezhir (2014), in which they develop a two-part Bayesian model to simultaneously predict 

lymph node ratio and survival in pancreatic cancer patients. In light of that, we will turn to multi-

task learning, which motivates and enables our approach.  

5.2.2. Multi-Task Learning 

Multi-task learning is a machine learning strategy in which multiple related tasks are 

trained jointly instead of independently with the goal to improve the overall performance of 

learning (Caruana 1997).18 Figure 5.1 provides schematic representations of single-task learning 

and multi-task learning. In multi-task learning there is a shared computational structure to tie 

individual tasks together in a unified training process. This allows training signals to be passed 

across models as an inductive bias (Baxter 2000; Caruana 1997), which in turn improves the 

generalizability of each trained model. Research in machine learning (Bishop 2007), statistics 

(Tibshirani 1996), and artificial intelligence (Mitchell 1982) has suggested the critical and 

necessary role of biases in the generalizability of learning and prediction. In the literature of 

multi-task learning, studies also show that when the tasks are indeed related, multi-task learning 

can improve the performance of learning on each task (Baxter 2000; Maurer 2006). Despite these 

empirical and theoretical results, multi-task learning remains a largely under-utilized strategy in 

the research and practices of healthcare predictive analytics.  

                                                 
18 We should note that multi-task learning is different from ensemble learning. They are similar as they both utilize 

multiple models in the learning process. However, ensemble learning considers only one outcome variable whereas 

multi-task learning consider multiple outcome variables simultaneously. 
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of Single-Task Learning (a) and Multi-Task Learning (b) 

The literature shows two general approaches to achieve multi-task learning. The first 

approach is through sharing common hidden nodes in artificial neural networks (ANNs) 

(Caruana 1997; Bakker and Heskes 2003). The architecture of an artificial neural network 

typically has one input layer, one output layer, and an arbitrary number of hidden layers between 

the input and the output layers. As shown in Figure 5.2, one can achieve multi-task learning by 

configuring each task as a node in the output layer (Caruana 1997). In doing so, these output 

nodes will receive the same inputs from the nodes in the hidden layer but each with different, 

task-specific input weights. This approach is most straightforward but the baseline model has to 

be an ANN. The second approach to implement multi-task learning is to minimize (maximize) an 

appropriate loss (score) function over all tasks (Zhang and Yeung 2014; Simm et al. 2014). This 

approach can be applied to a wide array of baseline models such as regressions, support vector 

machines (SVMs), tree-based models, and others as long as the learning can be formulated as an 

optimization problem. A complication from having a global loss/score function is that tasks often 

need to have a positive correlation otherwise multi-task learning could lead to decreased 

performance compared to single-task learning—a problem known as “negative transfer” (Pan 

and Yang 2010). As a result, much multi-task learning research on this approach is to adjust for 

negative task correlations and task unrelatedness (Zhang and Yeung 2014). The third approach 

for multi-task learning is to impose common prior distributions over tasks in a Bayesian 
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framework (Archambeau et al. 2011; Xue et al. 2007). This approach is perhaps the most flexible 

one considering that nearly every statistical or machine learning model (including ANNs, SVMs, 

decision trees, and regressions) can have a Bayesian representation (see, e.g., Neal 1996; Tipping 

2001; Chipman et al. 2002). This approach can effectively eliminate the negative transfer issue 

since unrelated or negatively related tasks will be truthfully represented through probabilistic 

distributions and statements. The main challenge for the Bayesian approach is that models with 

even only moderate complexity often do not have analytical solutions, making numerical 

simulation the only way to fit the model. 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of Multi-Task Learning based on an ANN 

Developing new approaches or constructions for multi-task learning remains an important 

and active research direction, especially considering that most existing multi-task learning 

models are developed for small scale applications, such as text/image classification (Baxter 

2000; Pan and Yang 2010). Recently, a small number of healthcare predictive analytics studies 

have started to leverage the multi-task learning strategy. For example, Zhou et al. (2011) 

formulate cognitive scores of an Alzheimer’s disease patient at different time points as a multi-
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task learning prediction problem. Singh et al. (2014) present a similar construction to predict 

renal function over time. While these early studies are encouraging, we seek to provide a more 

general approach to predict not just a single continuous, time-varying outcome, but also a set of 

related outcomes or events.  

5.2.3. Summary 

As the adoption of EHR systems accelerates, EHR-based healthcare predictive analytics 

is an emerging research area with significant practical values (Jensen et al. 2012). While patients 

with chronic diseases often face higher risks of many adverse health events, the extant research 

on risk profiling often fails to consider the multifaceted nature of risks and focuses on only one 

specific adverse health event at a time. Modeling risks of multiple adverse health events does not 

only provide better clinical intelligence for comprehensive preventive interventions, but also has 

the potential to achieve improved predictive performance for each event. However, multifaceted 

risk profiling is scarce in the extant healthcare predictive analytics research. This may due to lack 

of awareness as well as lack of techniques in this area. Research on multi-task learning suggests 

an effective strategy to formulate a unified predictive analytics framework for multiple events 

and outcomes. We leverage the multi-task learning strategy to develop a novel, principled 

approach to simultaneously model and predict multiple future health events as discussed in the 

ensuing section.  

5.3. Model Development 

We first briefly describe the single-task learning logistic regression models that have 

been widely used in prior healthcare predictive analytics research. We then describe the proposed 
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Bayesian multi-task learning (BMTL) approach for logistic regression models. Following that, 

we discuss the generalizability of our BMTL approach to other baseline models.  

5.3.1. Single-Task Learning with Logistic Regression Models 

Given N patients, we are interested in modeling their risks of K different future adverse 

health events based on available information in EHRs. EHR data contain outcomes of these 

adverse events as well as the covariates from each patient at any point in time. We may carry out 

EHR-based risk profiling with the following procedure. We first choose a specific point of time 

in each patient’s medical history (henceforth denoted by time zero or t0i) and then predict 

whether the patient will experience the K different adverse health events in the next t years. 

Given a specific t, we let ��
(�)

∈ �0,1� denote patient i’s observed outcome of event k between t0i 

and t0i + t, and we use �� = ����, ���, … , ����
�
 to denote a vector containing J covariates, 

representing the patient’s characteristics at t0i. Intuitively, ��
(�)

 follows a Bernoulli distribution; 

that is, ��
(�)

~Bernoulli(��
(�)

), where ��
(�)

 is the probability of event k given ��.  

A logistic regression model identifies the relation between ��
(�)

 and �� through a logit 

function. In the single-task learning paradigm, risks of the K events may be modeled as the 

following:19 

                                                 
19 We may consider more sophisticated models than the one presented here. Given that the aim of this paper is to 

investigate the feasibility, utility, and generalizability of a principled approach (BMTL), we use simpler models for 

ease of exposition. Extensions such as patient- or physician-level fixed effects or heterogeneity are straightforward 

and have minimal effects on the implementation of our BMTL approach described here. 
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or, in a more compact representation,  

 ( )( ) ( ) ( )

1

logit ,     1,..., ; 1,...,
J

k k k

i j i

j

x k K i Nθ α β
=

= + = =∑ . (5.2) 

In (1) and (2), logit	
� = log	z 	1 − z�⁄ � is a logit function, and (�) and ��
(�)

’s are 

event-specific intercept and coefficients. We then predict whether patient i will experience 

events 1 through K based on the respective ��
(�)

 in the above system of equations. Notice that 

these equations do not have explicit relations among each other, and are estimated independently 

in the single-task leaning paradigm.  

5.3.2. BMTL for Logistic Regression Models 

With the baseline logistic regression models specified as the ones in the previous section, 

we now describe how to model logit���
(�)� with the proposed BMTL approach. Our key 

methodological innovation and contribution to the literature is that in BMTL we formulate a 

unique hierarchical correlation structure across different tasks. Assuming all tasks have the same 

set of J input variables, we consider the correlations of the regression coefficients of a variable 

across tasks. As shown in Figure 5.3, we achieve this by explicitly modeling the correlation 

matrix (Ω� , � = 1, … , �) for each of the regression coefficients corresponding to a particular input 
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variable.20 We note that incorporating correlation matrices in this manner is innovative in both 

the predictive analytics literature and the multi-task learning literature. In doing so, the training 

of each ��
(�)

 involves not only information within a specific task but also information from other 

tasks as well through the respective correlation matrix.  
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of Correlation Structure across Tasks in BMTL 

The structure of a BMTL logistic regression model can be represented by a plate diagram 

as shown in Figure 5.4. Consistent with the conventions of plate diagraming, the symbol at the 

upper-right corner of each plate (rectangle) indicates the number of nodes in the respective plate, 

and the single- and double-bordered nodes are used to represent stochastic and deterministic 

(given their parent nodes) variables, respectively.  

                                                 
20 Our BMTL approach for logistic regressions has similarity with the seemingly unrelated regressions (SURs) in the 

sense that both approaches consider correlations across different regression equations. However, SURs place 

correlations on the disturbance terms of the questions to avoid bias while BMTL place correlations on the 

coefficients to introduce (inductive) bias.  
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Figure 5.4: Plate Diagram of BMTL for Logistic Regression Models 

Following Gelman et al. (2008), we scale all non-binary variables to have mean 0 and 

standard deviation 0.5, and then specify weakly informative prior distributions for parameters in 

the BMTL logistic regression model. Specifically, (�) follows a Cauchy distribution with center 

0 and scale 10, which would allow the baseline event probability to range between 10�	 and 

1 − 10�	 in logistic regression models. We model �� = ���

��

,��

��

, … , ��

���

�

 with a 

multivariate normal (MVN) distribution:  

 ��~MVN��, ���Σ��, (5.3) 

where �� is a shrinkage parameter and Σ� is a covariance matrix, which we explain in turn.  

Like many practical “big data” problems, EHR data have a large number of candidate 

variables potentially useful for predictive analytics, including but not limited to patient 

demographic information and various clinical phenotypes, such as diagnoses, treatments, and 

laboratory tests (Hripcsak and Albers 2013). As shown by Tibshirani (1996), a linear model with 

a large number of variables can often improve its prediction accuracy by shrinking some of the 

coefficients toward 0, which effectively reduces or eliminates the effects from the respective 

variables. In Bayesian linear models, one can achieve shrinkage by setting the parameter to have 

a zero mean along with a small variance. The �� in (3) is a shrinkage parameter used to scale the 
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covariance matrix Σ� of the �� random variable. We set �� to follow a horseshoe prior 

distribution (Carvalho et al. 2010). According to Carvalho et al. (2010) and Scott (2011), the 

horseshoe is a robust, adaptive, and effective shrinkage prior because it has a probability density 

highly concentrated around zero but also with thicker tails than the normal distribution to 

accommodate occasional extreme values. We operationalize the horseshoe prior with the 

following form (Scott 2011): 

 �� = ���, (5.4) 

  �� ,�~Half-Cauchy(0,1), (5.5) 

where � and �� are, respectively, global (across variables) and local (variable-specific) 

parameters for the horseshoe prior. Both � and �� follow a half-Cauchy distribution with center 0 

and scale 1, and have density only on positive values.  

The most commonly used prior distribution for covariance matrices in Bayesian analysis 

is the inverse-Wishart distribution because of its conjugacy property. Nevertheless, Barnard, 

McCulloch and Meng (2000) suggest a more stable, flexible and elaborative strategy to model or 

sample covariance matrices. Specifically, we can write 

 Σ� = diag���� ∗ Ω� ∗ diag����, (5.6) 

where �� = ���

��

,��

��

, … ,��

���

�

 is a vector of standard deviations in which ��

�� is the standard 

deviation of the coefficient for variable j in task k. The diag���� is a diagonal matrix with 

elements of �� on the diagonal. The parameter Ω� is the correlation matrix for the coefficients of 

variable j across the K tasks. As motivated earlier and show in Figure 5.2, the key element in our 

BMTL approach is to superimpose a correlation structure over models. By using the 

decomposition strategy from Barnard, McCulloch and Meng (2000), we re-parameterize the 
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covariance matrix in MVN distribution with a correlation matrix, which in turn allows us to 

explicitly model correlations for the elements in �� and achieve multi-task learning. For ��

��, we 

use a half-Cauchy prior distribution with center 0 and scale 2.5, as suggested by Gelman et al. 

(2008). For Ω�, we follow Lewandowski, Kurowicka and Joe (2009), henceforth denoted by LKJ, 

to generate random correlation matrices: 

 Ω�~LKJ	�, ��. (5.7) 

The first parameter of the LKJ distribution specify the dimension of the desired 

correlation matrix (hence, in this study d equals K, the number of tasks), and the second 

parameter controls the degree to which the correlation matrix shrinks toward the identity matrix. 

When � = 1, the prior density is uniform over the space of all correlation matrices. As � 

increases, the prior increasingly concentrates around the unit correlation matrix. We set � = 2 as 

a weakly informative prior for Ω�. We note that prior studies usually generate correlation 

matrices by modeling the off-diagonal entries in the matrices. Generating random correlation 

matrices using the LKJ distribution has at least two notable strengths compared to the usual 

approach. First, the LKJ distribution allows us to control the type of desired correlation matrices 

through the parameter �. Second, the correlation matrices in the LKJ distribution are guaranteed 

to be symmetric and positive definite.  

We fit the BMTL logistic regression model with the No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) 

(Hoffman and Gelman 2014) using the Stan probabilistic programming language. NUTS is a 

variant of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), and adaptively sets the step size and the number-of-

steps parameters in HMC. Compared with other commonly used Markov chain Monte Carlo 

(MCMC) algorithms, such as Metropolis algorithm and Gibbs sampler, HMC is more flexible 

and efficient as it requires no conjugacy, suppresses the local random walk behavior, and 
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explores the marginal variances rather than the conditional variances of the probability space 

(Neal 2011). These properties make HMC a suitable and sometime the only practically feasible 

option for models like ours with high dimensionality, high correlation, and complex hierarchical 

structure. Interested readers are referred to Neal (2011) and Duane et al. (1987) for detailed 

exposition of HMC. A total of 2,000 samples were drawn from 2 seperate Markov chains after 

1,000 warm-up draws from each chain.21 For each parameter, convergence was assessed using 

Gelman and Rubin’s (1992) diagnostic test, aka.,  ! statistic, with the value less than 1.2.  

5.3.3. Generalizability of the BMTL Approach 

Having shown the elements of BMTL and its construction for logistic regression models, 

we now briefly discuss the generalizability of our BMTL approach. As mentioned, we enable 

multi-task learning by imposing a hierarchical correlation structure as a channel to transfer 

information over tasks. We use logistic regression models to illustrate our BMTL approach 

because they are perhaps the most common technique in predictive analytics research and 

provide good modeling intuitions compared with other machine learning models. Nevertheless, it 

is clear that we make no assumptions on the baseline models for BMTL except that the models 

need to have a Bayesian representation. This is not very restrictive as we have mentioned that 

many statistical and machine learning models have been implemented in a Bayesian framework, 

such as ANNs (Neal 1996), SVMs (Tipping 2001) and decision trees (Chipman et al. 2002).  

                                                 
21 Readers familiar with the Metropolis algorithm and Gibbs sampler may find the 2,000 MCMC iterations (1,000 

burn-in draws and 1,000 sampling draws) extremely small. This is because NUTS is much more efficient than 

random-walk Metropolis and Gibbs, especially for high dimensional and hierarchical models. See Hoffman and 

Gelman (2014) for an example of how a 2,000-iteration NUTS outperforms a 1,000,000-iteration Metropolis/Gibbs.  
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To illustrate the generalizability of the BMTL approach, we describe how to apply our 

BMTL to ANNs in the Appendix. In the interest of consistency and for ease of exposition, we 

will reuse the notations in equations (1) to (7) in the main text whenever possible.  

Consider a feed-forward ANN with one single hidden layer. A typical functional form of 

the ANN is 

 
( ) ( ) ( )( )logit ,      1... ,   1...
k k

i i
y F i N k K= = =x , (5.8) 
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The " in (9) is referred to as an activation function in the literature of ANNs, and is often 

nonlinear. Two common choices for " are the logistic and the hyperbolic tangent functions. The 
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 are task specific parameters to be fitted. The 
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biases for the output and hidden nodes, and the �
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 are the weights for the respective 

input units. To achieve BMTL, we set the following prior distributions for these parameters.  
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. At this 

point, it is straightforward to draw hyper prior distributions for '�  and (�� as we did for �� in (4) 

and (5). Similarly, A� and B�� will follow the same formulation as Σ� in (6). 
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5.4. Experimental Study 

We choose diabetes as our research case because of its large patient population and their 

broad societal impact. According to the International Diabetes Federation (2013), the global 

population of diabetic patients is projected to grow from 382 million in 2013 to 592 million in 

2035. Among the new cases, 80% will come from developing countries, including China, India, 

Pakistan, etc. In the U.S., diabetes is the seventh leading cause of death. Currently over 29 

million Americans live with diabetes with an estimated medical cost of $322 billion per year 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2014; Dall et al. 2014).  

Diabetes is often associated with many different complications. To demonstrate 

multifaceted risk profiling, we simultaneously model and predict diabetic patient’s risks of three 

adverse health events: stroke (henceforth denoted by STK), acute myocardial infarction (AMI), 

and acute renal failure (ARF). These three adverse health events are common among diabetic 

patients and often lead to premature death. Therefore, accurate predictions of these future 

adverse health events can be used to optimize decisions in care plan and patient education.  

We conduct experiments on de-identified EHR data from a major 600-bed hospital in 

Taiwan. The hospital has over one million registered patients, and provides care to roughly 

750,000 outpatients and 20,000 inpatients annually. From our EHR data, we identify a cohort of 

14,752 adult patients with type 2 diabetes using the diagnosis codes from the International 

Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM). For each of these 

patients, we further extract their complete medical history in the EHRs. We use standard ICD-9-

CM codes to identify whether a patient experiences any of the three adverse health events. 

Among the patients in the cohort, 2,370 (16%) had a STK event, 722 (5%) an AMI event, and 

1,006 (7%) an ARF event. 
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Our EHR data contain comprehensive information collected from daily clinical practice 

from 2003 to 2012, including basic patient demographic information, ICD-9-CM diagnosis 

codes, treatments, laboratory tests, physiological measures, among others. We note that these 

data elements are common in most EHR systems across organizations and countries, despite 

some potential differences in data unit or coding scheme which have no impact on implementing 

our BMTL approach.22 A total of 179 variables which have values on more than 10% of patients 

in the cohort are considered in our analysis. Prior to the analysis, missing values are imputed 

using the respective column mean. Examples of the final variables are illustrated in Table 5.1.23 

Table 5.1: Examples of Variables Used in the Analysis 

Category Example Variables 

Patient Information Age, body weight, male, smoking 
Diagnoses Three digit ICD-9-CM codes, e.g., 401 for essential hypertension 

and 427 for cardiac dysrhythmias 
Treatments Aspirin, clopidogrel, insulin, isoket, metformin 
Labs and exams Computerized tomography, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, 

serum creatinine, systolic blood pressure 
 

5.4.1. Experiment Design and Performance Measure 

We design experiments to reflect practical uses of a clinical predictive model. Figure 5.5 

illustrates the experiment design. For each patient we randomly sample a visit (t0i) from the first 

half of the patient’s medical history. Using data from an earlier visit allows us to more 

realistically assess the predictive performance of the model because we will have less 

                                                 
22 As an example of the difference in data unit, cholesterol is typically measured by milligrams per deciliter (mg/dL) 

in Taiwan and the U.S., but in the U.K., the standard unit for cholesterol is millimoles per liter (mmol/L). Similarly, 

some healthcare providers may have moved from the common ICD-9-CM to the new ICD-10-CM coding scheme 

for diagnosis. Regardless these differences, they do not affect the implementation of our BMTL approach. 

Moreover, our main objective is not to provide a model, but to provide a principled approach for healthcare 

institutions, practitioners, and researchers to build their own models using their own data.   

23 A complete list of the variables is available upon request from the first author. 
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information about the patients. Since the purpose of risk profiling is to enable preventive care, it 

is also more clinically useful if we are able to make predictions at an earlier stage of disease 

process—which is another reason why we sample a visit from the first half of the medical 

history. We then use the “visible” information at t0i for model training and prediction. Finally, 

we determine the status of ��
(�)

 by whether patient i experienced an event (STK, AMI, or ARF) 

in the next t years after t0i. We vary t from 1 to 5 years for two purposes. First, we want to 

examine whether the time window length affects predictive performance. Second, we want to 

understand if the issue of data censoring affects the overall performance of our BMTL approach. 

With this experiment design, Table 5.2 summarizes event occurrence with respect to the sampled 

visit of each patient. Notice that patients could have the events before their respective sampled 

visit. We exclude patients who had all three events, i.e., STK, AMI, and ARF, occurred before 

their respective t0i. However, we retain patients in the cohort if they have only one or two of the 

three events occurred before their t0i because we need to predict their risk of the other event. 

Nevertheless, our evaluations of predictive power use only events that happen during t0i and t0i + 

t, and do not include events that happened before t0i because these events are already known to 

the clinician and the patient at t0i.   
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v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 Time

Step 1: Randomly sample a visit from the first half of the patient’s medical history.

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 Time

Step 2: Use information available in and before the sampled visit for learning or prediction. 

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 Time

Step 3: Learn and predict if an event will happen in the next t years. 

Event occurrence

Sampled visit, denoted by t0i

 
Figure 5.5: Illustration of Experiment Design 

 

Table 5.2: Summary of Event Occurrence 

Event Before t0i 
 During t0i and t0i + t 

After t0i + 5 
t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 t = 5 

STK 1,507 354 560 685 793 828 47 
AMI 485 75 146 178 210 225 20 
ARF 410 217 399 488 536 571 37 

 

The essence of evaluating a predictive model is measuring the model’s performance on 

previously unseen instances in a holdout dataset (Shmueli and Koppius 2011). Cross-validation 

is the most common approach for evaluating predictive models. In cross-validation, instances are 

divided into M subsets, and a model is trained on M − 1 subsets and tested on the holdout subset. 

By performing the evaluation M times—each with a different holdout subset—the predictive 

performance of a model is its average performance across the M holdout subsets. We use a two-

fold cross-validation design (i.e., M = 2) and quantify predictive performance using receiver 
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operating characteristics (ROC) (Fawcett 2006). The ROC space is two-dimensional with true 

positive rate as the Y axis and false positive rate as the X axis, in which    

True positive rate = 
Positives correctly predicted

Total positives
 

False positive rate = 
Negatives incorrectly predicted

Total negatives
 

The area under the ROC curve (AUC; aka, C-statistic or C-index) is a scalar metric 

ranges between 0.5 (equivalent to a random guess) and 1.0 (perfect performance). The AUC is a 

standard measure in predictive analytics, and quantifies a model’s trade-offs between type I and 

type I errors (Bardhan et al. 2014). Unless otherwise stated, we use AUC as the primary measure 

to compare different predictive models in our evaluation experiments.  

We conduct three sets of evaluations to assess the proposed BMTL approach. In the first 

set of evaluations, we aim to understand the utility of multi-task learning. We compare the 

BMTL approach for logistic regression models (denoted by BMTL-Logit) with three single-task 

learning counterparts: Bayesian logistic regression (denoted by B-Logit), the common maximum 

likelihood based logistic regression (denoted by Logit), and logistic regression with lasso 

regularization (denoted by Logit-lasso) (Tibshirani 1996). In the second set of evaluations, we 

aim to understand the performance of our BMTL approach against other multi-task learning 

approaches in the literature. We hence compare BMTL-Logit with ANN-based multi-task 

learning (MTL-ANN; Caruana 1997) and tree-based multi-task learning (MTL-Tree; Simm et al. 

2014). In the third set of evaluations, we aim to demonstrate the practical impact of our BMTL 

approach. We counterfactually analyze how clinical predictive models could augment clinician’s 

capability in identifying high risk patients and provide guideline-recommended preventive 

treatments to reduce the risks. 
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5.4.2. Experiment Results 

5.4.2.1. Evaluation 1: BMTL vs. Single Task Learning Approaches 

In evaluation 1, we compare BMTL-Logit, B-Logit, Logit, and Logit-lasso models to 

examine the utility of multi-task learning over single-task learning. Table 5.3 summarizes the 

results in evaluation 1, which are broken down by the length of the window (i.e., t) and by the 

prediction task. While each of the single-task learning models are trained independently, the 

BMTL-Logit models simultaneously learn and predict the three events in the same window size. 

The results show that the BMTL-Logit model consistently outperforms the alternative single-task 

learning models, and the average AUC measures of BMTL-Logit, B-Logit, Logit and Logit-lasso 

models are 0.770, 0.740, 0.737 and 0.759, respectively. By comparing the BMTL-Logit and the 

three single-task learning models, we see that the margins of performance improvement in AUC 

can be as high as 0.082, which is very significant in terms of predictive power. Based on the row 

average column, the AMI task seems to be more difficult compared with the other two tasks. 

Nonetheless, we notice that BMTL-Logit brings a greater improvements over the alternative 

models in the AMI task. Overall, the results from evaluation 1 confirm our speculations that 

there exists a spillover effect among individual baseline models and that our BMTL approach 

can effectively exploit the spillover effect to improve predictive performance.  
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Table 5.3: Summary of Results in Evaluation 1 

Window 

(t) 
Task 

Models Row  
Average BMTL-Logit B-Logit Logit Logit-lasso 

1 STK 0.738 0.721 0.715 0.738 0.728 
1 AMI 0.771 0.720 0.701 0.734 0.731 
1 ARF 0.856 0.834 0.818 0.851 0.840 
2 STK 0.736 0.725 0.724 0.735 0.730 
2 AMI 0.754 0.672 0.687 0.740 0.713 
2 ARF 0.837 0.805 0.805 0.828 0.819 
3 STK 0.734 0.722 0.720 0.733 0.727 
3 AMI 0.737 0.689 0.685 0.693 0.701 
3 ARF 0.828 0.804 0.797 0.823 0.813 
4 STK 0.730 0.720 0.718 0.726 0.724 
4 AMI 0.733 0.689 0.686 0.697 0.701 
4 ARF 0.823 0.802 0.796 0.821 0.810 
5 STK 0.727 0.716 0.716 0.724 0.721 
5 AMI 0.733 0.678 0.691 0.721 0.706 
5 ARF 0.818 0.800 0.792 0.814 0.806 

Column Average 0.770 0.740 0.737 0.759 0.751 
 

5.4.2.2. Evaluation 2: BMTL vs. Other Multi-Task Learning Approaches 

While it is relatively new to the IS community, multi-task learning has been an active 

area in machine learning and artificial intelligence. A number of multi-task learning approaches 

have been proposed since the seminal paper by Caruana (1997). To determine the standing of our 

BMTL approach amongst the existing ones, we conduct a head-to-head comparison of predictive 

performance with a classic MTL-ANN approach (Caruana 1997), and a recent MTL-Tree 

approach (Simm et al. 2014). Table 5.4 reports the results in evaluation 2, and Figure 5.6 further 

presents the ROC curves of the three approaches in each of the three tasks. The average AUC 

values of BMTL-Logit, MTL-Tree, and MTL-ANN are 0.770, 0.689, and 0.623, respectively. 

The large differences in performance demonstrate the superiority of our approach for multi-task 

learning.   
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Table 5.4: Summary of Results in Evaluation 2 

Window 

(t) 

Task 

(k) 

Models Row  
Average BMTL-Logit MTL-Tree MTL-ANN 

1 STK 0.738 0.626 0.643 0.669 
1 AMI 0.771 0.677 0.650 0.699 
1 ARF 0.856 0.720 0.656 0.744 
2 STK 0.736 0.620 0.590 0.649 
2 AMI 0.754 0.653 0.541 0.649 
2 ARF 0.837 0.700 0.611 0.716 
3 STK 0.734 0.606 0.624 0.655 
3 AMI 0.737 0.647 0.605 0.663 
3 ARF 0.828 0.684 0.691 0.734 
4 STK 0.730 0.688 0.609 0.676 
4 AMI 0.733 0.725 0.592 0.683 
4 ARF 0.823 0.798 0.675 0.765 
5 STK 0.727 0.688 0.625 0.680 
5 AMI 0.733 0.721 0.555 0.670 
5 ARF 0.818 0.783 0.674 0.758 

Column Average 0.770 0.689 0.623 0.694 
 

 

 

Figure 5.6: ROC Curves from Different Multi-Task Learning Approaches (t = 5) 

5.4.2.3. Evaluation 3: Counterfactual Analysis of Practical Use 

We have been arguing that healthcare predictive analytics can provide clinical 

intelligence for preventive care. Grady and Berkowitz (2011) also suggest that clinical predictive 

modeling should go beyond prediction of risk and provide evidence that “prediction can lead to 
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actions that reduce risk beyond what would occur without the prediction…” Prescribing 

preventive treatments is perhaps the most critical action in reducing risks. According to the 

Institute of Medicine, delay or failure to provide preventive interventions is one of the common 

medical errors and results in numerous deaths (Kohn et al. 2000). The practical utility of a model 

is hence its capability in prompting preventive interventions in high risk patients who otherwise 

would not receive such interventions. The gold standard to determine the impact of a healthcare 

predictive model is through a randomized clinical trial with two groups of clinicians—one with 

the predictive model and the other without. However, clinical trials are extremely expensive and 

time-consuming, which is one of the reasons why very few healthcare predictive models have 

undergone such evaluation. Accordingly, Reilly and Evans (2006, p. 207) suggest that  

The potential impact of a prediction rule can be estimated by assessing its 

predictive validity and clinical sensibility and by measuring its potential to 

improve current decision making. 

Instead of measuring the actual impact with a clinical trial, we proceed to assess the 

potential impact of our approach through a counterfactual analysis. Specifically, we assume that 

rational clinicians will always prescribe guideline-recommended preventive interventions if they 

foresee high risk of adverse health events in their patients.24 We then look into the patients with 

STK/AMI/ARF events during t0i and t0i + 5 years, and analyze the proportion of them who had 

not received any preventive interventions but should be provided at t0i given that an indication of 

“high risk” was provided by a predictive model. In other words, our counterfactual analysis 

                                                 
24 While the assumption is practically reasonable and consistent with the economics literature of rational choice 

(Simon 1955), we nonetheless acknowledge that there are occasions a clinician purposefully chooses not to 

prescribe preventive treatments to high risk patients. In addition, we also note that getting preventive treatments 

does not guarantee prevention of adverse health events.   
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reveals clinician’s risk assessment capability and preventive treatment behavior, and triangulates 

that with what could have happened differently with the support from a predictive model.  

We identify appropriate preventive treatments for STK, AMI, and ARF by using the 

Diabetes Comprehensive Care Plan Guidelines from the American Association of Clinical 

Endocrinologists (Table 5.5). Following Dhamoon and Elkind (2010), we choose 10% risk over 

5 years as our cutoff level, and categorize patient who have 5-year event risk above (below) 10% 

at t0i as high (low) risk. With two levels of treatment behavior (with or without preventive 

treatments) and two levels of risks (high or low), we can then create a contingency table like 

Figure 5.7. Such a contingency table can provide several useful insights. We name a and d 

values as marginal clinician utility and marginal model utility, respectively, because they 

represent the events that are correctly identified only by the clinician or only by the predictive 

model. Values b and c in the contingency table, on the other hand, show consistency between 

clinician’s judgment and model’s prediction—either both correct (b) or both incorrect (c). Given 

that the pool of patients in this analysis are the ones who will have an adverse health event in the 

next five years, they should be classified as high-risk by a predictive model and provided with at 

least one preventive treatment by the clinician. Therefore, we consider a and c as model’s errors, 

and c and d as clinician’s errors. In light of these analytical expositions, a predictive model is 

deemed more useful and valuable than another when it has a smaller value in c (making fewer 

mistakes) and a larger value in d (augmenting clinician’s capability).  
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Table 5.5: Guideline Recommended Preventive Treatments for STK, AMI and ARF 

Adverse Health Event Preventive Treatment 

STK • Antihypertensive agents 
• Antiplatelet therapy 

AMI • Antihypertensive agents 
• Antiplatelet therapy 
• Lipid lowering therapy 

ARF • Antihypertensive agents 
• Angiotensin receptor blockers 
• Angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors 

 

  
Predicted Risk 

(from some model)  

  Low High 

Preventive treatment 
prescribed at/before t0i 

Yes a b 

No c d 

Figure 5.7: Schematic Contingency Table for Evaluation 3 

 

Along with our BMTL-Logit model, we also use the Logit-lasso model and the UKPDS 

Risk Engine (Stevens et al. 2001; Kothari et al. 2002) as our benchmarks in this analysis. The 

Logit-lasso model is a commonly used technique in data-driven healthcare predictive analytics 

and performed reasonably well in our evaluation 1. On the other hand, the UKPDS Risk Engine 

is one of the most authoritative risk models in diabetes care based on a large scale clinical trial. 

Figure 5.8 reports the results from evaluation 3. Regardless of the event type, we notice that a 

large portion of these patients did not have the guideline-recommended preventive treatments at 

or before their respective t0i (STK: 45%; AMI: 28%; ARF: 45%). The nonzero d values suggest 

that all the models provide some level of practical utility by recognizing high risk patients that 

are missed by the clinician. From the c and d values, the UKPDS Risk Engine outperforms the 

alternative models in the AMI cases, but falls short in the STK cases. On the other hand, the 

BMTL-Logit model performs better than the Logit-lasso model. Overall, the practical 
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implication here is that risk prediction models can support clinical decision making in a 

meaningful way, and our BMTL approach can better identify high risk patients than the common 

Logit-lasso model.  

STK 

(# of events = 828) 

Predicted Risk 
(BMTL-Logit) 

  
Predicted Risk  
(Logit-lasso) 

  
Predicted Risk  

(UKPDS) 

Low High   Low High   Low High 

Preventive treatment 
prescribed at/before t0i 

Yes 89 363  Yes 118 334  Yes 398 54 

No 186 190  No 204 172  No 329 47 

            

AMI 

(# of events = 225) 

Predicted Risk 
(BMTL-Logit) 

  
Predicted Risk  
(Logit-lasso) 

  
Predicted Risk  

(UKPDS) 

Low High   Low High   Low High 

Preventive treatment 
prescribed at/before t0i 

Yes 110 51  Yes 111 50  Yes 111 50 

No 62 2  No 63 1  No 44 20 

            

ARF 

(# of events = 571) 

Predicted Risk 
(BMTL-Logit) 

  
Predicted Risk  
(Logit-lasso) 

  
Predicted Risk  

(UKPDS) 

Low High   Low High   Low High 

Preventive treatment 
prescribed at/before t0i 

Yes 122 191  Yes 133 180  Yes UKPDS does not 
predict ARF risks.  No 155 103  No 174 84  No 

Figure 5.8: Summary of Results in Evaluation 3 

5.5. Discussion and Conclusions 

Healthcare is in the midst of a paradigm shift—from reactive care to preventive care 

(Dexter et al. 2001), from experience-based practice to data-driven practice (Roski et al. 2014), 

from one-size-fits-all medicine to precision medicine (The White House 2015). While these 

“emerging” ideas are not entirely new, the advances of EHRs and computational technologies are 

making them much viable in the day-to-day practice of healthcare. The pronounced need to use 

IT to transform healthcare is widely recognized in both medicine and IS. While there is no doubt 

about the importance of EHR systems in the healthcare, research and practice communities are 

exploring ways to fully realize the potential of EHRs. Clearly, the capabilities of EHRs are more 

than just digitalizing patient records. It is also about the new opportunities that come along with 
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digitalization. EHR-based healthcare predictive analytics can be likened to targeted marketing 

(Fichman et al. 2011), but the former attains much less attention in the mainstream IS research. 

Just like the need for marketers to predict consumer behavior from large marketing databases for 

effective promotions, clinicians, too, have a similar need to predict patient risk from large EHR 

databases for effective interventions.  

Risk profiling helps clinicians to adjust and optimize the care plan for their patients. The 

extant literature on healthcare predictive analytics, either based on EHRs or clinical trials, 

typically concentrates on the prediction of one specific event or outcome. However, it is clear 

that in reality, patients, especially the ones with chronic diseases, are facing risks of not just one, 

but an array of adverse health events. In this paper, we developed a Bayesian multi-task learning 

(BMTL) approach for risk profiling in chronic care. Multi-task learning is a machine learning 

strategy in which individual models—one for each event/outcome—are trained simultaneously to 

improve the performance of learning (Caruana 1997). This is in contrast with single-task learning 

in which individual models are trained independently. Our BMTL approach allows healthcare 

analysts to achieve multifaceted risk profiling and model an arbitrary number of events and 

outcomes simultaneously. The BMTL approach superimposes a hierarchical structure to 

coordinate a set of individual models, and allows them to pass signals to each other as inductive 

biases in learning (Baxter 2000).  

To demonstrate the viability and utility of the BMTL approach, we use diabetes as our 

research case, and choose STK, AMI, and ARF as three adverse health events to be modeled 

simultaneously in diabetic patients. Our experimental study shows that the BMTL approach 

consistently outperforms the respective single-task learning models as well as the other multi-

task learning approaches in the literature. Our counterfactual analysis of potential impact reveals 
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that the BMTL approach can support clinicians by identifying high risk patients who otherwise 

would not be prescribed with preventive interventions.  

This study has several important implications for future research beyond EHR-based 

healthcare predictive analytics in chronic care. Other than STK, AMI, and ARF in diabetic 

patients, many events and outcomes in healthcare can, and probably should, be modeled jointly. 

For instance, clinicians in the context of inpatient care are constantly assessing their patient’s 

treatment response, in-hospital mortality, and the likelihood of readmission. It is straightforward 

to apply our BMTL approach to simultaneously model these inpatient outcomes. Beyond the 

context of healthcare, many prediction problems in IS, marketing, and finance can also be 

framed from a multi-task learning perspective and leverage the design principles in our BMTL 

approach. As an example, we can formulate recommender systems for movies and books as two 

related tasks, and employ multi-task learning to improve the accuracy of the recommendations in 

either category.  

Our work also has significant practical implications. With the rapid adoption of EHR 

systems in clinical practice, practitioners, policymakers and researchers are seeking ways to best 

and meaningfully use EHRs. We believe that EHR-based healthcare analytics for clinical 

decision-making is an integral part of meaningful use. Failure or delay in providing preventive 

treatments are considered as medical errors (Kohn et al. 2000). Despite the broad recognition of 

the importance of preventive care, it can be challenging for clinicians to pinpoint all high risk 

patients and take actions to reduce their risk, as evident from our analysis. Healthcare predictive 

analytics as a recognized IS research topic has the potential to make significant practical impacts 

in identifying high risk patients and promoting appropriate actions. The predictive models are not 
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intended to replace clinical judgments, but to enhance clinician’s capability, as suggested by 

Friedman (2009) in his “Fundamental Theorem” of informatics.  

This work, nonetheless, has a number of limitations. First, in our BMTL the baseline 

individual models need to be the same modeling technique, e.g., all logistic regression models. It 

is not clear how different techniques can be integrated in a multi-task learning framework and 

share information in the process of learning because the model parameters are not related in any 

meaningful way. Second, we assume that individual models in BMTL have the same set of input 

variables. Despite this assumption, extending the BMTL approach to coordinate models with 

non-exact input variables is straightforward. If there are K individual models (again, one for each 

event) and a variable is used only in H individual models (1 < H ≤ K), we just need to adjust the 

dimension of the corresponding terms in our BMTL formulation from K to H. Third, information 

sharing across models is only through the correlations of the coefficients of the same variable in 

different models. Incorporating correlation matrices for each pair of unique variables will 

exponentially increase the complexity in model fitting, but future studies may explore efficient 

ways to communicate information among different variables across models. Despite these 

limitations, this study is just a first step toward multifaceted risk profiling. Most importantly, our 

principled approach opens up a new way to frame and conduct healthcare predictive analytics 

with the promise to attain improved predictive performance.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The US healthcare sector is behind the other industries in adopting and using information 

technology. Motivated by the much needed transformation of healthcare, various stakeholders 

such as policymakers, providers, and patients are seeking to understand the potential roles and 

impacts of health IT (Fichman et al. 2011; Agarwal et al. 2010). Electronic health records 

(EHRs) are arguably one of the most critical health IT as they serve as an information 

infrastructure in healthcare practices.  

This dissertation aimed to understand the impacts of EHR systems and develop EHR data 

analytics approaches to improve healthcare. I have presented four essays in this dissertation 

which were centered on health informatics in general and meaningful use (MU) of EHR in 

particular. While each of the four essays in this dissertation draws on a distinct theoretical 

background and methodology, every one of them expands our knowledge on meaningful use of 

EHR and at the same time, demonstrates the role of IS in healthcare. 

6.1. Contributions 

In the first essay, I empirically examined the effect of EHR. From multiple specifications 

and robustness checks, the results suggested that MU improves process quality of care. 

According to my calculation, the quality improvement can roughly translate to 28,000 fewer 

readmission cases and over 200 million dollar savings per year. I observed heterogeneity in the 

MU effect. Specifically, disadvantaged hospitals, such as small, non-teaching, and rural 

hospitals, attained a greater magnitude of quality improvements from MU, when compared with 

their counterparts that are large, teaching, and urban hospitals. From social and policy 

perspectives, this finding suggests that MU of EHR does not only improve healthcare quality, but 

also mitigate healthcare disparity. 
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In the second essay, I proposed a temporal information extraction system, MedTime. 

MedTime was designed to automatically identify clinical events and temporal expressions from 

discharge summaries, clinical notes, and various narratives in day-to-day clinical practices. The 

utility of MedTime is to simplify the labor-intensive and time-consuming chart review processes. 

With the extracted information about the events and the timing of the events a patient 

experienced, we can then summarize (and visualize) patient’s clinical timeline and facilitate 

medical chart reviews. I evaluated the utility of MedTime by making a head-to-head comparison 

with the state of the art techniques. The experiment evaluations showed that MedTime was 

among the leading techniques for temporal information extraction. It attained high performance 

levels on the recognition of clinical event and temporal expressions and the normalization of 

temporal expressions. 

In the third essay, I proposed a design that integrates clinical guidelines and EHR data for 

risk prediction. Clinical guidelines are valuable resources for clinical decision making. They 

contain comprehensive descriptions and recommendations about the most effective screening, 

diagnosis, and intervention options for a specific medical condition. The proposed design 

followed a knowledge engineering procedure to extract concepts in clinical guidelines, and then 

use the concepts to inform variable selection in the ensuing data analytics. The design was 

theory-driven and incorporated multiple theoretical principles in the modeling setups. Use 

diabetes and coronary heart disease as two research cases, I compared different modeling 

techniques, data time grids, and model specifications in order to identify the best condition for 

risk modeling. From cross-validations and bootstrap analyses, the results revealed that the time-

varying Cox model with our full specification and quarterly data time grid attained the best 
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predictive performance on holdout samples. The full specification was constituted of a rich set of 

features that were motivated by clinical guidelines and theories of abstraction. 

In the fourth essay, I developed a new Bayesian multi-task learning (BMTL) approach 

that enables multifaceted risk profiling. Patients with chronic diseases often have higher risks of 

many different complications. However, existing risk prediction research typically focused on 

predicting one event/outcome at a time. Instead of training a set of models separately—one for 

each event—the BMTL approach permits training an arbitrary number of baseline models 

simultaneously. I posited that there exists a spillover effect among models, and we can exploit 

the spillover effect by training multiple models jointly and passing information across models. I 

conducted an experimental study with three sets of evaluations. The results from the first 

evaluation confirmed the spillover effect and showed that the BMTL approach outperformed the 

alternative independent models that did not leverage the spillover effect. The results from the 

second evaluation revealed the superior performance of the BMTL approach compared with 

other existing multi-task learning approaches in the literature. In the third and final evaluation, I 

found that the BTML approach can identify the unmet needs for preventive interventions among 

patients who were at high risks but did not receive appropriate preventive interventions from 

their clinicians. 

6.2. Relevance and Implications for MIS 

As healthcare becomes increasingly digitalized, the needs to understand the values of 

health IT and the opportunities of digital health data have never been higher. With its 

multifaceted underpinnings on behavior, economics, and design, MIS as a field presents a great 

fit in advancing these high impacts digital health research. As such, the past decade has seen a 

markedly growing amount of studies in MIS on the topics of health IT (Fichman et al. 2011; 
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Romanow et al. 2012). The essays in this dissertation are relevant to economics of IS and design 

science, which I discuss in turn.  

From the perspective of IS economics, I empirically identified the relation between MU 

of EHR and quality of care. Whether EHR improves quality of care has been a question with 

significant scientific and practical interests. The mixed findings in the literature on the effect of 

EHR cast doubt on whether EHR can transform healthcare in any realistic and measurable ways. 

As shown in Essay I, my study leveraged a robust research design rooted in a natural experiment, 

and the focus went beyond adoption and emphasized MU. Essay I contributes to this stream of 

research on the effect of meaningfully use EHR systems and gives a potential explanation on the 

mixed evidence in the literature. I found that MU is positively and significantly associated with 

improvements in the quality of care. The findings have significant implications to health policy 

makers, health IT researchers, healthcare providers, and more importantly, to patients—as they 

will benefit the most from improved care.  

From the perspective of design science, I advanced the use of EHR data by designing 

EHR-based analytical artifacts to unlock information from clinical text, integrate clinical 

guidelines and EHR data for risk prediction, and develop a novel multifaceted risk profiling 

approach. The design artifacts in my dissertation research are applications of business analytics 

and predictive modeling (Chen et al. 2012; Shmueli and Koppius 2011). Most studies in business 

analytics and predictive modeling emphasize their implications and applications in the contexts 

of marketing and finance (e.g., Zheng et al. 2012; Abbasi et al. 2012). This dissertation fills this 

important research gap of data analytics in healthcare.  

6.3. Future Research Directions 

This dissertation leads to several areas of future research centered on digital health.  
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(1) Conditions for MU attainment and effect. Given our findings of the positive quality 

effect from MU, the next steps are to identify conditions that promote MU attainment in 

healthcare practice and factors that moderate the MU effect. It is likely that there are personal or 

organizational conditions, such as culture, structure, management, training, among others, that 

lead to a greater MU attainment. On the other hand, I found that the MU effect is heterogeneous 

and varies by hospital size, teaching status, and location. There may be other important 

moderators for the MU effect (see, e.g., McCullough et al. 2013). Identifying and understanding 

these moderators can strengthen health IT policy making and help healthcare providers optimize 

their MU practice.  

(2) EHR big data analytics. Healthcare analytics using EHR data presents several unique 

opportunities that could have significant practical implications and impacts. While this 

dissertation developed frameworks and methods for guideline integration and risk modeling, 

there remain many applications of EHR big data analytics worth further investigation. One 

notable application is precision medicine—that is, providing interventions and cares that are 

tailored to individual patient’s genes, phenotypes, medical history, environment and lifestyle.25 

This involves using observational data in EHR to understand the comparative effectiveness of 

different interventions, as oppose to relying only on population-based clinical trials (Dreyer et al. 

2010). Another application is detecting adverse drug events. Studies estimate that every year 

hundreds of thousands of patients die from adverse events in hospital (James 2013). Also, new 

prescription drugs have a one in five chance of causing adverse reactions that were not 

discovered from pre-market clinical trials (Lasser et al. 2002). By using EHR data collected in 

                                                 
25 http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/01/30/fact-sheet-president-obama-s-precision-medicine-

initiative  
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routine clinical practice, one can develop signal detection algorithms for early identification of 

harmful events in care provision.  

(3) Consumer-oriented digital health. This dissertation focused on a provider-oriented 

digital health technology, i.e., EHR systems. Nevertheless, several research opportunities start to 

emerge from recent consumer-oriented digital health innovations. Personal health management 

using mobile, wearable, sensing devices is one the most exciting developments in digital health 

in the past couple years. On the other hand, healthcare social media, such as patientslikeme.com 

and dlife.com, connects patients with similar conditions and offers informational and emotional 

supports. Potential research questions in consumer-oriented digital health includes 1) how to 

effectively manage such consumer data with the iconic 3Vs (volume, variety and velocity) big 

data properties, 2) how to integrate the consumer data with EHR for a comprehensive portrait of 

a person’s health condition, and c) whether consumers attain significant improvement on their 

health with these consumer-oriented digital health innovations.  
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